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PREFACE
■ Objectives
Softune REALOS/FR (hereafter called REALOS/FR) is a real-time operating system that runs
on FUJITSU's FR 32-bit microprocessors. The specifications of the REALOS/FR kernel
conform with the µITRON 3.0 specifications.
This manual describes the functions provided by REALOS/FR and how to use them. Use this
manual as a reference when creating application systems and user programs.
Essential information for the creation of REALOS/FR systems is provided in the “Softune
REALOS Configurator Manual.” Use this Kernel Manual in conjunction with the Configurator
Manual when creating REALOS/FR systems.
■ Trademarks
TRON is an abbreviation for “The Realtime Operating system Nucleus.”
ITRON is an abbreviation for “Industrial TRON.”
µITRON is an abbreviation for “Micro Industrial TRON.”
SOFTUNE is a trademark of FUJITSU LIMITED.
REALOS (REALtime Operating System) is a trademark of FUJITSU LIMITED.
The names of products and systems appearing in this manual are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective companies.
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■ Intended Readership
This manual is written as a reference covering REALOS/FR modules and system calls, and is
intended for engineers who are actually using REALOS/FR to develop products. Be sure to read
the entire manual carefully.

■ Organization of This Manual
This manual consists of four chapters and an appendix, as listed below.
Chapter 1 Precautionary Information
This chapter contains notes concerning the development of application systems based on
REALOS/FR.
Chapter 2 Modules
This chapter explains the function and operation of each module, and provides examples
for the creation of programs.
Chapter 3 Creating Application Programs
This chapter explains how to create application programs for REALOS/FR.
Chapter 4 System Calls
This chapter describes the REALOS/FR system calls in a reference format.
Appendix
The appendices include lists of system calls, labels used for input parameters, and error
codes.
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The contents of this document are subject to change without notice. Customers are advised to consult
with FUJITSU sales representatives before ordering.
The information and circuit diagrams in this document are presented as examples of semiconductor
device applications, and are not intended to be incorporated in devices for actual use. Also, FUJITSU is
unable to assume responsibility for infringement of any patent rights or other rights of third parties
arising from the use of this information or circuit diagrams.
The products described in this document are designed, developed and manufactured as contemplated
for general use, including without limitation, ordinary industrial use, general office use, personal use, and
household use, but are not designed, developed and manufactured as contemplated (1) for use
accompanying fatal risks or dangers that, unless extremely high safety is secured, could have a serious
effect to the public, and could lead directly to death, personal injury, severe physical damage or other
loss (i.e., nuclear reaction control in nuclear facility, aircraft flight control, air traffic control, mass
transport control, medical life support system, missile launch control in weapon system), or (2) for use
requiring extremely high reliability (i.e., submersible repeater and artificial satellite).
Please note that Fujitsu will not be liable against you and/or any third party for any claims or damages
arising in connection with above-mentioned uses of the products.
Any semiconductor devices have an inherent chance of failure. You must protect against injury, damage
or loss from such failures by incorporating safety design measures into your facility and equipment such
as redundancy, fire protection, and prevention of over-current levels and other abnormal operating
conditions.
If any products described in this document represent goods or technologies subject to certain
restrictions on export under the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law of Japan, the prior
authorization by Japanese government will be required for export of those products from Japan.

©2002 FUJITSU LIMITED Printed in Japan
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Softune REALOS/FR Manual Set
The Softune REALOS/FR manual set consists of four volumes listed below. A first-time user of
REALOS should first read the User's Guide.

FR Family
Softune REALOS/FR
User's Guide
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This manual contains the following items: product
installation procedure, application system creation
procedure and precautionary information on system use.

FR Family
Softune REALOS/FR
Kernel Manual

This manual contains information required to
create user programs.

FR/F2MC Family
Softune REALOS/FR/907/896
Configurator Manual

This manual explains the REALOS
Configurator functions and how to use them.

FR-V/FR/F2MC Family
Softune REALOS
Analyzer Manual

This manual explains the REALOS Analyzer
functions and how to use them.
Softune REALOS/986 is not supported.

READING THIS MANUAL
■ Product Name
In this manual and this product, product name is designated as follows:
SOFTUNE is designated as Softune.
■ Meanings of Symbols
In this manual, the format for definitions and precautions uses the following conventions.
Symbol

Explanation

[ ]

Indicates that the element can be omitted.

{ }

Indicates that one of the enclosed elements must be selected.

|

Indicates a delimiter for elements that can be described.

...

Indicates that the item preceding the ellipsis points can be described repeatedly.

Note

Indicates that accompanying text must be read carefully.
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CHAPTER 1

PRECAUTIONARY INFORMATION

This chapter describes precautionary information relating to development of
application systems using REALOS/FR.

1.1

Precautions for Programming on REALOS/FR Systems

1.2

Precautions for REALOS/FR Hardware Design
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CHAPTER 1 PRECAUTIONARY INFORMATION

1.1

Precautions for Programming on REALOS/FR Systems

This section describes precautionary information for programming on REALOS/FR
systems.
■ Precautions for Programming
Notes:
• The ext_tsk system call cannot be issued from the task independent portion.
A system call under these conditions will result in an error and the program may not revert
to the previous context.
• The ret_int system call cannot be issued from the task portion.
A system call under these conditions will result in an error and the program may not revert
to the previous context.
• The ret_tmr system call cannot be issued from the task portion.
A system call under these conditions will result in an error and the program may not revert
to the previous context.
• The contents of the following registers and memory cannot be directly altered by user
programs:
PS, TBR, SSP, USP registers, bit search module control register, delayed interrupt control
register, interrupt control register, interrupt vector table, kernel data area.
These resources are controlled by the kernel.
Note in particular that setting the PS register I bit to “0” (interrupt disabled) prohibits task
switching.
• The EIT vector table is created by the configurator at the time the system is configured,
and therefore need not be created by the user.
• At the beginning of the reset entry routine, be sure to set the system stack pointer
(R_sstack) created by the Configurator in the SP register and the label (R_vct) for the
vector table in the tbr register. Also specify the interrupt mask (strongest) for the ilm
register.
• Be sure to jump to the kernel initialization routine (R_init) at the end of the reset entry
routine.
• Since the kernel initialization routine uses the stack area of a task, do not initialize the
stack area of a task after the sequence jumps to R_init.
• Be sure to use the entry name _uinit to create a kernel initialization routine.
The user initialization routine (_uinit) is called by the kernel initialization routine as a
subroutine.
Issue only those system calls inside the user initialization routine (_uinit) that can be
issued from the task-independent portions.
• If you describe a timer interrupt handler for the system clock, be sure to save each register
when the handler starts, and restore each register when the handler ends. Also, be sure
to make a R_sys_clock subroutine call in the handler.
• When creating the system down routine, be sure to use the entry name _system_down.
The _system_down entry is called if the system fails.
• Be sure to specify in RELOCATE_FILE in the configuration file the OS object file that
corresponds to the tool being used.
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1.1 Precautions for Programming on REALOS/FR Systems

• A task that executes object wait system calls with a time-out must always be specified as
TMO in the TSK definition of the Configurator.
• In case of using an idle task in user program, it is necessary to create the idle task by
yourself. Define as the idle task a task which has the lowest order of priority and which
never makes a transition to the wait state.
• The method of message transmission to and from mailboxes is by means of pointers for
message sending, and therefore sending and receiving messages must be paired one-toone.
Also, once a message is sent the header area of that message remains in use, and
therefore access to header areas of sent messages is prohibited.
• In case of issuing rel_blf with the already released memory block,the OS become unusual
movement.
• Because free memory blocks in a variable-sized/fixed-sized memory pool are managed by
using that memory block area, memory block areas must not be accessed after they are
returned.
• In processing of system calls having address values as parameters, the address values
are not subject to boundary checking.
• Symbol names beginning with ”R_” are reserved by REALOS/FR, and therefore may not
be used in user programs.
• The ret_int() function is macro-defined in realos.h. Be sure to include realos.h in any
system calls written in C.
• The ret_tmr() function is macro-defined in realos.h. Be sure to include realos.h in any
system calls written in C.
• The interrupt request of DMA transfer completion is delayed in the same way as other
interrupt when it occurred during the term of interrupt masking inside OS.
• Directory names containing Japanese characters cannot be used.
• File names containing Japanese characters cannot be used.
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1.2

Precautions for REALOS/FR Hardware Design

This section describes precautionary information for REALOS/FR hardware design.
■ Precautions for Hardware Design
Notes:
• The REALOS/FR operating system operates only on FR family microcontrollers with builtin delayed interrupt module and bit search module.
• REALOS/FR requires one interval timer generating a timer interrupt signal at constant
intervals (typically 1 ms) for use as a system clock.
It is also possible to use the FR built-in timer.
• System configuration is possible even without a system clock. However the following
system calls are related to timing, and will not operate properly.
tslp_tsk , twai_sem , twai_flg , trcv_msg , tget_blf, set_tim , get_tim , dly_tsk , def_cyc ,
def_alm
• The delayed interrupt module, bit search module, interrupt timer for system clock and
vector number 64 of EIT are used by REALOS/FR and are not available to the user.
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CHAPTER 2

MODULES

The REALOS/FR program is built from a number of modules with the kernel at its core.
This chapter explains the function and operation of each module, and provides
examples for the creation of programs.
2.1

Fields of Application for REALOS/FR

2.2

Organization of REALOS/FR

2.3

REALOS/FR Functions

2.4

Application Programs

2.5

Task Management Functions

2.6

Task-Dependent Synchronization Functions

2.7

Synchronization and Communication Functions

2.8

MemoryPool Management Functions

2.9

Interrupt Management Functions

2.10

Time Management Functions

2.11

System Management Functions

2.12

Exception Management Functions
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2.1

Fields of Application for REALOS/FR

REALOS/FR is a real-time OS that conforms with the µITRON 3.0 specifications and
which is used to control equipment.
The µITRON specifications are standard specifications for operating systems used to
control industrial equipment. Furthermore, the µITRON 3.0 specifications have been
prepared and expanded for high-performance microprocessors.
REALOS/FR is designed to respond rapidly in real-time to processing requests.
REALOS/FR is suited for industrial equipment control system applications in particular.
■ Fields of Application for REALOS/FR
Figure 2.1 shows some of the fields of application for REALOS/FR.
Automobiles
Home electrical appliances

Communication control

Digital still camera
Digital video cam corder
Car navigation, Car audio
DVD

REALOS/FR

Portable devices

Electronic piano
OA equipment

Measuring equipment

PDC

FAX

Copying machine, etc.

Measuring instruments, etc.

Figure 2.1 Fields of Application for REALOS/FR
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PDA, etc.

2.2 Organization of REALOS/FR

2.2

Organization of REALOS/FR

The REALOS/FR kernel is an event-driven multitasking OS. The kernel manages the
basic functions of the REALOS/FR real-time OS, and supports task management and
handler processing execution. Note that subsequent references to “REALOS/FR” refer
to the kernel itself, unless noted otherwise.
■ Organization of the REALOS/FR modules
Figure 2.2 shows the organization of the REALOS/FR modules.
Target system

User task

User task

Sample
task
program

Host system

Debugger
target section

Debugger
host section

Configurator/
Analyzer
REALOS/FR
kernel
FR development
support tools
I/O
driver

Sample
I/O
driver

: Modules provided by REALOS/FR
: User programs, or modules provided separately
Figure 2.2 Organization of the REALOS/FR Modules
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2.3

REALOS/FR Functions

The kernel is the core of the application system, and manages and controls each
module. The primary functions of the kernel include task management, control of
synchronization and communications between tasks, and memorypool and time
management.
■ REALOS/FR Functions
Figure 2.3 shows the REALOS/FR functions.
REALOS/FR functions
Task management
functions

Task-dependent
synchronization functions

Synchronization/communication functions
Semaphores · Eventflags · Mailboxes

Interrupt management
functions

Time management
functions

System management functions
Memorypool management
functions
Variable-sized memorypool
Fixed-sized memorypool
Exception management functions

Figure 2.3 REALOS/FR Functions
■ Task Management Functions
These are the basic functions needed for implementing multitask processing.
In REALOS/FR, a priority-based, event-driven scheduling system is used for task management.
■ Task-Dependent Synchronization Functions
These functions are used for simple synchronization between tasks.
■ Synchronization/Communication Functions
These functions are used for communication and synchronization between tasks. Three types of
functions are supported: semaphores, eventflags, and mailboxes.
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• Semaphores

: These are 16-bit counter semaphores that are used for resource
management, etc.

• Eventflags

: This function controls tasks through the occurrence of events. 32-bit
eventflags are supported.

• Mailboxes

: These are used for the exchange of messages.

2.3 REALOS/FR Functions

■ MemoryPool Management Functions
These functions dynamically manage memory areas registered by the user.
In a memorypool, memory is divided into the blocks for management. Tasks can get and return
these memory blocks as needed during execution of processing.
Both variable-sized memorypools and fixed-sized memorypools are supported.
■ Interrupt Management Functions
These functions perform processing in response to interrupts generated by external devices.
This interrupt processing is essential in order to respond in real-time to processing requests from
external devices.
■ Time Management Functions
These functions implement time-synchronized processing.
These functions support cyclic handlers that are initiated at a specified time interval, and alarm
handlers that are initiated at a specified time.
■ System Management Functions
These functions manage the status of the OS, and provide the following functions:
• Version management
• System management
■ Exception Management Functions
These functions perform processing in response to abnormalities generated within the system.
Exception handlers can be defined for the system as a whole for the following types of
exceptions:
• CPU exceptions
• System call exceptions
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2.4

Application Programs

Application programs are programs created by users. Programs can be written in C
language or in assembler language. Details on writing application programs are
provided in Chapter 3, “Creating Application Programs.” Examples of programs that
execute normal processing include tasks, interrupt handlers, and timer handlers; an
example of a program that is executed when an abnormal situation arises is an
exception handler.
■ Overview of Application Programs
● Programs that execute normal processing
• Tasks
A task is the fundamental unit of which application programs are comprised. Processing
in an application system is implemented through the coordinated operation of multiple
tasks.
• Interrupt handler
This processing is executed when an interrupt is generated. Interrupt requests from
peripheral devices are received by the interrupt handler, which then requests processing
by a task.
• Timer handlers
There are cyclic handlers that are initiated cyclically, and there are alarm handlers that are
initiated at a specified time. These handlers are executed as part of the system clock
handler.
● Programs that are executed when an abnormality arises
• Exception handlers
This processing is executed if an exception is generated while task or handler processing
is being executed.
Exception processing is processing that is initiated when some sort of abnormality arises
during execution of normal processing.
■ Application Program Structure
Figure 2.4 shows the structure of an application program.

Task A

Task B

Task C

Interrupt
handler

System call
exception
handler

CPU
exception
handler

REALOS/FR

Figure 2.4 Application Program Structure
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■ Program Processing Execution Attributes
For program processing under REALOS/FR, two execution attributes are set: the task portions
and the task-independent portions. Which system calls can be executed is determined by this
execution attribute.
• Task processing
Task processing is executed according to the task portions execution attribute.
• Interrupt handler processing
Interrupt handler processing is executed according to the task-independent portions
execution attribute.
• Timer handler processing
Timer handler processing is executed according to the task-independent portions
execution attribute.
• Exception handler processing
Exception handler processing is executed according to the execution attribute under
which the exception was generated.
Table 2.4 shows the REALOS/FR execution attributes.
Table 2.4 REALOS/FR Execution Attributes
Execution
attribute
Task portions
Taskindependent
portions

Corresponding programs

Characteristics

•
•

Tasks
Exception handlers

•
•
•

Practically all system calls can be executed.
Dispatching occurs.
Exception handlers shared by the system are activated.

•
•
•
•

Interrupt handler
Cyclic handler
Alarm handler
Exception handler

•
•
•
•

Processing is activated by external interrupts.
Do not have the task attributes.
Have a context independent of tasks.
Only system calls that can be issued from the taskindependent portions can be executed.
Dispatching is delayed until the task-independent
portions processing is completed. (Principle of delayed
dispatching)
Exception handlers shared by the system are activated.

•
•

Note: Because exception handler processing is executed with the execution attribute under which the exception
was generated, the exception attribute is not predetermined.
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2.4.1 Task Processing
In REALOS/FR, a single job is written as a task.
Tasks are the smallest execution units of programs, and are the program units on
which the scheduling process is based. Because REALOS/FR is a multitasking OS,
multiple tasks are ranked by priority; CPU time is then allocated to the tasks on the
basis of that priority. (This allocation of time is called “scheduling.”)
■ Tasks Operating under REALOS/FR
Figure 2.4.1a illustrates tasks operating under REALOS/FR.

Task A

Task D

Data input
processing

Device
monitoring

REALOS/FR
Task C
Task E

Data output
processing
Task B

Abnormality
processing

Data
computational
processing

Figure 2.4.1a Tasks Operating under REALOS/FR
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■ Task Execution
Figure 2.4.1b illustrates task execution. This figure shows a case where task start requests for
tasks A and B and an external interrupt request (interrupt handler) are received while task C is
being executed.

External
interrupt request
Event

Task B
start
request

Task A
start
request

Task A
termination
request

Task B
termination
request

Interrupt handler
Priority level
High
Task A

Task B

Low

Task C
REALOS/FR
Time
Figure 2.4.1b Task Execution
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2.4.2 Task Scheduling and Execution Sequence
The tasks operating under REALOS/FR are controlled by an event-driven scheduling
system based on priority.
Normally, the kernel determines the priority ranking on the basis of the task states and
priority levels. Then the tasks that are in the READY state are executed in sequence,
starting with the task that has the highest priority. If there are more than one task with
the same priority level, the tasks are executed in the order in which they entered the
READY state.
■ Task Scheduling and Execution Sequence
The tasks operating under REALOS/FR are controlled by an event-driven scheduling system
based on priority.
Figure 2.4.2 illustrates the task scheduling process and the execution sequence.
Current executable task

The first task that became
executable is executed.

Priority level 1

Priority level 2

Priority level 3

Tasks are executed in the order of their priority
levels.
If multiple tasks share the same priority level,
they are executed on a FIFO basis.

Figure 2.4.2 Task Scheduling and Execution Sequence
● Priority levels and priority ranking
In REALOS/FR, the priority ranking is determined on the basis of the task priority levels. The
task execution sequence is expressed by the priority ranking. Execution authority is passed
to the highest task in the priority ranking. In the priority ranking, the tasks with the higher
priority levels are ranked higher; when more than one task has the same priority level, the
tasks are executed in the order in which they became executable.
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2.4.3 Task Dispatching
When, as a result of task scheduling, a task with a higher priority ranking than the task
currently being executed enters the READY state, or if the task currently being
executed is in the WAIT state, a different task enters the RUN state. The processing by
which task execution switching is accomplished is called “dispatching”.
In REALOS/FR, task dispatching occurs in situations such as the following:
● When a system call that causes a state transition is generated
● When an interrupt is generated (i.e., when a system call from the interrupt
handler is executed)
■ Task Dispatching
Task dispatching is the processing by which the task context data of the task currently being
executed is replaced with the task context data of the task to be executed next.
Figure 2.4.3 illustrates the task dispatching process.

TCB

R0
R1
R2

TCB

R15

Task B

Task A
Dispatching

When the task currently being executed is shifted
into another state, the second task in the priority
ranking is executed.
Figure 2.4.3 Task Dispatching
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2.4.4 Task Management Information
The tasks operating under REALOS/FR are managed through the Task Control Block
(TCB).
The TCB is a collection of data (information) within the kernel that is used to manage
the tasks.
■ Information Included in the TCB
The information included in the TCB is listed below.
● Information used to manage task execution
• TaskID
• Task attribute
• Task priority level
• Tasks state
• Number of wakeup request in queue
• Number of nested SUSPEND request
● Context storage area
• CPU register context
● Information used to initialize task
• Start address
• Stack base address
• Priority level at startup, etc.

16
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2.4.5 Task States
There are six states that tasks can be in under REALOS/FR: RUN, READY, WAIT,
SUSPEND, WAIT-SUSPEND, and DORMANT. Table 2.4.5 describes the task states.
■ Task States
Table 2.4.5 Task States
Task state

18

Description

RUN state

This is the state of the task currently being executed.
Of the tasks in the READY state, the task with the highest priority
ranking enters the RUN state.
There is only one task in the system at any one time in this state.

READY state

Tasks in this state are waiting to be assigned execution authority
by the kernel.
Tasks in this state can begin processing at any time.

WAIT state

Tasks in this state are waiting for the requirements for release of
the WAIT state to be met.
Once the requirements are met, the task shifts to the READY
state.

SUSPEND state

Tasks in this state were forcibly interrupted by another task.
Tasks in this state are forcibly placed outside of the tasks subject
to scheduling.

WAIT-SUSPEND state

Tasks in this state have been put into both the WAIT state and the
SUSPEND state.
Specifically, a task enters this state when a SUSPEND request
(via “sus_tsk”) is made in regards to a task that is in the WAIT
state.

DORMANT state

A task in this state is waiting for start.
This is the state that a task occupies before it is start and after it
is terminated.

2.4 Application Programs

■ Task State Transitions
Figure 2.4.5 shows the task state transitions.

dispatch

READY

RUN

preempt

Wait condition is
satisfied

WAIT condition

Forcibly
Terminate

WAIT

Suspend

Resume

WAIT-SUSPEND

Forcibly
Terminate

Release wait
Suspend

SUSPEND

Forcibly
Terminate

Resume

Start

DORMANT
Forcibly terminate

Exit

Figure 2.4.5 Task State Transitions Diagram
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2.4.6 Processing by the Interrupt Handler
In REALOS/FR, the interrupt management functions can be used to execute processing
for interrupts from peripheral devices.
■ Interrupt Handler Execution
In interrupt management, the processing executed in response to external interrupts generated
by the FR is defined as the interrupt handler. When a corresponding interrupt is generated, the
FR directly initiates the user-defined interrupt handler. In REALOS/FR processing, the time
during which interrupts are prohibited is kept to a minimum. As a result, unprecedentedly fast
response to interrupt requests is possible in REALOS/FR.
If an interrupt is generated, the user-defined interrupt handler is activated. Figure 2.4.6
illustrates the execution of the interrupt handler.

Interrupt
Task

User-defined
interrupt handler

Interrupt
occurred

reti

Figure 2.4.6 Interrupt Handler Execution
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2.4.7 Processing by the Timer Handler
In REALOS/FR, it is possible to use the timer handler function in order to define
handlers, independent of tasks, that are initiated either cyclically or at a specified time.
The timer handler function permits definition of the following two types of handlers:
● Cyclic handlers
● Alarm handlers
■ Timer Handler Execution
Figure 2.4.7 illustrates the execution of the timer handler.

Interrupt occurred by a
hardware timer
REALOS/FR system
clock handler

Task
Interrupt
occurred

User-defined timer
handler
Calling
the timer
handler

ret

The timer handler is initiated as a subroutine by the system clock handler used by the kernel.
Figure 2.4.7 Timer Handler Execution
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2.4.8 Processing by the Exception Handler
In REALOS/FR, it is possible to execute processing in response to exceptions that are
generated during program execution. This processing is called an “exception
handler”.
The exception handler is initiated for the following two types of exceptions:
● CPU exceptions
● System call exceptions
One exception handler can be defined in the system.
■ Exception Handler Execution
Figure 2.4.8 illustrates the execution of the exception handler.

REALOS/FR exception
handler startup routine

Task
CPU
exception
generated

Exception handler
Calling the
exception
handler

ret

Once the exception processing terminates, control
returns to the location where the exception occurred.
REALOS/FR exception
handler startup routine

Task
System call
exception
generated

Exception handler
Calling the
exception
handler

ret

Once the exception processing terminates, control
returns to the location where the exception occurred.
External handlers are started up from the kernel as subroutines.
Figure 2.4.8 Exception Handler Execution
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2.5

Task Management Functions

In REALOS/FR, functions for creating tasks, starting tasks, referencing task statuses,
etc., are provided as the task management functions.
■ Task Management Function System Calls
The system calls for the task management functions are listed below.
● System calls for starting/terminating tasks
• sta_tsk : Start Task
• ext_tsk : Exit Task
• ter_tsk : Terminate Other Task
● System calls for controlling task execution
• dis_dsp : Disable Dispatch
• ena_dsp : Enable Dispatch
• chg_pri : Change Task Priority
• rot_rdq : Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue
• rel_wai : Release Wait of Other Task
• get_tid : Get Task Identifer
• ref_tsk : Reference Task Status
■ Task Start and Termination
Figure 2.5 illustrates task start and termination.

dispatch

RUN

READY
preempt

Exit (ext_tsk)

Start (sta_tsk)

DORMANT
Forcibly terminate (ter_tsk)

Forcibly terminate (ter_tsk)

Figure 2.5 Task Start and Termination
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2.5.1 Task Creation
Creating a task involves defining the tasks necessary for running the task.
A task is created by specifying the task ID number and task start address.
A task corresponding to a specified ID number can statically be defined by the
Configurator.
For details on how to specify the ID number, refer to the Softune REALOS Configurator
Manual.
■ Task Creation
Tasks are created with the Configurator.
The following parameters need to be specified:
• Task ID number
• Task start address
• Initial task priority
• Stack size
• Extended information
• Task start code
● TaskID
The taskID is a two-byte size number that is used to identify the task.
A value from 1 to 32767 can be specified. Negative values cannot be used.
“0” is used by any task to specify itself.

Range of ID numbers

0 1

Maximum value

“TSK_SELF” cannot be specified when a task is created,
since it is used by the issuing task.

● Task start address
Specifies the starting address for the program that is the task that is being created.
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● Initial Task Priority
A value from 1 to 32 can be specified for the priority level. The smaller the value, the higher
the priority. Negative values cannot be used.
Tasks running under REALOS/FR are scheduled on the basis of this priority level. The
scheduling of READY tasks is affected by the priority level.
The priority level of a task can be changed while that task is being executed. The new value
is invalid once the task terminates. The next time the task is started, it is executed according
to the priority level upon start specified by this parameter.
Range of priority levels

0 1

Maximum value

TPRI_INI: Specification of priority level upon task start
TPRI_RUN: Specification of highest priority level currently being executed
(“TPRI_INI” and “TPRI_RUN” cannot be specified when a task is being created.)

Priority level High

Low

● Stack size
This parameter specifies the size of the stack that is used.
The Configurator uses this value to automatically allocate memory from system memory.
● Extended information
This area can be used freely by the user.
● Task start code
Parameters to be passed to a task when it is started can be specified. This code can then
be referenced from the task to which the parameters are passed.
■ Task State Defined with the Configurator
Tasks are registered in REALOS/FR as in either the READY state or the DORMANT state.
Tasks that are registered as DORMANT state tasks can be started and processed at any time,
but they will not run until they are started via “sta_tsk”.
Information on the states of specified tasks, current priorities, etc., can be referenced by
“ref_tsk”. Refer to Section 2.5.7, ”Reference Task Status.”
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2.5.2 Task Start and Termination
Other tasks are initiated by using “sta_tsk”. It is possible to issue start requests for
tasks that have been created and are in the DORMANT state. Task processing is
terminated by “ext_tsk” or by “ter_tsk”. When task processing is terminated, it can be
either because it terminated itself or because it was forcibly terminated for some
reason. The system calls “ext_tsk” and “ter_tsk” do not release resources belonging
to the task that is being terminated. The user is responsible for releasing resources
prior to the termination of a task.
■ Task Start
Other tasks are started by using “sta_tsk”.
It is possible to issue start requests for tasks that have been created and are in the DORMANT
state.
Specify the following parameters:
• TaskID (tskid)
• Task start code (stacd)
● Task start code (stacd)
This code specifies a value that is passed to a task that is being started.
The task start code is passed from the task that issued “sta_tsk”.
This code can be used for simple message passing. Figure 2.5.2a illustrates task start and
the task start code.

sta_tsk

DORMANT state

Task B
32-bit task start code
r4

READY state

Task B

Figure 2.5.2a Task Start and Task Start Codes
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■ Condition of Started Tasks
Started tasks shift from the DORMANT state to the READY state. The priority level in this case
is the priority level upon task start that was specified when the task in question was created.
Whether or not the started task is actually executed depends on the scheduling by the kernel.
Table 2.5.2 shows task start and execution, while Figure 2.5.2b illustrates task start.
Table 2.5.2 Task Start and Execution
Task state transition
Task start
Task execution

Cause

DORMANT to READY

Issuance of “sta_tsk”

READY to RUN

Kernel scheduling

Task currently being executed.

Priority level 1

sta_tsk

Task A

Priority level 2

Priority
level 2

Task A, started by “sta_tsk”

DORMANT
↓
READY

When task A is actually executed
depends on scheduling by the kernel.

Priority level 3

READY tasks
Figure 2.5.2b Task Start
■ Normal Task Termination
The issuing task terminates itself by using the call “ext_tsk”; as a result, the task state shifts from
the RUN state to the DORMANT state.
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■ Forcible Task Termination
A task uses “ter_tsk” to force another task to terminate. A task in the READY state, WAIT state,
or SUSPEND state is put into the DORMANT state.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
■ Termination Request and Start Request Delays
When “ter_tsk” is issued for the task that is currently running from the task-independent portions,
that termination request is delayed until execution of the task-independent portions is completed.
However, if the task that is running is in the “dispatching disabled” state, the request is delayed
until dispatching is enabled.
If “sta_tsk” is issued for a task for which a termination request from the task-independent
portions is being delayed, the start request is delayed until execution of the task-independent
portions is completed. However, if the task for which the termination request is delayed is in the
“dispatching disabled” state, the request is delayed until dispatching is enabled.
If “ter_tsk” is issued for a task for which an start request from the task-independent portions is
being delayed, the task enters the termination request delayed state.
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2.5.3 Task Dispatch Control
Task dispatching can be disabled by using the system call “dis_dsp”. If a task has
been put in the dispatching disabled state, dispatching can be enabled by using the
system call “ena_dsp”.
■ Disabling Dispatching
Task dispatching can be disabled by using the system call “dis_dsp”. If a task has been put in
the dispatching disabled state, dispatching can be enabled by using the system call “ena_dsp”.
If a task in the dispatching disabled state issues “dis_dsp”, the task simply remains in the
dispatching disabled state; the dispatching disabled state is not queued.
Keep the following points in mind:
• This system call cannot be issued from tasks that were put into the interrupts and
dispatching disabled state by “loc_cpu”.
• System calls that will put the task into the WAIT state cannot be issued while the task is in
the dispatching disabled state.
■ Releasing the Dispatching Disabled State
The task dispatching disabled state can be released by using the system call “ena_dsp”. The
“ena_dsp” system call terminates normally even if it is issued when the task is not in the
dispatching disabled state.
Note that this system call cannot be issued from tasks that were put into the interrupts and
dispatching disabled state by “loc_cpu”.
■ System State Transitions
Under REALOS/FR, the system state is changed by the “dis_dsp”, “ena_dsp”, “loc_cpu”, and
“unl_cpu” system calls. The changes in the system state caused by these system calls are
illustrated in Figure 2.5.3.
loc_cpu

dis_dsp

loc_cpu

dis_dsp

dis_dsp
ena_dsp

(E_CTX)

loc_cpu

Interrupts and
dispatching
disabled state

Dispatching
disabled state

TSS_LOC

TSS_DDSP

Dispatching
enabled state

TSS_TSK
unl_cpu
ena_dsp/
unl_cpu

(E_CTX)

ena_dsp

unl_cpu

Figure 2.5.3 System State Transitions
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2.5.4 Changing Task Priority Levels
Task priority levels can be changed by using the system call “chg_pri”. When a
priority level is changed, the change takes effect immediately. The new priority level
remains valid until the task is terminated.
■ Changing Task Priority Levels
Task priority levels can be changed by using the system call “chg_pri”.
Specify the following parameters:
• TaskID (tskid)
• Priority level (tskpri)
Figure 2.5.4 illustrates how task priority levels are changed.

Priority level 1

Task B

Priority level 2

Task B

Priority level 3

chg_pri Changes the task B priority level from 3 to 1.
Because task B is in the READY state, the priority
ranking changes due to the change in the priority
level of task B.

Figure 2.5.4 Changing Task Priority Levels
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2.5.5 Task Ready Queue Rotation
The system call “rot_rdq” rotates the ready queue for the specified priority level
(tskpri).
When the issuing task’s own priority level is specified, the issuing task moves to the
end of the ready queue and loses execution authority. In addition, by specifying
“TPRI_RUN” from the task-independent portions, it is possible to specify the highest
priority level currently being executed.
■ Task Ready Queue Rotation
The system call “rot_rdq” rotates the ready queue for the specified priority level.
Specify the following parameter:
• Priority level (tskpri)
Figure 2.5.5 illustrates task ready queue rotation.

rot_rdq Rotates the priority level 2 ready queue.

A
sk
Ta

Task A

Priority level 2

Figure 2.5.5 Task Ready Queue Rotation
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2.5.6 Forced Release of Tasks from the WAIT State
A specified task (tskid) can be forcibly released from the WAIT state by using the
system call “rel_wai”.
The error “E_RLWAI” is returned to the target task, and the task undergoes the state
transitions shown in Figure 2.5.6.
Figure 2.5.6 illustrates the forced release of the WAIT state, and Table 2.5.6 shows the
differences between “rel_wai” and “wup_tsk”.
■ Forcibly Releasing the WAIT State
A specified task (tskid) can be forcibly released from the WAIT state by using the system call
“rel_wai”.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)

READY

rel_wai
Releases WAIT
state

WAIT
“rel_wai” releases WAIT states established by
“slp_tsk” and “tslp_tsk”, and object wait states.

WAIT-SUSPEND
rel_wai
Releases WAIT state

SUSPEND

Figure 2.5.6 Forced Release of the WAIT State
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■ Differences between “rel_wai” and “wup_tsk”
Table 2.5.6 Differences between “rel_wai” and “wup_tsk”
rel_wai

wup_tsk

All WAIT states
(except for the SUSPEND state)

slp_tsk
WAIT states established by
tslp_tsk

slp_tsk
tslp_tsk
dly_tsk

WAIT states to be
released

wai_sem
twai_sem
wai_flg
twai_flg
rcv_msg
trcv_msg
get_blk
get_blf
tget_blf

WAIT states established by

Object WAIT established by

Status after WAIT
states are released

An error (E_RLWAI) is returned.

Normal end (E_OK)

Request queuing

Requests are not queued.

Requests are queued.
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2.5.7 Reference Task Status
The system call “ref_tsk” references task statuses.
The issuing task can get its own ID number by using the system call “get_tid”.
■ Reference Task Status
The system call “ref_tsk” references task statuses.
Specify the following parameters:
• TaskID (tskid)
• Starting Address of Packet to Reference Task (pk_rtsk)
The task status can be confirmed by checking the data <packet> returned by “ref_tsk”.
Figure 2.5.7 shows the structure of the packet that is returned carrying the task status.
pk_rtsk

0
+4
+8
+12

exinf

: ExtendedInformation

tskpri

: TaskPriority

tskstat

: TaskState

Figure 2.5.7 Structure of the Packet Containing Task Status Information
■ Getting the Issuing Task’s ID Number
A task can get its own ID number by using the system call “get_tid”.
When executed from the task-independent portions, a FALSE “0” is returned.
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2.6

Task-Dependent Synchronization Functions

In REALOS/FR, the task-dependent synchronization functions are provided in order to
permit simple synchronization between tasks.
There are two functions: one shifts a task to the WAIT state/resumes it, while the other
shifts a task to the SUSPEND state/resumes it. Figure 2.6 illustrates task
synchronization.
■ Task-Dependent Synchronization Function System Calls
The system calls for the task-dependent synchronization functions are listed below.
● System calls for shifting a task to the WAIT state and resuming it
• slp_tsk

: Sleep Task

• tslp_tsk

: Sleep Task with Timeout

• wup_tsk : Wakeup Other Task
• can_wup : Cancel Wakeup Request
● System calls for shifting a task to the SUSPEND state and resuming it
• sus_tsk

: Suspended Other Task

• rsm_tsk

: Resume Suspended Task

• frsm_tsk : Forcibly Resume Suspended Task
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■ Task-Dependent Synchronization Functions

dispatch

READY

RUN

preempt

Release WAIT
(wup_tsk)

WAIT condition
(slp_tsk,tslp_tsk)
(slp_tsk,tslp_tsk)

WAIT

Resume(rsm_tsk,frsm_tsk)

Suspend(sus_tsk)

(sus_tsk)

Suspend
(sus_tsk)

Resume(rsm_tsk,frsm_tsk)

WAIT-SUSPEND
Release WAIT(wup_tsk)

SUSPEND

(sus_tsk)

Figure 2.6 Task-Dependent Synchronization Functions
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2.6.1 Shifting Tasks to the WAIT State and Resuming Those Tasks
A task is shifted to the WAIT state by “slp_tsk” and “tslp_tsk”. Tasks that are shifted to
the WAIT state by these system calls are released and woken up from the WAIT state by
specifying the task (as the “tskid” parameter) in the system call “wup_tsk”. If
“wup_tsk” is issued for a task in a different state, the request is queued.
A wakeup request queued for a specified task can be cancelled by “can_wup”.
■ Shifting to the WAIT State
A task can shift itself to the WAIT state by using the system call “slp_tsk”.
A task can shift itself to the WAIT state for a specified length of time (tmout) by using the system
call “tslp_tsk”.
Specify the following parameter:
• Time-out (tmout)
Tasks that are shifted to the WAIT state by these system calls are released from the WAIT state
by the system call “wup_tsk”.
When a task wakeup request is queued, the wakeup request count is decremented by “1”; the
task does not enter the WAIT state.
In “tslp_tsk”, it is possible to specify the time for which the task is shifted to the WAIT state.
Refer to Section 2.10.3, “Time-out Processing.”
■ Waking Up Tasks from the WAIT State
The system call “wup_tsk” wakes up a specified task (tskid).
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
This wakeup request is valid for tasks that were shifted into the WAIT state by “slp_tsk” or by
“tslp_tsk”. If “wup_tsk” is issued for a task that is in any other state, the wakeup request is put in
a queue. Figure 2.6.1a illustrates a task being resumed by using “wup_tsk”.

WAIT state

wup_tsk

Task currently
being executed

READY state
A task that was shifted into the WAIT state by
“slp_tsk” or “tslp_tsk” is shifted back to the
READY state by “wup_tsk”.

Figure 2.6.1a Resuming a Task with “wup_tsk”
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■ Wakeup Request Queuing
If the system call “wup_tsk” is issued for a task that was not put into the WAIT state by “slp_tsk”
or by “tslp_tsk”, the task wakeup request is put into a queue. The queued wakeup request
becomes valid when the target task executes “slp_tsk” or “tslp_tsk”. Figure 2.6.1b illustrates a
wakeup request being put into a queue.
Task currently
being executed

wup_tsk

READY state

Wakeup request count: 0
The wakeup request count becomes “1”.
Wakeup request count: 1
Figure 2.6.1b Wakeup Request Queuing
■ Wakeup Request Cancellation
A queued wakeup request for the specified task (tskid) is cancelled by using the system call
“can_wup”.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
The number of queued requests is returned as the return parameter. Figure 2.6.1c illustrates the
cancellation of a wakeup request.
Task currently
being executed

can_wup

READY state

Wakeup request count: 5
All queued wakeup requests are cancelled.
The number of queued tasks is returned as a return
parameter to the task that issued “can_wup”.

Wakeup request count: 0
Figure 2.6.1c Wakeup Request Cancellation
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2.6.2 Shifting Tasks to the SUSPEND State and Resuming Those
Tasks
The system call “sus_tsk” can be used to shift another specified task (tskid) into the
SUSPEND state. Tasks in the SUSPEND state are resumed by using the system calls
“rsm_tsk” or “frsm_tsk”.
■ Shifting to the SUSPEND State
The system call “sus_tsk” can be used to shift another specified task (tskid) into the SUSPEND
state.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
Tasks in the SUSPEND state are resumed by using the system calls “rsm_tsk” or “frsm_tsk”.
Figure 2.6.2a illustrates a task being shifted into the SUSPEND state, and Figure 2.6.2b
illustrates the nesting of SUSPEND requests.
Note the following points:
• The system call “sus_tsk” can be issued for any task, except for one that has not yet been
initiated (i.e., a task in the DORMANT state).
• SUSPEND requests are nested, allowing them to be issued even for tasks that are
already in the WAIT state or the SUSPEND state.
Task currently
being executed

sus_tsk

READY state

SUSPEND state

If a SUSPEND request is
issued, the target task is shifted
into the SUSPEND state.

Figure 2.6.2a Shifting to the SUSPEND State
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WAIT-SUSPEND
state

Task A
sus_tsk

Task B
SUSPEND

count:

6

SUSPEND count
+1
Task B
SUS PEND

count:

If “sus_tsk” is issued for a task already in the WAIT-SUSPEND
state, the SUSPEND request count is incremented by 1.

7

Figure 2.6.2b SUSPEND Request Nesting
■ Resuming Tasks in the SUSPEND State
The system call “rsm_tsk” is used to resume a specified task (tskid) that is in the SUSPEND
state.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
If the specified task is not in the SUSPEND state, the error “E_OBJ” results.
The system call “frsm_tsk” is used to cancel all nested SUSPEND requests.
Specify the following parameter:
• TaskID (tskid)
While “rsm_tsk” cancels one SUSPEND request, “frsm_tsk” cancels all nested SUSPEND
requests.
Figure 2.6.2c illustrates the cancellation of SUSPEND requests.
Task A

Task A

rsm_tsk

frsm_tsk

Task B

Task B

SUSPEND
count:

SUSPEND
count:

7

7

All nested SUSPEND
requests are cancelled.

SUSPEND count
–1

Task B
SUSPEND
count:

6

One nested SUSPEND
request is cancelled.

Task B
SUSPEND
count:

The task returns to the state it
was in when the first SUSPEND
request was received.

0

Figure 2.6.2c SUSPEND Request Cancellation
■ SUSPEND Request Delay
When “sus_tsk” is issued for the task that is currently running from the task-independent
portions, that SUSPEND request is delayed until execution of the task-independent portions is
completed. However, if the task that is running is in the “dispatching disabled” state, the request
is delayed until dispatching is enabled.
If “sus_tsk” is issued for a task for which a termination request is being delayed, an error
(E_OBJ) results. If “sus_tsk” is issued for a task for which an start request is being delayed, the
SUSPEND request is being delayed.
A delayed SUSPEND request is released by “rsm_tsk”, “frsm_tsk” and “ter_tsk”. The SUSPEND
request that is delayed is nested.
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2.7

Synchronization and Communication Functions

REALOS/FR supports the following three functions as synchronization and
communication functions:
● Semaphore : Resource management
● Eventflag

: Synchronization with events

● Mailbox

: Message exchange

The synchronization and communication functions are implemented by issuing system
calls for these objects for event notification, wait operations, status referencing, and
polling. Figure 2.7d illustrates the REALOS/FR synchronization and communication
functions.
■ System Calls for Synchronization/Communication Objects
System calls for the three types of objects (semaphores, eventflags, and mailboxes) are listed
below.
● System calls for semaphores
Figure 2.7a illustrates the system calls for semaphores.
• sig_sem : Signal Semaphore
• wai_sem : Wait on Semaphore
• preq_sem: Poll and Request Semaphore
• twai_sem : Wait on Semaphore with Timeout
• ref_sem : Reference Semaphore Status
Task 1
Task 2

wai_sem

sig_sem
Semaphore
Returns semaphore
count.

Gets semaphore count.

Semaphore count
0-32767
Semaphore waiting task queue.

Figure 2.7a System Calls for Semaphores
● System calls for eventflags
Figure 2.7b illustrates the system calls for eventflags.
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• set_flg

: Set Eventflag

• clr_flg

: Clear Eventflag

• wai_flg

: Wait for Eventflag

• pol_flg

: Wait for Eventflag (polling)

• twai_flg

: Wait for Eventflag with Timeout

• ref_flg

: References Eventflag Status
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Task 2

Task 1

set_flg

wai_flg
Waiting for event

Set pattern
Wait pattern
Eventflags
Task 2
clr_flg

Eventflag waiting task queue
Clear pattern

Figure 2.7b System Calls for Eventflags
● System calls for mailboxes
Figure 2.7c illustrates the system calls for mailboxes.
• snd_msg : Send Message to Mailbox
• rcv_msg : Receive Message from Mailbox
• prcv_msg : Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox
• trcv_msg : Receive Message from Mailbox with Timeout
• ref_mbx : Reference Mailbox Status
Task 2
Task 1
rcv_msg

snd_msg
Sends
message.

Receives
message.

Mailbox

Figure 2.7c System Calls for Mailboxes
■ REALOS/FR Synchronization/Communication Functions
Figure 2.7d illustrates the REALOS/FR synchronization and communication functions.
Event
notification

Wait
operation
set_flg
sig_sem
snd_msg
Synchronization/
communication
object

Status
reference

ref_flg
ref_sem
ref_mbx

wai_flg
twai_flg
wai_sem
twai_sem
rcv_msg
trcv_msg

pol_flg
preq_sem
prcv_msg

Polling

Figure 2.7d REALOS/FR Synchronization and Communication Functions
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■ Synchronization/Communication Functions
Figure 2.7e shows the synchronization/communications functions.
Polling
(preq_sem,
pol_flg,
prcv_msg)

dispatch

READY

RUN
preempt

Release WAIT
(sig_sem, set_flg,
snd_msg)

If objects are aquired

WAIT condition
(wai_sem, twai_sem, wai_flg,
twai_flg, rcv_msg, trcv_msg)

If objects are not aquired

WAIT

Figure 2.7e Synchronization/Communication Functions
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2.7.1Creation of Synchronization/Communication Objects
Synchronization/communication objects can be created statically by specifying them
with the Configurator.
For details on how to specify them, refer to the Softune REALOS Configurator Manual.
■ Semaphore Creation
The Configurator creates semaphores.
Specify the following parameters:
• SemaphoreID
• ExtendedInformation
• Semaphore initial value
• Semaphore maximum value
■ Eventflag Creation
The Configurator creates eventflags.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID
• ExtendedInformation
• Eventflag initial value
■ Mailbox Creation
The Configurator creates mailboxes.
• MailboxID
• ExtendedInformation
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● Object ID number
Specify an ID number within the permitted range.
An ID number from 1 to 32767 can be specified. Negative values cannot be used.
Range of ID numbers

1

Maximum value

● ExtendedInformation
The ExtendedIinformation area is a four-byte area that the user can use freely. To append
more than four bytes of data, use a packet, and specify the pointer for that packet in this
area.
The value of the ExtendedIinformation can be referenced by “ref_xxx”.
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2.7.2 Resource Management Using Semaphores
Semaphores are primarily used for the management of system resources. Semaphores
are used when a resource is used on an exclusive basis. REALOS/FR supports 16-bit
counter-type semaphores. The count range is from 0 to 32767. Resource management
is possible by establishing a relationship between the semaphore count and the
number of resources being managed.
■ Signal Operations for Semaphores
The system call “sig_sem” increments the semaphore count by one.
Specify the following parameter:
• SemaphoreID (semid)
When there are tasks waiting, the task at the head of the queue shifts to the READY state.
Figure 2.7.2a illustrates signal operations for semaphores.

Task 1
sig_sem

Semaphore waiting task queue
Semaphore
Semaphore count x=A

Task 2
wai_sem

x=A+1
(x-1)≥0

x: Semaphore value
A: Semaphore count

Task 2
Semaphore

wai_sem

Semaphore count x=0
To READY state

Figure 2.7.2a Signal Operations for Semaphores
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■ Wait Operations for Semaphores
The system call “wai_sem” issues a resource acquisition request to the target semaphore.
Specify the following parameter:
• SemaphoreID (semid)
If there is no semaphore count for the specified semaphore, a wait queue is established. Tasks
are handled on a FIFO basis in the semaphore wait queue.
Figure 2.7.2b illustrates wait operations for semaphores.

Task 1
wai_sem

Semaphore
Semaphore count x=A

A=0

A>0

x: Semaphore value
A: Semaphore count

Task 1
Semaphore
Semaphore count x=0

Task 1
wai_sem

Semaphore

wai_sem

Semaphore count x=A-1
To READY state

Figure 2.7.2b Wait Operations for Semaphores
■ Polling of Semaphores
The system call “preq_sem” issues a resource acquisition request to the target semaphore.
Specify the following parameter:
• SemaphoreID (semid)
If there is no semaphore count for the specified semaphore, the task does not enter the WAIT
state; instead, the error “E_TMOUT” is returned.
■ Wait operations for the Semaphores (with time-out)
The system call “twai_sem” issues a resource acquisition request with a time-out specification to
the target semaphore.
Specify the following parameters:
• SemaphoreID (semid)
• Time-out specification (tmout)
If there is no semaphore count for the specified semaphore, the request enters the waiting task
queue. Tasks in the semaphore waiting task queue are handled on an FIFO basis.
In twai_sem, the time during which a task is in the wait state can be specified. Refer to Section
2.10.3, “Time-Out Processing.”
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2.7.3 Event Notification Using Eventflags
The function of eventflags is to control tasks in response to the occurrence of events.
Eventflags are used in fast synchronization processing between two tasks or between
a task and a handler. REALOS/FR supports 32-bit eventflags.
■ Operation of Eventflags
Values can be set and cleared by using “set_flg” and “clr_flg”.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID (flgid)
• Bitpattern to be set/cleared. (setptn/clrptn)
If “set_flg” is issued for an eventflag for which there is a waiting task, the eventflag value and the
pattern the task is waiting for are compared. If the necessary conditions are met, the task leaves
the wait queue and enters the READY state. The WAIT state can be cancelled for more than
one task by one “set_flg” system call. The value of the eventflag at the moment that the WAIT
state was released is returned as a return parameter to the task that was released from the
WAIT state.
Table 2.7.3a illustrates eventflag operations.
Table 2.7.3a Eventflag Operations
set_flg operation

clr_flg operation

setptn ----- 0000 0000 0101

clrptn ----- 1111 1111 1010

Before eventflag operation

----- 1111 0000 0000

----- 0000 1111 1111

After eventflag operation

----- 1111 0000 0101

----- 0000 1111 1010

–

■ Eventflag Wait
When “wai_flg” is issued, the task waits for an eventflag.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID (flgid)
• Waitbitpattern (waiptn)
• WaitEventFlag mode (wfmode)
It is possible for more than one task to be waiting for the same eventflag. Tasks entering an
eventflag queue are handled on an FIFO basis.
■ Polling an Eventflag
When “pol_flg” is issued, the task polls an eventflag.
If the waiting conditions for the eventflag that is the target of “pol_flg” are not met, the task does
not enter the WAIT state, and “E_TMOUT” is returned.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID (flgid)
• Waitbitpattern (waiptn)
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• WaitEventFlag mode (wfmode)
■ Eventflag Wait (with time-out)
When “twai_flg” is issued, the task waits for an eventflag with a time-out specification.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID (flgid)
• WaitBitPattern (waiptn)
• WaitEventFlag mode (wfmode)
• Time-out specification (tmout)
It is possible for multiple tasks to be waiting for the same eventflag. Tasks in the eventflag
waiting task queue are handled on an FIFO basis.
In twai_flg, the time during which a task is in the wait state can be specified. Refer to Section
2.10.3, “Time-Out Processing.”
● WaitEventFlag mode (wfmode)
This parameter specifies the eventflag waiting mode.
Table 2.7.3b lists the eventflag waiting modes.
Table 2.7.3b Eventflag Wait Modes
Specified mode

Label

Value

Clear specification

TWF_CLR

H’00000001

AND wait

TWF_ANDW

H’00000000

OR wait

TWF_ORW

H’00000002

■ AND Wait and OR Wait
The “AND wait” and the “OR wait” specifications can be made for wait bit patterns.
If “AND wait” is specified, a task waits for the eventflag until all of the bits specified as “1” in the
wait bit pattern are set. If “OR wait” is specified, a task waits for the eventflag until any one of
the bits specified as “1” in the wait bit pattern is set.
Table 2.7.3c illustrates the eventflag wait specifications.
Table 2.7.3c Eventflag Wait Specifications
Condition

Wait pattern

Eventflag value

Task status

AND

0000000000001111

0000000000001111
0000000000110011

Releases WAIT state
Enters WAIT state

OR

0000000000001111

0000000000000001
0000000000110000

Releases WAIT state
Enters WAIT state
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■ Clear Specification
If the clear specification was made, then when the conditions are met and the task is released
from the WAIT state, the eventflag value is cleared to “0”.
Figure 2.7.3 illustrates the changes in an eventflag queue when the clear specification has been
made.
Task 1
Eventflag

Clear
specification

Task 2

Task 3

Tasks waiting for an eventflag
are handled on a FIFO basis.

set_flg

Task 2
Task 3
Eventflag

If one of the tasks in the WAIT state has the
“clear” specification, any tasks behind that
task in the queue are not released from the
WAIT state since they will reference the value
of the eventflag after it has been cleared.

Figure 2.7.3 Changes in an Eventflag Queue when the Clear Specification Has Been Made
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2.7.4 Communications Using Mailboxes
The mailbox is a function for message communication. Mailboxes are used for passing
asynchronous messages between the tasks or between a task and a handler.
In communication via the mailboxes, messages are sent and received by exchanging
message pointers. Because copies of messages are not made when they are sent and
received, fast communication is possible.
In general, a system call such as get_blk or get_blf is used get a memory block from
the memorypool. Then the acquired memory block is used as a memory storage area
for messages.
■ Sending Messages
In communication via mailboxes, messages are sent and received by exchanging message
pointers. Because copies of messages are not made when they are sent and received, fast
communication is possible.
In general, a system call such as get_blk or get_blf is used get a memory block from the
memorypool. Then the acquired memory block is used as a memory storage area for
messages.
Figure 2.7.4a illustrates a message that is to be sent.

Mailbox

Address that is sent to/
received from the mailbox

Message address

0

Reserved
Area used by the OS

+4

Reserved
Body of
message
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Body of
message
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+8

msgcnt
(size-8) bytes

Area containing
the actual message

Figure 2.7.4a Message to Be Sent
■ Sending Messages to a Mailbox
Messages are sent by using the “snd_msg” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• MailboxID (mbxid)
• Start Address of Message Packet (pk_msg)
The starting address of the message is sent to the specified mailbox. If there are waiting tasks,
the message is passed to the first task in the queue.
If a message is sent to a mailbox with no waiting tasks, the message that was sent is added to
the message queue. Messages in the message queue are handled on a FIFO basis.
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Figure 2.7.4b illustrates a message queue in a mailbox.

Mailbox

Figure 2.7.4b Message Queue in a Mailbox
■ Receiving Messages from a Mailbox
A “get message” request is issued by using the “rcv_msg” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• MailboxID (mbxid)
If messages have already arrived in the specified mailbox, the first message is received.
If there are no messages in the mailbox, the task enters the queue. Tasks in the queue are
handled on a FIFO basis.
Figure 2.7.4c illustrates tasks in a queue waiting to receive messages.

Task 4
rcv_msg
Priority 1

Mailbox
Task 1
Task 2
Task 4
Priority
1
Priority
Priority
3
1

Figure 2.7.4c Tasks in a Queue Waiting To Receive Messages
■ Polling Messages from a Mailbox
A “get message” request is issued by using the “prcv_msg” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• MailboxID (mbxid)
If a message has already arrived in the specified mailbox, the first message is received.
If there are no messages in the mailbox, the task does not enter the WAIT state; instead, the
error “E_TMOUT” results.
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■ Receiving Messages from a Mailbox (with time-out)
A “get message” message is issued with a time-out specification by using the “trcv_msg” system
call.
Specify the following parameters:
• MailboxID (mbxid)
• Time-out specification (tmout)
If messages have already arrived at the specified mailbox, the first message is received.
If there are no messages in the mailbox, the task is placed in the waiting task queue. Tasks in
the queue are handled on an FIFO basis.
In trcv_msg, the time during which a task is in the wait state can be specified. Refer to Section
2.10.3, “Time-Out Processing.”
Note: Because messages are sent to mailboxes by means of a pointer, transmissions and
receptions must have a one-to-one correspondence.
In addition, because the message header area is used once a message has been sent,
the header areas of sent messages must not be accessed.
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2.7.5 Referencing the Status of Synchronization/Communication
Objects
The “ref_sem”, “ref_flg” and “ref_mbx” system calls are used to reference the status of
the synchronization/communication objects.
■ Referencing the Status of a Semaphore
The “ref_sem” system call is used to reference the status of a semaphore.
Specify the following parameters:
• SemaphoreID (semid)
• Starting Address of Packet to Reference Semaphore (pk_rsem)
● Data returned by “ref_sem”
The following information is returned in the packet that was specified for the return
parameter:
pk_rsem

0
+4
+8
+12

exinf

: ExtendedInformation

wtsk

: Presense/absence of waiting tasks

semcnt

: Current semaphore count value

■ Referencing the Status of an Eventflag
The “ref_flg” system call is used to reference the status of an eventflag.
Specify the following parameters:
• EventflagID (flgid)
• Packet to Reference Eventflag (pk_rflg)
● Data returned by “ref_flg”
The following information is returned in the packet that was specified for the return
parameter.
pk_rflg

0
+4
+8
+12
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exinf

: ExtendedInformation

wtsk

: Presense/absence of waiting tasks

flgptn

: Current eventflag pattern
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■ Referencing the Status of a Mailbox
The “ref_mbx” system call is used to reference the status of a mailbox.
Specify the following parameters:
• MailboxID (mbxid)
• Starting Address of Packet to Reference Mailbox (pk_rmbx)
● Data returned by “ref_mbx”
The following information is returned in the packet that was specified for the return
parameter.
pk_rmbx

0
+4
+8
+12

exinf

: ExtendedInformation

wtsk

: Presense/absence of waiting tasks

pk_msg

: Address of next message (“NADR” when there are no waiting
messages)

Because it is not possible for a message queue and a sending message queue to both exist at
the same time, at any given moment either “wtsk” must be “FALSE” or “pk_msg” must be
“NADR”.
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2.8

MemoryPool Management Functions

In REALOS/FR, the memorypool management functions are supported as functions
that dynamically manage the system’s memory space. The memorypool management
functions dynamically manage unused memory space that is shared by tasks and
handlers. Memory is assigned upon request by a task. REALOS/FR supports a
variable-sized memorypool management function and a fixed-sized memorypool
management function. Figure 2.8a illustrates the flow of the variable-sized
memorypool management function, and Figure 2.8b illustrates the flow of the fixedsized memorypool management function.
■ System Calls for the Variable-Sized MemoryPool
The system calls of the variable-sized memorypool management function are listed below.
● System calls that get/release memory
• get_blk

: Get Variable-Sized Memory Block

• pget_blk : Poll and Get Variable-Sized Memory Block
• rel_blk

: Releases Variable-Sized Memory Block.

● System calls that reference the status of the variable-sized memorypool.
• ref_mpl

: Reference Variable-Sized MemoryPool Status

■ Flow of the variable-sized memorypool management function
Tasks get memory blocks from the memorypool
as needed.
The memory blocks are returned after processing
is completed.

Free memory
Created by the
Configurator.

Memorypool
Memory block
Memory block

Task A
get_blk
Gets memory
block.

Memory block
Stack area
Used for
assignment to
the memorypool

Area specified to be under the
management of the kernel
when the system was created.

Memory block

Memory block

rel_blk
Returns
memory block.

Memory block

Tasks can use “get_blk” and “rel_blk” to get and release
individual memory blocks within the memorypool.

A portion of free memory is
used as the memorypool for
allocation to memory blocks.

Figure 2.8a Flow of the variable-sized memorypool management function
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■ System Calls for the Fixed-Sized MemoryPool
The system calls of the fixed-sized memorypool management function are listed below.
● System calls that get/release memory
• get_blf

: Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block

• pget_blf : Poll and Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block
• tget_blf : Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block with time-out
• rel_blf

: Release Fixed-Sized Memory Block

● System call that references the status of the fixed-sized memorypool
• ref_mpf: Reference Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Status
■ Flow of the Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Management Function
Tasks get memory blocks from the memorypool
as needed.
The memory blocks are returned after processing
is completed.

Free memory
Created by the
Configurator

Memorypool
Memory block
Memory block

Task A
get_blf
tget_blf
Gets memory
block.

Memory block
Stack area.
Used for
assignment to
the memorypool

Area specified to be under the
control of the kernel when the
system is created

Memory block

Memory block

rel_blf
Returns
memory block.

Memory block

Tasks can use “get_blf”, “tget_blf”, and “rel_blf” to get
and release individual memory blocks within the memorypool

Part of free memory is used
as the memorypool for assignment to memory blocks

Figure 2.8b Flow of the Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Management Function
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■ MemoryPool Management Function
Figure 2.8c shows the memorypool management function.
Polling
(pget_blk ,
pget_blf)
dispatch

RUN

READY
preempt

Release WAIT
(rel_blk , rel_blf)

If memory are aquired

WAIT condition
(get_blk , get_blf , tget_blf)

If memory are not aquired

WAIT
Figure 2.8c MemoryPool Management Function
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2.8.1 MemoryPool Creation
REALOS/FR supports a variable-sized memorypool and a fixed-sized memorypool. In
the variable-sized memorypool, for reasons concerned with memory management,
memory is divided into blocks of a suitable size and managed accordingly. Thus, if a
memory block that is smaller than that specified by the Configurator is specified to get
memory, the memory size is increased as necessary and the memory acquired.
Memorypools are created statically by specifying them with the Configurator. For
details on how to specify memorypools, refer to the Softune REALOS Configurator
Manual.
■ Variable-sized MemoryPool Creation
Variable-sized memorypools are created by the Configurator. Specify the following parameters.
• Variable-sized MemoryPoolID
• Variable-sized MemoryPoolSize
• Variable-sized MemoryBlockSize (in bytes)
• ExtendedInformation
● Variable-sized MemoryPoolID
Specify an ID number within the allowable range.
An ID number from 1 to 32767 can be specified. Negative values cannot be used.

ID number range

1
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Maximum value
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● Overall size of the variable-sized memorypool, basic size of a variable-sized memory
block.
Specify the size of the entire variable-sized memorypool to be created and the size of the
minimum unit by which memory can be acquired and returned. Figure 2.8.1a illustrates the
specification of the overall memorypool size, and Figure 2.8.1b illustrates the specification
the basic size of memory blocks.

Free memory

The memorypool is gotten from
free memory.

Configurator

Memorypool

mplsz: Specifies the size of the memorypool
to be created as a whole.

Figure 2.8.1a Specification of the Overall Variable-sized MemoryPool Size

Memorypool
blksz: Memory block basic size;
mplsz

the minimum unit of size in which memory is to be gotten/returned;
20(a multiple of 4).
blksz < mplsz
mplsz = 20×n

n: Integer

Figure 2.8.1b Specification of the Basic Size of Variable-Sized Memory Blocks
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■ Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Creation
Fixed-sized memorypools are created by the Configurator. Specify the following parameters:
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID
• Number of blocks in the entire fixed-sized MemoryPool
• Fixed-sized MemoryBlockSize
• Extended information
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID
● Specify an ID number within the allowable range.
An ID number from 1 to 32767 can be specified. Negative values are not allowed.

ID number range

Maximum value

1

● Number of blocks in the entire fixed-sized memorypool, block size of fixed-sized memory
Specify the number of blocks in the entire fixed-sized memorypool to be created, and the size of
memory blocks used to get and release memory. Figure 2.8.1c illustrates the specifications of
the number of blocks in the entire fixed-sized memorypool and the block size of fixed-sized
memory.

Free memory
n=1

blfsz: Fixed-sized memory block size

Configurator

n=mpfcnt
mpfcnt: Number of blocks in the entire fixed-sized memorypool

Figure 2.8.1c Specifications of the Number of Blocks in the Entire Fixed-Sized MemoryPool and
the Block Size of Fixed-Sized Memory
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2.8.2 Getting and Releasing Memory Blocks
Requests to get memory blocks are issued by using the “get_blk”, “pget_blk”, “get_blf”,
“pget_blf”, and “tget_blf” system calls.
Memory blocks that were previously gotten are released by using the “rel_blk” and “rel_blf”
system calls.
■ Getting Variable-Sized Memory Blocks
A request to get variable-sized memory blocks is issued by using the “get_blk“ system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Variable-sized MemoryPoolID (mplid)
• Variable-sized MemoryBlockSize (blksz)
If variable-sized memory blocks are successfully gotten from the variable-sized memorypool, the
starting address of the variable-sized memory blocks that are gotten is returned to the task, and
the task continues with its processing. If memory blocks could not be successfully gotten, the
task enters the waiting task queue. Tasks are added to the queue on an FIFO basis. Figure
2.8.2a illustrates how the task is placed in the queue.
Task 4
get_blk
Priority 1

Variable-sized
memorypool
Number of
memory blocks:0

Task 1
Priority
1

Task 2

Task 4
Priority
Priority
3
1

Figure 2.8.2a Addition of a Task to the Variable-Sized MemoryPool Waiting Task Queue
● Variable-sized memory block size (blksz)
This parameter specifies the size of variable-sized memory blocks that are to be gotten. The
variable-sized memory blocks that are gotten form a contiguous area. Figure 2.8.2b
illustrates the specification of the variable-sized memory block size.
“Get memory” request
block size=0x280

get_blk

0
0x100
0x200
0x300
0x400
0x500
0x600
0x700
0x800

Gets a memory block equal
to block size x 3 in size.
block size = 0x100

Variable-sized memorypool

Figure 2.8.2b Specification of the variable-sized memory block size
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■ Releasing Variable-Sized Memory Blocks
Variable-sized memory blocks that were previously gotten are released by using the “rel_blk”
system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Variable-sized MemoryPoolID (mplid)
• Variable-sized memory block starting address (blk)
The error “E_PAR“ is returned if a variable-sized memory block is released to a variable-sized
memorypool other than the variable-sized memorypool from which the variable-sized memory
block was gotten.
Sometimes when a variable-sized memory block is released, a task in the WAIT state gets its
requested variable-sized memory block and changes from the WAIT state to the READY state.
Variable-sized memory blocks are assigned to variable-sized memory waiting tasks on an FIFO
basis.
Figure 2.8.2c illustrates the release of a variable-sized memory block.
Variable-sized memorypool A
Task A
get_blk
A variable-sized memory block gotten from variable-sized memorypool
A must be released to variable-sized memorypool A. If the block is
released to a different variable-sized memorypool, the error “E_PAR”
is returned to the task.

Variable-sized memorypool B
Task A
rel_blk

Figure 2.8.2c Release of a Variable-Sized Memory Block
■ Getting Variable-Sized Memory from a Variable-Sized MemoryPool by Polling
A request to get a variable-sized memory block can be issued by using the “pget_blk” system
call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Variable-sized MemoryPoolID (mplid)
• Variable-sized MemoryBlockSize (blksz)
If the specified memory could not be gotten, the task does not enter the WAIT state; instead, the
error “E_TMOUT“ is returned to the task.
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Note: Because free memory blocks in a variable-sized/fixed-sized memorypool are managed by
using that memory block area, a memory block area must not be accessed after it is
released.
■ Getting Fixed-Sized Memory Blocks
A request to get fixed-sized memory blocks is issued by using the “get_blf” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID (mpfid)
If fixed-sized memory blocks are successfully gotten from the fixed-sized memorypool, the
starting address of the fixed-sized memory blocks that are gotten is returned to the task, and the
task continues with its processing. If memory blocks could be successfully gotten, the task is
placed in the waiting task queue. Tasks are added to the queue on an FIFO basis. Figure
2.8.2d illustrates how the task is placed in the queue.
Task 4
get_blf,
Priority 1

Fixed-sized
memorypool
Number of
memory blocks:0

Task 1
Priority
1

Task 2

Task 4
Priority
Priority
3
1

Figure 2.8.2d Addition of a Task to the Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Waiting Task Queue
■ Releasing Fixed-Sized Memory Blocks
Fixed-sized memory blocks that were previously gotten are released by using the “rel_blf”
system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID (mpfid)
• Fixed-sized memory block starting address (blf)
The error “E_PAR” is returned if a fixed-sized memory block is released to a fixed-sized
memorypool other than the fixed-sized memorypool from which the variable-sized memory block
was gotten.
Sometimes when a fixed-sized memory block is released, a task in the WAIT state gets its
requested fixed-sized memory block and changes from the WAIT state to the READY state.
Fixed-sized memory blocks are assigned to fixed-sized memory waiting tasks on an FIFO basis.
Figure 2.8.2e illustrates the release of a fixed-sized memory block.
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Fixed-sized memorypool A
Task A
get_blf
A fixed-sized memory block gotten from fixed-sized memorypool
A must be released to fixed-sized memorypool A. If it is released
to a different fixed-sized memorypool, the error “E_PAR” is
returned to the task.

Fixed-sized memorypool B
Task A
rel_blf

Figure 2.8.2e Release of a Fixed-Sized Memory Block
■ Getting Fixed-Sized Memory from a Fixed-Sized MemoryPool by Polling
A request to get a fixed-sized memory block can be issued by using the “pget_blf” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID (mpfid)
If the specified memory could not be gotten, the task does not enter the WAIT state; instead, the
error “E_TMOUT” is returned to the task.
■ Getting Fixed-Sized Memory Blocks (with time-out)
A request to get fixed-sized memory blocks with a time-out specification is issued by using the
“tget_blf” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Fixed-sized MemoryPoolID (mpfid)
• Time-out specification (tmout)
If fixed-sized memory blocks are successfully gotten from the fixed-sized memorypool, the
starting address of the fixed-sized memory blocks that are gotten is returned to the task, and the
task continues with its processing. If memory blocks could not be successfully gotten, the task is
placed in the waiting task queue. Tasks are added to the queue on an FIFO basis. Figure
2.8.2d illustrates how the task is placed in the queue.
In tget_blf, the time during which a task is in the wait state can be specified. Refer to Section
2.10.3, “Time-Out Processing.”
Note: Because free memory blocks in a variable-sized/fixed-sized memorypool are managed by using that

memory block area, a memory block area must not be accessed after it is released.
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2.8.3 Referencing the MemoryPool Status
The status of a variable-sized memorypool is referenced by using the “ref_mpl” system
call. The status of a fixed-sized memorypool is referenced by using the “ref_mpf”
system call.
■ Referencing the Variable-Sized MemoryPool Status
The status of a variable-sized memorypool is referenced by using the “ref_mpl” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Variable-sized MemorypoolID (mplid)
• Starting Address of Packet to Return Variable-Sized MemoryPool (pk_rmpl)
● Data returned by “ref_mpl”
The following information is returned in the packet as return parameters.
pk_rmpl

0
+4
+8
+12
+16

exinf

: ExtendedInformation

wtsk

: ID number of the first task in the waiting task queue
(False “0” is returned if there is no task)

frsz

: Total size of free areas

maxsz

: Maximum size of free areas

■ Referencing the Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Status
The status of a fixed-sized memorypool is referenced by using the “ref_mpf” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Fixed-sized MemorypoolID (mpfid)
• Starting Address of Packet to Return Fixed-Sized MemoryPool (pk_rmpf)

● Data returned by “ref_mpf”
The following information is returned in the packet as return parameters.
pk_rmpf

0
+4
+8
+12
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exinf

: ExtendedInformation

wtsk

: ID number of the first task in the waiting task queue
(False “0” is returned if there is no task)

frbcnt

: Number of blocks in the free areas

MEMO
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2.9

Interrupt Management Functions

REALOS/FR provides interrupt management functions such as interrupt handler
definition and interrupt processing execution control.
■ Interrupt Management Function System Calls
The interrupt management function system calls are listed below.
● System calls for interrupt management functions
• loc_cpu: Lock CPU
• unl_cpu: Unlock CPU
● System calls concerning management of interrupt mask
• chg_ilm: Change Interrupt Level Mask
• ref_ilm : Reference Interrupt Level Mask
■ Interrupts and Interrupt Handlers
Generally, the term “interrupt” refers to both external interrupts from peripheral devices and
internal interrupts such as exceptions and traps generated by the processor. In REALOS/FR,
the term “interrupt” will be used in a narrow sense to refer to external interrupts.
The user creates a processing program for interrupts and defines it as an interrupt handler.
When an interrupt is generated, the interrupt handler processing is executed with attributes that
are independent of those of the task. These execution attributes are referred to as the “taskindependent portions.”
■ Interrupt Handler Processing
An interrupt handler is initiated directly by the processor that received the interrupt. At the start
of interrupt handler processing, it is necessary to save the registers that will be used in the
interrupt handler. When interrupt processing is completed, it is necessary to restore the saved
registers to their original states and then return from the interrupt handler.
Interrupt processing is executed using the task-independent portions execution attributes. There
are restrictions on the system calls that can be executed in the task-independent portions. Table
2.9 lists the system calls that can be issued from the task-independent portions. If a system that
cannot be issued from the task-independent portions is issued, an error (E_CTX) results.
■ Standard Interrupt Processing
A general interrupt handler has the processing structure shown in Figure 2.9.
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Table 2.9 System Calls That Can Be Executed from the Task-Independent Portions
System Call

Description

sta_tsk
ter_tsk
chg_pri
rot_rdq
rel_wai
get_tid
ref_tsk

Start Task
Terminate Task
Change Task Priority
Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue
Release Wait of Other Task
Get Task Identifer
Reference Task Status

sus_tsk
rsm_tsk
frsm_tsk
wup_tsk
can_wup

Suspend Other Task
ResumeSuspend Task
Forcibly Resume Suspended Task
Wakeup Other Task
Cancel Wakup Request

sig_sem
preq_sem
ref_sem
set_flg
clr_flg
pol_flg
ref_flg
snd_msg
prcv_msg
ref_mbx

Signal Semaphore
Poll and Request Semaphore
Reference Semaphore Status
Set Eventflag
Clear Eventflag
Wait for Eventflag (polling)
Reference Eventflag Status
Send Message to Mailbox
Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox
Reference Mailbox Status

ret_int
chg_ilm
ref_ilm

Return from Interrupt Handler
Change Interrupt Level Mask
Reference Interrupt Level Mask

pget_blk
rel_blk
ref_mpl
pget_blf
rel_blf
ref_mpf

Poll and Get Memory Block from Variable-Sized MemoryPool
Return Memory Block to Variable-Sized MemoryPool
Reference Variable-Sized MemoryPool Status
Poll and Get Memory Block from Fixed-Sized MemoryPool
Return Memory Block to Fixed-Sized MemoryPool
Reference Fixed-Sized MemoryPool Status

set_tim
get_tim
ref_cyc
ref_alm
ret_tmr

Set System Clock
Get System Clock
Reference Alarm Handler Status
Reference Cyclic Handler Status
Return from Timer Handler

get_ver
ref_sys

Get Version Information
Reference System Status
Interrupt handler processing
Peripheral
device
Saves the
necessary
registers.
Processing for the
device that generated
the interrupt.

Performs processing that must be executed
on an emergency basis, such as getting in
data that was input.

Wakeup task that
requested
processing.
Restores the
saved
registers.

Task processing

Processing
continued from the
interrupt handler

Shift to WAIT
state

Figure 2.9 Interrupt Processing
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2.9.1 Interrupt Handler Definition
The Configurator can statically define interrupt processing corresponding to a
specified interrupt definition number.
For details on the method of definition, refer to the Softune REALOS Configurator
Manual.
■ Interrupt Handler Definition
Interrupt handlers are defined by the Configurator.
Specify the following parameters.
• Interrupt definition number
• Interrupt handler address
● Interrupt definition number
Specify the interrupt number of the corresponding interrupt.
In the FR specifications, the range of interrupt numbers indicated below are allocated for
external interrupts; interrupt handlers can be defined for each of these numbers.
Interrupt definition number

0

H’FF

H’11

Configurator-specifiable range

● Interrupt handler address
Specify the starting address for the interrupt handler processing. If the corresponding
interrupt is generated, processing starts from this address.
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2.9.2 Interrupt Processing Execution Control
Interrupts and dispatching are disabled by the “loc_cpu” system call. If interrupts and
dispatching have been disabled for a task, they can be enabled by the system call
“unl_cpu”.
The interrupt mask is changed by using the “chg_ilm” system call. The interrupt mask
is referenced by using the “ref_ilm” system call.
■ Disabling Interrupts and Dispatching
Interrupts and dispatching are disabled by the “loc_cpu” system call. If interrupts and
dispatching have been disabled for a task, they can be enabled by the system call “unl_cpu”.
If the system call “loc_cpu” is issued for a task for which interrupts and dispatching have been
disabled, interrupts and dispatching continue to be disabled; the interrupt state is not nested.
■ Enabling Interrupts and Dispatching
Interrupts and dispatching can be enabled by the system call “unl_cpu”.
■ Changing the Interrupt Mask
The interrupt mask level is changed by using the “chg_ilm” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• Interrupt Mask (ilmask)
■ Referencing the Interrupt Mask
The interrupt level can be referenced by using the “ref_ilm” system call.

Note: Note that system calls that put the task in the WAIT state cannot be issued when
interrupts and dispatching are disabled for that task.
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2.10

Time Management Functions

REALOS/FR provides time management functions that use an interrupt from a
hardware timer as a reference for synchronized processing. This permits the
implementation of functions synchronized with time, such as that specified for timeouts. It is also possible to define and execute processing as cyclic handlers (for
processing that is executed cyclically, independent of any tasks) or as alarm handlers
(for processing that is executed at a specified time). Cyclic handlers and alarm
handlers are called “timer handlers”.
■ System Calls Used for Time Management
The system calls used for time management are listed below.
● Setting/referencing the time
• set_tim : Set System Clock
• get_tim : Get System Clock
● Delaying processing
• dly_tsk : Delay Task
● Time-out processing
• tslp_tsk : Sleep Task with Timeout
• twai_sem: Wait on Semaphore with Timeout
• twai_flg : Wait for Eventflag with Timeout
• trcv_msg : Receive message from Mailbox with Timeout
• tget_blf : Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block with Timeout
● Timer handler management
• def_cyc: Define Cyclic Handler
• act_cyc: Activate Cyclic Handler
• ref_cyc : Reference Cyclic Handler Status
• def_alm: Define Alarm Handler
• ref_alm: Reference Alarm Handler Status
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■ System Clock and Actual Time
An interrupt is generated by the hardware timer at a constant interval. This interval of time is
called the “system reference clock.” In the standard system, a timer interrupt is generated every
1 ms. The count of interrupts in each system reference clock cycle is called the “system clock”.
Actual time can be calculated on the basis of the system reference clock and the system clock.
Actual time = (system reference clock) × (system clock)
(Example) System reference clock : 1 ms
System clock

: 60,000
1 × 60,000 = 60,000 ms = 60.000 sec.

■ System Clock Data
The system clock is handled as 48-bit signed data. The range of values for the system clock is 0
to (247-1). Negative values cannot be set. Because the FR is a 32-bit processor, the system
clock value is separated into two values. In cases where there is no need for a particularly long
time interval specification, such as for the time-out specification, 32-bit data is used.
Specification using 32-bit data: Time-out, etc.
Signed values
Specification using 48-bit data: Absolute time, etc.
Bit

16

31

0 --------- 0
Set 0

15

0

0

31

ltime

utime
0 to 7FFF

System clock value

0

(247-1)

■ System Reference Time
In order to allow all programs to operate against the same time standard, “system reference
time” is defined. The system clock value is set to a value representing the cumulative number of
milliseconds since the system reference time.
System reference time: January 1, 1985 = 0
At system startup, the system clock value is initialized to “0”. Set the system clock value to the
standard value, based on the current time.
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■ Cyclic Handler Processing
Cyclic handler processing is executed according to the execution attributes of the taskindependent portions. There are restrictions on the system calls that can be executed in the
task-independent portions. Refer to Section 2.9, “Interrupt Management Functions.”
Cyclic handlers are executed as part of the REALOS/FR system clock handler in the form of a
subroutine. Therefore, at the start of cyclic handler processing, it is necessary to save the
registers that will be used in the cyclic handler. When the cyclic handler processing is
completed, it is necessary to restore the saved registers to their original states and then execute
the “ret” instruction.
Figure 2.10a illustrates cyclic handler processing.

Interrupt occurred by a
hardware timer
Task

REALOS/FR system
clock handler

Interrupt
occurred
Cyclic handler
Calling
the timer
handler

ret

The cyclic handler is activated as a subroutine from the system clock handler used by the kernel.

Figure 2.10a Cyclic Handler Processing
■ Canceling the Definition of a Cyclic Handler
The definition of a cyclic handler is canceled when NADR “-1” is specified for “pk_dcyc” in
“def_cyc”.
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■ Alarm Handler Processing
Alarm handler processing is executed according to the execution attributes of the taskindependent portions. There are restrictions on the system calls that can be executed in the
task-independent portions. Refer to Section 2.9, “Interrupt Management Functions.”
Alarm handlers are executed as part of the REALOS/FR system clock handler in the form of a
subroutine. Therefore, at the start of alarm handler processing, it is necessary to save the
registers that will be used in the alarm handler. When the alarm handler processing is
completed, it is necessary to restore the saved registers to their original states and then execute
the “ret” instruction.
Figure 2.10b illustrates alarm handler processing.

Interrupt occurred by a
hardware timer
Task

REALOS/FR system
clock handler

Interrupt
occurred
Alarm handler
Calling
the timer
handler.

ret

The alarm handler is activated as a subroutine from the system clock handler used by the kernel.
Figure 2.10b Alarm Handler Processing
■ Canceling the Definition of an Alarm Handler
The definition of an alarm handler is canceled in either of the following cases:
• When NADR “-1” is specified for “pk_dalm” in “def_alm”
• When execution of the alarm handler terminates
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2.10.1 Setting and Reading the System Clock
The system clock value is set to the specified value by using the “set_tim” system call.
The current system clock value can be read by using the “get_tim” system call.
■ Setting the System Clock
The system clock value is set to the specified value by using the “set_tim” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• Packet address represeting time (pk_tim)
• CurrentSystemTime (utime, ltime)
If the “set_tim” system call is used to change the system clock while the REALOS/FR system is
running, the times at which tasks waiting for a certain time and timer handlers waiting for
activation will operate will vary. If you want a task or handler to operate at a specific time, it is
necessary to reset that time. Tasks or handlers that are to operate after the passage of a
relative amount of time will operate normally.
Figure 2.10.1a illustrates the setting of the system clock.

set_tim

12
utim

3

9

ltim

15:00:00

6

Figure 2.10.1a Setting the System Clock
■ Reading the System Clock
The current system clock value can be read by using the “get_tim” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• Address of the packet in which the current time is to be returned (pk_tim)
Figure 2.10.1b illustrates the process of reading the system clock.
get_tim

12
3

9

9:00:00

6
utim

ltim

Figure 2.10.1b Reading the System Clock
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2.10.2 Task Delay
The “dly_tsk” system call can be used to delay task execution.
The “dly_tsk” system call interrupts task execution and shifts the task to the WAIT
state. After the specified time elapses, the system call ends normally and the task that
was moved into the WAIT state by this system call moves to the READY state. The
WAIT state is not returned if the “wup_tsk” system call is issued.
■ Task Delay
The “dly_tsk” system call can be used to delay task execution.
Specify the following parameter:
• DelayTime (dlytim)
Figure 2.10.2 illustrates task delay processing.
E_OK

dly_tsk

RUN state
After the specified delay time elapses, the system call
ends normally and the task moves to the READY state.

Delay time
Figure 2.10.2 Task Delay
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2.10.3 Time-out Processing
A time-out specification can be made in the system calls for switching to the WAIT
state.
■ System Calls in Which Time-Out Can Be Specified
Time-outs can be specified in the “tslp_tsk” system call and object waiting system calls (currently
the twai_sem, twai_flg, trcv_msg, and tget_blf system calls only).
However, the only tasks that can issue object waiting system calls with a time-out specification
are those that were specified during configuration (TMO specification in the TSK definition). If
any task other than those specified tasks issues one of these systems calls, an error
(E_NOSPT) is returned.
This does not apply to the “tslp_tsk” system call.
■ Time-out Time
If a task is not returned from the WAIT state before a specified time elapses, the WAIT state is
forcibly returned and “E_TMOUT” is returned.
The time data specified in this case is 32-bit system clock data.

Time-out time

(231-1)

-1 0

TMO_POL
TMO_FEVR

TMO_FEVR (-1) : Waits forever until the condition is satisfied.
TMO_POL (0)

: Performs a WAIT state check and immediately returns.
• If there is no need to wait, the task executes the prescribed processing and
then ends normally.
• If the task begins waiting, the error “E_TMOUT” is returned.
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■ Time-out Error
If the conditions being awaited are not met within the specified time-out time, a time-out error
results and the task shifts to the READY state. Figure 2.10.3 illustrates the time-out error.

tslp_tsk

Error

E_TMOUT

RUN state

Time-out time
Figure 2.10.3 Time-out Error
Note: A task that executes object wait system calls with a time-out must always be specified as TMO in the TSK

definition of the Configurator.
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2.10.4 Definition of Cyclic Handlers
Cyclic handlers can be defined by using the “def_cyc” system call.
■ Definition of Cyclic Handlers
Cyclic handlers can be defined by using the “def_cyc” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• ExtendedInformation (exinf)
• CyclicHandlerNumber (cycno)
• CyclicHandlerAttributes (cycatr)
• CyclicHandlerAddress (cychdr)
• CyclicHandlerActivation (cycact)
• CyclicTime (cyctim)
● ExtendedInformation (exinf)
This area can be used freely by the user.
● CyclicHandlerNumber (cycno)
Specify an unused specification number within the range.
The maximum value is specified during system configuration.
If a value outside of the range is specified, the error “E_PAR” is returned.
CyclicHandlerNumber

Maximum value

1
● CyclicHandlerAttributes (cycatr)

Specify the CyclicHandlerAttributes. Table 2.10.4 shows the CyclicHandlerAttributes
specification.
Table 2.10.4 CyclicHandlerAttributes Specification

Specified attribute

Cyclic handler description language

Label

Value

Program in assembly language

TA_ASM

H’00000000

Program in high-level language

TA_HLNG

H’00000001

● CyclicHandlerAddress (cychdr)
Specify the address of the cyclic handler being defined.
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● CyclicHandlerActivation (cycact)
Specify the CyclicHandlerActivation. The “TCY_ON” and “TCY_OFF” specifications are
illustrated below.
If a status other than “TCY_ON” or “TCY_OFF” is specified, the error “E_PAR” results.

ret_tmr

Handler activation

WAIT state
Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
interval
interval

Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
interval
interval
interval
Time

“TCY_ON” Specification

The handler is not activated even if the
specified time elapses.

Handler activation

WAIT state
Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
Cyclic activation
interval

Cyclic activation interval

Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
interval
interval
interval

“TCY_OFF” Specification

Time

● Cyclic activation time interval (cyctim)
Specify the cyclic activation time interval.
When cyctim ≤ 0, the error “E_PAR” results.
Cyclic activation time interval

1

(247-1)
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2.10.5 Cyclic Handler Control
The activation status of a cyclic handler can be controlled by using the “act_cyc”
system call.
■ Cyclic Handler Control
The activation status of a cyclic handler can be controlled by using the “act_cyc” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• CyclicHandlerNumber (cycno)
• CyclicHandlerActivation (cycact)
● CyclicHandlerActivation
• Stopping activation of a cyclic handler.
Specify “TCY_OFF” for “cycact”. Once this specification is made, the cyclic handler is not
activated even when the specified time elapses.
• Resuming activation of a cyclic handler
Specify “TCY_ON” for “cycact”. In this case, the length of time from when this system call
is issued until the first activation of the first handler is not constant.
• Initializing the count for a cyclic handler
Specify (TCY_ON || TCY_OFF) | [TCY_INI] for “cycact”.
If (TCY_ON | TCY_INI) was specified for “cycact”, the handler is first activated exactly
when the specified time elapses after the execution of this system call.
ret_tmr

Handler activation

ret_tmr

ret_tmr

act_cyc
issuance
WAIT state

Cyclic activation
Cyclic activation
interval
interval
(TCY_ON) Specification

Cyclic activation
interval

ret_tmr

Handler activation

Time

ret_tmr

act_cyc
issuance
WAIT state

Cyclic activation Cyclic activation Cyclic activation
interval
interval
interval
(TCY_ON | TCY_INI) Specification
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2.10.6 Referencing the Status of a Cyclic Handler
The status of a cyclic handler can be referenced by using the “ref_cyc” system call.
■ Referencing the Status of a Cyclic Handler
The status of a cyclic handler can be referenced by using the “ref_cyc” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• CyclicHandlerNumber (cycno)
• Starting Address of Packet to ReferenceCyclicHandler (pk_rcyc)
● Data returned by “ref_cyc”
The following information is returned in the packet that was specified for the return
parameters.
pk_rcyc

0
exinf

: ExtendedInformation

+4
_Hrsv_00

utime
: Time remaining before next activation of handler

+8
ltime
+12
cycact

: CyclicHandlerActivation

+16
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2.10.7 Definition of Alarm Handlers
Alarm handlers can be defined by using the “def_alm” system call.
■ Definition of Alarm Handlers
Alarm handlers can be defined by using the “def_alm” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• ExtendedInformation (exinf)
• AlarmHandlerNumber (almno)
• AlarmHandlerAttributes (almatr)
• AlarmHandlerAddress (almhdr)
• AlarmTime (almtim)
• TimeMode (tmmode)
● ExtendedInformation (exinf)
This area can be used freely by the user.
● AlarmHandlerNumber (almno)
Specify an unused specification number within the range.
The maximum value is specified during system configuration.
If a value outside of the range is specified, the error “E_PAR” is returned.
AlarmHandlerNumber

Maximum value

1
● AlarmHandlerAttributes (almatr)

Specify the AlarmHandlerAttributes. Table 2.10.7 shows the AlarmHandlerAttributes
specification.
Table 2.10.7 AlarmHandlerAttributes Specifications

Specified attribute
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Alarm handler description language

Label

Value

Program in assembly language

TA_ASM

H’00000000

Program in high-level language

TA_HLNG

H’00000001
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● AlarmHandlerAddress (almhdr)
Specify the address of the alarm handler being defined.
● Alarm Time (almtim)
Specify the alarm handler activation time with 48-bit signed system clock data.
● TimeMode (tmmode)
TTM_ABS (0): Absolute time specification
TTM_REL (1): Relative time specification
If an activation time specification made in absolute time is for a time prior to the current time,
the error “E_PAR” is returned.
System start-up def_alm issuance
Relative time

Absolute time

Time
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2.10.8 Referencing the Status of an Alarm Handler
The status of an alarm handler can be referenced by using the “ref_alm” system call.
■ Referencing the Status of an Alarm Handler
The status of an alarm handler can be referenced by using the “ref_alm” system call.
Specify the following parameters:
• AlarmHandlerNumber (almno)
• Packet to ReferenceAlarmHandler (pk_ralm)
● Data returned by ref_alm
pk_ralm

0
: ExtendedInformation

exinf
+4
_Hrsv_00
ltime
+12
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utime
: Time remaining until handler activation

+8

2.11 System Management Functions

2.11

System Management Functions

In REALOS/FR, a function that gets the ITRON version number and a function
references the system status are provided as system management functions.
■ System Management Function System Calls
The system management function system calls are indicated below.
• get_ver: Get Version Information
• ref_sys: Reference System Status
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2.11.1 Getting the Version Number
The ITRON version number can be referenced by using the “get_ver” system call.
The data shown in Figure 2.11.1 is returned in the specified packet.
■ Getting the Version Number
The ITRON version number can be referenced by using the “get_ver” system call.
Specify the following parameter.
• Packet address representing Version Information (pk_ver)
OS producer/developer
Indicates the developer.
H’0009: Fujitsu

maker

id

spver

prver

prno[0]

prno[1]

prno[2]

prno[3]

cpu

var

OS format number
Indicates the product release.
H’0020: REALOS/FR

OS product version number

ITRON/µITRON
specification version number

Indicates the version of this product.
H’0301: Ver 3 Level 1

Product number, product management information
Indicates the management information for this product.

Version descriptor

CPU information

Provides an overview of the functions that can be used in this product.
H’c000: µITRON-E basic specifications
Single processor
File support
No I/O support

Indicates the CPU information.

ITRON/µITRON
specification version number
0

3

4

15
Spec Ver

MAGIC

TRON specification class
0: Common to TRON
1: ITRON1, ITRON2
2: BTRON
3: CTRON
4: Reserved
5: µITRON
6: µBTRON

TRON specification version
Represented by three-digit packed
BCD code.

Version descriptor
0

1

3

LEV

Level classification of kernel
specifications
0000: Reserved
0001: Reserved
0010: Reserved
0011: Reserved
0100: µITRON level R
0101: µITRON level RN
0110: µITRON level RNs
0111: µITRON level RNs
1000: µITRON level S
1001: µITRON reserved
1010: µITRON level SN
1011: µITRON level SNe
1100: µITRON level E
1101: µITRON reserved
1110: µITRON reserved
1111: µITRON level EN

4

5

6

7

8

0

M

V

P

0

M=
M=
V=
P=

11 12 13

9
FIL

1: Multiprocessor support
0: Single processor
1: Virtual memory support
1: MMU support

IO

14 15
0

0
I/O specifications
00: Not supported
01: Standard specifications
10: Reserved
11: Reserved

Level classification of file specifications
000
: Not supported
001
: <<F10>> specifications
010
: <<F11>> specifications
011 to 111 : Reserved

Figure 2.11.1 Information Obtained by get_ver
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2.11.2 Referencing the System Status
The system status can be referenced by using the “ref_sys” system call.
■ Referencing the System Status
The system status can be referenced by using the “ref_sys” system call.
Specify the following parameter:
• Starting address of the packet in which the system status is to be returned (pk_rsys)
● Data returned by “ref_sys”
The following information is returned in the packet as the return parameters:
• TSS_TSK

(0) : Dispatching enabled while task potions is being executed

• TSS_DDSP (1) : Dispatching disabled while task potions is being executed
• TSS_LOC

(3) : Dispatching and interrupts disabled while task potions is being executed

• TSS_INDP

(4) : Task-independent potions being executed
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2.12

Exception Management Functions

The exception management functions perform processing regarding abnormalities
generated in the system.
In REALOS/FR, processing regarding exceptions can be defined and executed as an
“exception handler”.
■ Types of Exceptions
A CPU exception is an exception generated by the CPU when an abnormality was generated
during the execution of a CPU instruction.
A system call exception is an exception generated by the kernel when an abnormality (error) was
generated in REALOS/FR system call processing.
Table 2.12 lists the exceptions generated in REALOS/FR.
Table 2.12 Exceptions Generated in REALOS/FR
Exception
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Description of exception

Cause of exception

CPU exception

Exception generated by a processor

Processor instruction execution

System call exception

Exception generated when an error occurred
during execution of a system call

System call processing execution

2.12 Exception Management Functions

■ Exception Handler Processing
When an exception is generated due to some abnormality, an exception handler is activated.
Information on the type of exception that was generated and data such as the value of the
registers when the exception was generated are passed to the exception handler as parameters.
For details on the parameters, refer to Section 3.6, “Exception Handler Creation.”
Exception handler processing is called from the kernel as a subroutine.
Because exception handler processing is called from the kernel as a subroutine, exception
handler processing is terminated by restoring the registers, etc., to the state they were in when
the exception handler was activated and then by returning control to the kernel. Figure 2.12
illustrates exception handler processing.

Task

REALOS/FR exception handler
activation subroutine

CPU
exception
occurred

Exception handler
Calling the
exception
handler

ret

When exception processing by the CPU exception handler is completed,
control returns to the location where the exception was generated.
Task

REALOS/FR exception handler
activation subroutine

System call
exception
occurred

Exception handler
Calling the
exception
handler

ret

When exception processing by the system call exception handler is completed, control returns to the location where the exception was generated.
The exception handler is activated as a subroutine from the kernel.
Figure 2.12 Exception Handler Processing
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2.12.1 Exception Handler Definition
The exception handlers that are activated when an exception is generated can be
defined by the Configurator.
For details on the method of specification, refer to the Softune REALOS Configurator
Manual.
■ Exception Handler Definition
Exception handlers can be defined by the Configurator. These exception handlers are activated
when a CPU exception or system call exception is generated.
Specify the following parameter:
• ExceptionHandlerAddress
● ExceptionHandlerAddress
Specify the exception handler processing start address. If an exception is generated,
processing starts from this address.
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CHAPTER 3

CREATING APPLICATION PROGRAMS

This chapter discusses points that require special attention when creating user
application programs.

3.1

Program Types

3.2

Issuing System Calls

3.3

Task Creation

3.4

Interrupt Handler Creation

3.5

Timer Handler Creation

3.6

Exception Handler Creation
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3.1

Program Types

The programs that run under the REALOS/FR can be broadly classified into tasks and
handlers.
When creating programs, depending on the type of task or handler being created, their
characteristics may differ and there may be restrictions on the system calls that can be
issued.
REALOS/FR task and handler programs can be written in either C language or in
assembly language. Tasks and handlers written in C language are written as a single
function. Details on writing each type of program in C language or assembly language
are provided in the individual sections on program creation.
■ Program Types
Table 3.1 describes the program types.
Table 3.1 Program Types
Class

Program name

Program description

Tasks

User task

Tasks that perform user processing.

Handlers

Interrupt handler

Handler that performs processing for interrupts.
(task-independent portions)

Timer
handler

Cyclic handler

Handler that is activated at a specified time interval.
(task-independent portions)

Alarm handler

Handler that is activated at a specified time.
(task-independent portions)

Exception handler

Handler that performs processing when an exception is generated.
The execution attributes of the handler that is activated differ
according to the location where the exception was generated.
• Exception handler for exceptions generated in the
task-independent portions (task-independent portions)
• Exception handler for exceptions generated in the task portions
(task portions)

CPU exception handler

Exception handler for CPU exceptions.

System call exception
handler

Exception handler for errors accompanying the execution of system
calls.

Note: In order that the programs listed in the above table can run on REALOS/FR, a usercreated module for initialization must be developed. The user-created module contains
the following routines:
• Reset entry routine
• User initialization routine (_unit)
• System clock timer interrupt handler
For details, refer to Section 2.9, “Developing User-Created Modules,” in the Softune REALOS/
FR User's Guide.
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● Programs written in C language
In REALOS/FR, the processing interface is based on the use of registers. Therefore, it is
necessary to adapt the interface to the activation of programs written in C language and the
execution of kernel system calls from programs written in C language.
• Activation of programs written in C language
In order to activate a program written as a C language function, the kernel adjusts to the C
language function interface and calls the program. Because REALOS/FR is designed on
the basis of the assumption that programs will be created in C language, this interface
adjustment is also made when programs written in assembly language are called. Figure
3.1 illustrates the activation of a program written in C language.
sta_tsk(tskid,stacd)

Kernel

Program written in C language
Interface
adjustment

task(stacd)
{

ext_tsk();
}

Figure 3.1 Activation of a Program Written in C Language
• Execution of system calls from programs written in C language
In order to execute system calls from programs written in C language, either use the
optimization C compiler’s in-line expansion function for ITRON system call functions, or
else make system calls through the system call interface library. For details, refer to
Section 3.2, “Issuing System Calls.”
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3.2

Issuing System Calls

This section describes the issuance of system calls in C language and in assembly
language.
■ Issuing System Calls in C Language
When issuing a system call in C language, describe the system call as a function call.
For the function formats for each system call, refer to Chapter 4, “System Calls.”
Fujitsu’s Softune C compiler FR family includes a system call function in-line expansion option (K REALOS); if a program is compiled with this option specified, code that issues the system calls
is generated.
In addition, system calls can be issued by using the interface library functions, without using this
in-line expansion function.
■ Issuing System Calls in Assembly Language
When issuing a system call in assembly language, the necessary parameters are set in the
registers, and then the software trap instruction (the “int” instruction) is executed.
For details on the registers in which parameters must be set for each system call, refer to
Chapter 4, “System Calls.”

Note: Example of assembly language are all described for Fujitsu made tool.
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3.2.1 Issuing System Calls in C Language
System calls are issued in C language either by using the system call function in-line
expansion feature of the Softune C compiler, or by using the system call interface
library.
■ System Call Function In-line Expansion
Fujitsu’s Softune C compiler for the FR family includes a system call function in-line expansion
option (-K REALOS).
If a program with system calls described as C language function calls is compiled with this option
specified, code that sets the system call function code and necessary parameters corresponding
to the function name in the registers and then calls the kernel is generated.
For details on how to specify this option, refer to the Softune C Compiler Manual.
Figure 3.2.1a illustrates the execution of system calls through in-line expansion.

Program written in C language
task(stacd)
{

_task:

Compile
ercd=sta_tsk(...

}

Code generated by
Softune C compiler

ldi:8 #-23,r12

Kernel

extsb r12
int
#64

System call
processing

Figure 3.2.1a Execution of System Calls through In-line Expansion
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■ System Call Interface Library
REALOS/FR is equipped with a system call interface library (realos.lib) that is called by a system
call function, sets the system call function code and necessary parameters corresponding to the
function name in the registers and then calls the kernel.
System calls can be executed by linking a program in which system calls are described as C
language function calls with this interface library.
Figure 3.2.1b illustrates the execution of system calls through the interface library.

Program written in C language
task(stacd)
{

Interface library
_sta_tsk:
ldi:8 #TFN_STA_TSK,r12
extsb r12
int
#INT_SVC

ercd=sta_tsk(...

}

Kernel

System call
processing

Figure 3.2.1b Execution of System Calls through the Interface Library
■ Issuing “sta_tsk” in C language
The issuance of “sta_tsk” in C language is shown below.

tskid=TSK_ID;
stacd=STACD;
ercd=sta_tsk(tskid,stacd);
if (ercd != E_OK)
err();
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3.2.2 Issuing System Calls in Assembly Language
When issuing a system call in assembly language, the necessary parameters are set in
the registers, and then the FR software trap instruction (the “int” instruction) is
executed.
■ Issuing System Calls in Assembly Language
The procedure for issuing a system call is as follows.
(1) Set the necessary parameters in the registers.
(2) Issue the software trap instruction.
(3) After the system call is processed, return parameters are returned to each register.
For details on the parameters and return parameter registers for each system call, refer to
Chapter 4, “System Calls.”
■ Issuing “sta_tsk” in Assembly Language
The issuance of “sta_tsk” in assembly language is shown below.

#incldue ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”
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ldi

#TSK_ID,r4

ldi

#STACD, r5

ldi:8

#TFN_STA_TSK,r12

extsb

r12

int

#INT_SVC

3.3 Task Creation

3.3

Task Creation

Tasks can be described in C language or in assembly language.
■ Describing a Task Program in C Language
When describing a task program in C language, the task is described as one function. The task
start code is passed to the function as a parameter when the task is started. Other functions can
be nested and called from within a task function.
It is necessary to issue the “ext_tsk” system call at the end of the task program.
■ Describing a Task Program in Assembly Language
When describing a task program in assembly language, the task start code is passed to the r4
register when the task is started.
It is necessary to issue the “ext_tsk” system call at the end of the task program.
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3.3.1 Describing a Task Program in C Language
When describing a task program in C language, the task is described as one function.
The task start code is passed to the function as a parameter when the task is started.
Other functions can be nested and called from within a task function.
It is necessary to issue the “ext_tsk” system call at the end of the task program.
■ Parameter Passed to the Task
The following parameter is passed to the task function:
INT stacd: Task start code
■ Example of a Task Program Described in C Language
An example of a task program described in C language is shown below.

#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”

void taskA(INT stacd)
{

Task processing

ext_tsk() ;
}
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■ Example of an Idle Task Program Described in the C Language
An example of an idle task program described in C language is shown below.

#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”

void idle_task(INT stacd)
{

while(1) {
}

}
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3.3.2 Describing a Task Program in Assembly Language
When describing a task program in assembly language, the task start code is passed
to the r4 register when the task is started.
It is necessary to issue the “ext_tsk” system call at the end of the task program.
■ Register Statuses when a Task Is started
Figure 3.3.2 shows the register statuses when a task is started.
(Stack area for task that is running)
PC

Task start address

PS

ILM:31,S:1,I:1

R0

Undefined

R04

stacd

~

~

Stack size for task
that is running

0
R14

Undefined
(System stack area)

R15
RP

Undefined

MDH

Undefined

MDL

Undefined

~

~ System stack size

USP
SSP

Figure 3.3.2 Status of Registers upon Task start
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■ Example of a Task Program Described in Assembly Language
An example of a task program described in assembly language is shown below.
#include ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”

.section code,code

taskA:

Task processing

ldi:8

#TFN_EXT_TSK,r12

extsb

r12

int

#INT_SVC

.end

■ Example of an Idle Task Program Described in Assembly Language
An example of an idle task program described in assembly language is shown below.
#include ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”

.section code,code

idle_task:
bra

idle_task

.end
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3.4

Interrupt Handler Creation

An interrupt handler can be described in C language or in assembly language.
■ Describing an Interrupt Handler Program in C Language
When describing an interrupt handler program in C language, the interrupt handler is described
as one function. Other functions can be nested and called from within an interrupt handler.
This function must be described and compiled as an interrupt function. For details on how to
describe interrupt functions, refer to the Softune C Compiler Manual.
■ Describing the Interrupt Handler Program in Assembly Language
When describing the interrupt handler program in assembly language, the interrupt handler
program is responsible for saving the register status when an interrupt occurs.
The interrupt handler terminates with the “reti” instruction.
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3.4.1 Describing an Interrupt Handler Program in C Language
When describing an interrupt handler program in C language, the interrupt handler is
described as one function. Other functions can be nested and called from within an
interrupt handler.
This function must be described and compiled as an interrupt function. For details on
how to describe interrupt functions, refer to the Softune C Compiler Manual.
■ Example of an Interrupt Handler Program Described in C Language
An example of an interrupt handler program described in C language is shown below.

#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”

__interrupt void inthdrA(void)
{

Interrupt handler processing

ret_int() ;
}

The “ret_int ()” system call in the above example actually does nothing. The “ret_int ()” system
call is described in the program example as a technique for creating ITRON programs (for the
sake of portability). Therefore, “ret_int ()” does not have to be called at the end of REALOS/FR
interrupt handlers.
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3.4.2 Describing an Interrupt Handler Program in Assembly
Language
When describing an interrupt handler program in assembly language, the interrupt
handler program is responsible for saving the register status when an interrupt is
generated.
The interrupt handler terminates with the “reti” instruction.
■ Register Statuses when an Interrupt Handler Is Activated
Figure 3.4.2 shows the register statuses when an interrupt handler is activated.

(Stack area for task that is running)
PC

Handler start
address

PS

ILM:*1,S:1,I:1

R0

Undefined

R14

Undefined

~

~

Stack size for task
that is running

(System stack area)
R15
RP

Undefined

MDH

Undefined

MDL

Undefined

USP
SSP

~
-8
-4

~ System stack size
Old PC
Old PS

0

*1: Level of external interrupt that was received
Figure 3.4.2 Status of Registers upon Interrupt Handler Activation
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■ Example of an Interrupt Handler Program Described in Assembly Language
An example of an interrupt handler program described in assembly language is shown below.

#include ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”

.section code,code

inthdrA:
stm

(r0-r14)

st

mdh,@-sp

st

mdl,@-sp

st

rp,@-sp

Interrupt handler processing

ld

@sp+,rp

ld

@sp+,mdl

ld

@sp+,mdh

ldm

(r0-r14)

reti

.end
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3.5

Timer Handler Creation

A timer handler can be described in C language or in assembly language.
There are two types of timer handlers:
● Cyclic handler
● Alarm handler
■ Describing a Timer Handler Program in C Language
When describing a timer handler program in C language, the timer handler is described as one
function. Other functions can be nested and called from within a timer handler function.
■ Describing a Timer Handler Program in Assembly Language
When describing a timer handler program in assembly language, the timer handler program is
responsible for saving the register status when the timer handler is activated.
A timer handler terminates with the “ret” instruction.
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3.5.1 Describing a Timer Handler Program in C Language
When describing a timer handler program in C language, the timer handler is described
as one function. Other functions can be nested and called from within a timer handler.
■ Example of a Timer Handler Program Described in C Language
An example of a timer handler program described in C language is shown below.

#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”

void tmrhdrA(void)
{

Timer handler processing

ret_tmr();
}

The “ret_tmr ()” system call in the above example actually does nothing. The “ret_tmr ()” system
call is described in the program example as a technique for creating ITRON programs (for the
sake of portability). Therefore, “ret_tmr ()” does not have to be called at the end of REALOS/FR
timer handlers.
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3.5.2 Describing a Timer Handler Program in Assembly Language
When describing a timer handler program in assembly language, the timer handler
program is responsible for saving the register status when the timer handler is
activated.
The timer handler terminates with the “ret” instruction.
■ Register Statuses when a Timer Handler Is Activated
Figure 3.5.2 shows the register statuses when a timer handler is activated.
(Stack area for task that is running)
PC

Handler start
address

PS

ILM:*1,S:1,I:1

R0

Undefined

R14

Undefined

~

~

Stack size for task
that is running

(System stack area)
R15
RP

Kernel return
address

MDH

Undefined

MDL

Undefined

USP

~
-8
-4

SSP

~ System stack size
Old PC
Old PS

0

*1: System clock interrupt level
Figure 3.5.2 Status of Registers upon Timer Handler Activation
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■ Example of a Timer Handler Program Described in Assembly Language
An example of a timer handler program described in assembly language is shown below.

#include ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”

.section code,code

tmrhdrA:
stm

(r0-r14)

st

mdh,@-sp

st

mdl,@-sp

st

rp,@-sp

Timer handler processing

ld

@sp+,rp

ld

@sp+,mdl

ld

@sp+,mdh

ldm

(r0-r14)

ret

.end
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3.6

Exception Handler Creation

An exception handler can be described in C language or in assembly language.
There are two exception handlers:
● CPU exception handler
● System call exception handler
■ Describing an Exception Handler in C Language
When describing an exception handler program in C language, the exception handler is
described as one function. When an exception handler is activated, the information regarding
the generation of the exception is passed to the exception handler as the parameters for this
function. Other functions can be nested and called from within an exception handler.
■ Describing an Exception Handler in Assembly Language
When describing an exception handler program in assembly language, the information regarding
the generation of the exception is passed to the r4 and r5 registers when the exception handler
is activated.
The exception handler is terminated by the “ret” instruction.
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3.6.1 Describing an Exception Handler Program in C Language
When describing an exception handler program in C language, the exception handler is
described as one function. When an exception handler is activated, the information
regarding the generation of the exception is passed to the exception handler as the
parameters for this function. Other functions can be nested and called from within an
exception handler.
■ Parameters Passed to the Exception Handlers
The following are the parameters that are passed to the exception handler function.
T_EXC *pk_exc

: Exception generation information 1

T_REGS *pk_regs

: Exception generation information 2

typedef struct t_exc {
W

exccd;

: Exception code

• CPU exception: FALSE(0)
• System call exception: System call error code
FN fncd;

: Function code

• CPU exception: Exception vector number
• System call exception: System call function code
} T_EXC;
typedef struct t_regs {
FP pc;
: Register values when exception occurred
VW ps;
FP rp;
VW mdl;
VW mdh;
VW r00;
VW r01;
VW r02;
VW r03;
VW r04;
VW r05;
VW r06;
VW r07;
VW r08;
VW r09;
VW r10;
VW r11;
VW r12;
VW r13;
VW r14;
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• CPU exception: Register information when the CPU exception occurs
• System call exception: Register information when the system call was
issued
} T_REGS;
■ Example of an Exception Handler Program Described in C Language
An example of an exception handler program described in C language is shown below.

#include ”itron.h”
#incldue ”realos.h”

void exchdrA (T_EXC *pk_exc, T_REGS *pk_regs)
{

Exception handler processing

}
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3.6.2 Describing an Exception Handler Program in Assembly
Language
When describing an exception handler program in assembly language, the information
regarding the generation of the exception is passed to the r4 and r5 registers when the
exception handler is activated.
The exception handler is terminated by the “ret” instruction.
■ Register Statuses when an Exception Handler Is Activated
Figure 3.6.2 shows the register statuses when an exception handler is activated.
(Stack area for task that is running)
PC

Handler start
address

PS

ILM:*1,S:1,I:1

R0

Undefined

~

~

Stack size for task
that is running

(System stack area)
R04

pk_exc

~
R05

-58
R14

~

pk_regs

Undefined

-54
-50

R15

-4c
RP

Kernel return
address

-48

MDH

Undefined

-44

exccd
fncd
(System
stack area)
PC
PS
RP

-40
MDL

Undefined
-3c

USP
SSP

MDL
MDH

System stack size

R00

-38
-04

R14

00

*1: Interrupt level mask value when exception was generated
Figure 3.6.2 Status of Registers upon Exception Handler Activation
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■ Example of an Exception Handler Program Described in Assembly Language
An example of an exception handler program described in assembly language is shown below.

#include ”itron.inc”
#include ”MB911xx.inc”

.section code,code

exchdrA:
st

rp,@-sp

Exception handler processing

ld

@sp+,rp

ret

.end
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CHAPTER 4

SYSTEM CALLS

This chapter describes the REALOS/FR system calls in a reference format.

4.1

System Call List

4.2

System Call Descriptions

4.3

Task Management Function System Calls

4.4

Task-Dependent Synchronization Function System Calls

4.5

Synchronization/Communication Function System Calls

4.6

MemoryPool Management Function System Calls

4.7

Interrupt Management Function System Calls

4.8

Time Management Function System Calls

4.9

System Management Function System Calls
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4.1

System Call List

The system calls are listed in Table 4.1 by function.
■ System Call List
Table 4.1 System Call List
Function code

System
call

DEC

Task
management

sta_tsk
ext_tsk
ter_tsk
dis_dsp
ena_dsp
chg_pri
rot_rdq
rel_wai
get_tid
ref_tsk

-23
-21
-25
-30
-29
-27
-28
-31
-24
-20

-H’017
-H’015
-H’019
-H’01e
-H’01d
-H’01b
-H’01c
-H’01f
-H’018
-H’014

H’ffffffe9
H’ffffffeb
H’ffffffe7
H’ffffffe2
H’ffffffe3
H’ffffffe5
H’ffffffe4
H’ffffffe1
H’ffffffe8
H’ffffffec

Start Task
Exit Issuing Task
Terminate Other Task
Disable Dispatch
Enable Dispatch
Change Task Priority
Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue
Release Wait of Other Task
Get Task Identifier
Reference Task Status

Task-Dependent
synchronization

sus_tsk
rsm_tsk
frsm_tsk
slp_tsk
tslp_tsk
wup_tsk
can_wup

-33
-35
-36
-38
-37
-39
-40

-H’021
-H’023
-H’024
-H’026
-H’025
-H’027
-H’028

H’ffffffdf
H’ffffffdd
H’ffffffdc
H’ffffffda
H’ffffffdb
H’ffffffd9
H’ffffffd8

Suspend Other Task
Resume Suspended Task
Forcibly Resume suspended Task
Sleep Task
Sleep Task with Timeout
Wakeup Other Task
Cancel Wakeup Request

Synchronization/
communications

sig_sem
wai_sem
preq_sem
twai_sem
ref_sem
set_flg
clr_flg
wai_flg
pol_flg
twai_flg
ref_flg
snd_msg
rcv_msg
prcv_msg
trcv_msg
ref_mbx

-55
-53
-107
-171
-52
-48
-47
-46
-106
-170
-44
-63
-61
-108
-172
-60

-H’037
-H’035
-H’06b
-H’0ab
-H’034
-H’030
-H’02f
-H’02e
-H’06a
-H’0aa
-H’02c
-H’03f
-H’03d
-H’06c
-H’0ac
-H’03c

H’ffffffc9
H’ffffffcb
H’ffffff95
H’ffffff55
H’ffffffcc
H’ffffffd0
H’ffffffd1
H’ffffffd2
H’ffffff96
H’ffffff56
H’ffffffd4
H’ffffffc1
H’ffffffc3
H’ffffff94
H’ffffff54
H’ffffffc4

Signal Semaphore
Wait on Semaphore
Poll and request Semaphore
Wait on Semaphore with Timeout
Reference Semaphore Status
Set Eventflag
Clear Eventflag
Wait for Eventflag
Wait for Eventflag (polling)
Wait for Eventflag (with Timeout)
Reference Eventflag Status
Send Message to Mailbox
Receive Message from Mailbox
Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox
Receive Message from Mailbox with Timeout
Reference Mailbox Status

Memorypool
management

get_blk
pget_blk
rel_blk
ref_mpl
get_blf
pget_blf
tget_blf
rel_blf
ref_mpf

-141
-104
-143
-140
-77
-103
-167
-79
-76

-H’08d
-H’068
-H’08f
-H’08c
-H’04b
-H’067
-H’0a7
-H’04f
-H’04c

H’ffffff73
H’ffffff98
H’ffffff71
H’ffffff74
H’ffffffb3
H’ffffff99
H’ffffff59
H’ffffffb1
H’ffffffb4

Get Variable-Sized Memory Block
Poll and Get Variable-Sized Memory Block
Release Variable-Sized Memory Block
Reference Variable-Sized Memorypool Status
Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block
Poll and Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block
Get Fixed-Sized Memory Block with Timeout
Release Fixed-Sized Memory Block
Reference Fixed-Sized Memorypool Status

Interrupt
management

ret_int
loc_cpu
unl_cpu
chg_ilm
ref_ilm

-69
-8
-7
-67
-68

-H’045
-H’008
-H’007
-H’043
-H’044

H’ffffffbb
H’fffffff8
H’fffffff9
H’ffffffbd
H’ffffffbc

Return from Interrupt Handler
Lock CPU
Unlock CPU
Change Interrupt Level Mask
Reference Interrupt Level Mask

Function

DEC: Decimal
HEX: Hexadecimal
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Description

HEX

4.1 System Call List

Table 4.1 System Call List (Continued)
Function code

System
call

DEC

Time
management

set_tim
get_tim
dly_tsk
def_cyc
act_cyc
ref_cyc
def_alm
ref_alm
ret_tmr

-83
-84
-85
-90
-94
-92
-89
-91
-93

-H’053
-H’054
-H’055
-H’05a
-H’05e
-H’05c
-H’059
-H’05b
-H’05d

H’ffffffad
H’ffffffac
H’ffffffab
H’ffffffa6
H’ffffffa2
H’ffffffa4
H’ffffffa7
H’ffffffa5
H’ffffffa3

Set System Clock
Get System Clock
Delay Task
Define Cyclic Handler
Activate Cyclic Handler
Reference Cyclic Handler Status
Define Alarm Handler
Reference Alarm Handler Status
Return from Timer Handler

System
management

get_ver
ref_sys

-16
-12

-H’010
-H’012

H’fffffff0
H’fffffff4

Get Version Information
Reference System Status

Function

HEX

Description

DEC: Decimal
HEX: Hexadecimal
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4.2

System Call Descriptions

The format for the system call descriptions in this chapter is explained below.
■ System Call Descriptions
<System call name> (<Description>)
<function>
-20

Function code
(decimal)

Task portions

√

Indicates whether this
system call can be
issued from the task
portions.
√: Can be issued.
×: Cannot be issued.

Task-independent
portions

√

Indicates whether
this system call can
be issued from the
task-independent
portions.
√: Can be issued.
×: Cannot be issued.

<C language interface>

Error code as function value
System call name
<C language interface>
ER ercd=ref_tsk

Parameters Parameter declaration
Parameter names

(T_RTSK *pk_rtsk, ID tskid);

typedef struct t_rtsk {
VP
exinf
PRI
tskpri
UW
tskstat
•
•

Memory packet structure

<Assembly language interface>

<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register
Input
Output
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R4
pk_rtsk

R5
tskid

R6

R7

R12
fncd(-20)
ercd

R13

Register allocations
for parameters

4.2 System Call Descriptions

<Parameters>
<Parameters>
[Input]

tskid

fncd

[Output]

ercd

: Task ID (TaskIdentifier)
ID number of task of which status is to be
referenced.
TSK_SELF(0) : Issuing task designation
: Function code (FunctionCode)
=TFN_REF_TSK(-20)

Description of parameters required
when issuing this system call.
Parameter names
Parameter meanings
Notes

: Error code (ErrorCode)

Description of output parameters
returned from the kernel after this
system call is issued.
Parameter names
Parameter meanings
Notes

[Data returned to packet]
tskstat : Task status (TaskStatus)
TTS_RUN (H’0...01) -- RUN state
TTS_RDY (H’0...02) -- READY state

<Error codes>
<Error codes>
E_OK
0 Normal completion
E_NOSPT -H’11 Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)
E_ID
-H’23 Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)
•
•
•

Errors which could be
generated when this
system call is issued.

<Dispatching causes>

<Dispatching causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.

Causes of dispatching
for this system call

<Explanation>

<Explanation>
References the information on the specified task.

Description and notes regarding
the processing performed by this
system call.

<Examples>
<Examples>

#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RTSK pk_task:
:
ercd = ref_tsk(&pk_task,TSKID_2);
:
}

Example of the system
call being issued in C
language.
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4.2.1 Parameters
In the C language interface items, the parameters are represented in the format shown
in Table 4.2.1.
When writing a program for REALOS/FR, use parameters that accord with these data
types.
■ Data Types Used in REALOS/FR
Table 4.2.1 Data Types Used in REALOS/FR
Type declaration
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Description

Remarks

typedef char
typedef short
typedef long
typedef unsigned char
typedef unsigned short
typedef unsigned long
typedef char
typedef short
typedef long
typedef void

B;
H;
W;
UB;
UH;
UW;
VB;
VH;
VW;
*VP;

Signed 8-bit integer
Signed 16-bit integer
Signed 32-bit integer
Unsigned 8-bit integer
Unsigned 16-bit integer
Unsigned 32-bit integer
Variable data type (8 bits)
Variable data type (16 bits)
Variable data type (32 bits)
Pointer for variable data type

General-purpose data types

typedef int
typedef unsigned int

INT;
UINT;

Signed 32-bit integer
Unsigned 32-bit integer

Processor bit width integers;
32 bits for the FR

typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef UINT
typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef INT
typedef INT

BOOL;
FN;
ID;
BOOL_ID;
HNO;
ATR;
ER;
PRI;
TMO;
DLYTIME;

Bool value FALSE (0) TRUE (1)
Function code
Object ID number
Bool value FALSE (0) TRUE (1) or object ID number
Handler number
Object, handler attributes
Error code
Task priority
Time-out value
Delay value

MEMO
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4.2.2 Parameters that Require Caution
This section describes parameters that require extra caution. While not specifically
noted in the system call descriptions, pay attention to the following points.
■ TaskID
tskid : TaskID (TaskIdentifier)
ID number of task to be started.
Meaning of parameter
The following restriction applies to TaskID.
0

1

32767

User ID number
Indicates the current task (TSK_SELF).

The taskID are used to identify tasks.
The maximum value for the taskID is registered in the OS during system configuration.
■ Object ID Numbers (ID Numbers Other Than TaskID)
flgid : EventflagID (EventFlagIdentifier)
EventflagID of which the status is to be referenced.
Meaning of parameter
The following restriction applies to TaskID.
0

1

32767

User ID number
Reserved; cannot be specified.

The object ID numbers are used to identify objects.
The maximum value for the object ID number is registered in the OS during system
configuration.
This restriction applies to “semid”, “flgid”, “mbxid”, and “mplid”.
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■ Handler Numbers (Timer Handler Numbers)

cycno : CyclicHandlerNumber (CyclicHandlerNumber)
Number for cyclic handler being defined.
Meaning of parameter
The following restriction applies to handler specification numbers.
0

1

32767

User ID number
Reserved; cannot be specified.

The handler numbers are used to identify handlers.
The maximum value for the handler number is registered in the OS during system configuration.
This restriction applies to “cycno” and “almno”.
■ Task Priority Levels

tskpri : Task priority level (TaskPriority)
TPRI_INI(0) : Changes priority level to the priority level that was specified
for task start when the task was created.

Parameter value that requires special attention when the system call is issued.

The following restriction applies to priority levels.
0

1

32767

User ID number
Indicates the priority level upon task start (TPRI_INI).
Indicates the maximum priority level currently running
(TPRI_RUN).

The initial priority level upon task start (TPRI_INI) is valid when “chg_pri” is issued.
The maximum priority level currently running (TPRI_RUN) is valid when “rot_rdq” is issued.
This restriction applies to “itskpri” and “tskpri”.
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4.2.3 Time-out Specification Restrictions
In the parameter descriptions, there is no special mention of the following restrictions
concerning the time-out specification.
■ When a time-out time is specified
When the conditions are met within the specified time → Normal end
When the conditions are not met within the specified time → Error (E_TMOUT)
■ When TMO_POL is specified
When the conditions are satisfied → Normal end
When the conditions are not satisfied → Error (E_TMOUT)
■ Relationship between “tmout” and Actual Time
The relationship between “tmout” and actual time is as follows:
(Actual time) = (tmout) x (system reference clock)
■ Time-out Specification
Figure 4.2.3 shows a typical example of a time-out specification.

tmout : Time-out specification (Timeout)
TMO_FEVR (-1)
: Waits forever until the condition can be satisfied.
TMO_POL (0)
: Checks whether the condition can be satisfied.
(1) to (231-1) : Time-out time specification.

Figure 4.2.3 Time-out Specification
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4.3

Task Management Function System Calls

There are ten system calls for the task management functions:
●

sta_tsk

●

ext_tsk

●

ter_tsk

●

dis_dsp

●

ena_dsp

●

chg_pri

●

rot_rdq

●

rel_wai

●

get_tid

●

ref_tsk

■ Task Management Function System Calls
There are 10 system calls for the task management functions:
• sta_tsk (Start Task)
Start Task
• ext_tsk (Exit Task)
Exit Issuing Task
• ter_tsk (Terminate Other Task)
Terminate Other Task
• dis_dsp (Disable Dispatch)
Disable Dispatch
• ena_dsp (Enable Dispatch)
Enable Dispatch
• chg_pri (Change Task Priority)
Change Task Priority
• rot_rdq (Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue)
Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue
• rel_wai (Release Wait of Other Task)
Release Wait of Other Task
• get_tid (Get Task Identifier)
Get Task Identifier
• ref_tsk (Reference Task Status)
Reference Task Status
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4.3.1 sta_tsk (Start Task)
This system call starts a task.
-23

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = sta_tsk( ID tskid, INT stacd );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Registers

R4

R5

Input

tskid

stacd

R6

Output

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-23)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_STA_TSK(-23)

tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be started.
stacd : Task start code (TaskStartCode)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

E_OK

0

<Error codes>
Normal completion

E_NOSPT

-H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (target task is not in the DORMANT state, or the
termination request is not delayed and the current task for which the
termination request was delayed was specified from the task-independent
portions.)

<Dispatch causes>
When a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is started, the
new task is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
The sta_tsk system call starts the specified task in accordance with the Configurator-specified
task definition statement. In other words, the sta_tsk system call changes the task from the
DORMANT state to the READY state.
When a task for which the termination request is delayed was specified, the start request is
delayed.
When a task for which the start request is delayed is specified, nothing happens and normal
termination occurs.
When a task that has been made executable by issuing the sta_tsk system call has a higher
priority than the issuing task, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable. As a
result, the execution right may be passed to the task that has been rendered executable by
issuing the sta_tsk system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
With the task start code, it is possible to set up the parameter to be passed to the task at task
startup.
The priorities for the tasks to be started are as prescribed in the task definition statement.
The task wakeup request and suspend request counts are initialized to 0.
Start requests are not queued. If the specified task is not DORMANT, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = sta_tsk(TSKID_2, 2);
:
}
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4.3.2 ext_tsk (Exit Task)
This system call terminates the issuing task.
-21

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
void ext_tsk();
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Registers

R4

R5

R6

R7

Input

R12

R13

fncd(-21)

Output
<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_EXT_TSK(-21)

[Output] None
<Error codes>
E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (was issued from the task-independent portions or while
dispatching was disabled.)

Note: If an error results, an error code is not returned to the place of origin of the system call.
<Dispatch causes>
When the task that issued this system call terminates, the task with the next highest priority
ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
The ext_tsk system call normally ends the issuing task. In other words, the ext_tsk system call
places the issuing task in the DORMANT state.
The resource (memory block, semaphore, etc.) acquired by the task is not released
automatically. It needs to be released by the user.
If an error occurs during processing, the error code does not return to the origin from where the
system call was issued, and the system becomes inoperative.
If the ext_tsk system call is issued from a task-independent portion or a dispatch-disabled task
portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
A task program must always be terminated by the ext_tsk system call.
Whenever the ext_tsk system call is issued, the execution right is passed to an executable task
(or an idle task if no task is executable).
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
:
ext_tsk();
}

Note: The “ext_tsk” system call cannot be issued from the task-independent portions.
If this system call is issued under these conditions, an error is generated, and it may be
impossible to return to the original context.
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4.3.3 ter_tsk (Terminate Other Task)
This system call forcibly terminates another task.
-25

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ter_tsk( ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-25)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_TER_TSK(-25)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be forcibly terminated.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is not in the DORMANT state, or its
transition to the DORMANT state is being delayed, or the target task is the
issuing task.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call forcibly terminates another task.
If a task in the WAIT state was specified, the task is forcibly released from the WAIT state and is
then terminated.
This system call does not automatically release the resources (memorypool, semaphore, etc.)
acquired by the target task.
If a task that is currently executing from the task-independent portions is specified, the
termination request is delayed.
If a task for which a termination request is being delayed was specified, nothing happens and
the system call terminates normally.
If a task for which an start request is being delayed was specified, the termination request enters
the delayed state.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If the issuing task is specified, an error (E_OBJ) results. If a task where the status transition to
the DORMANT state is delayed is specifyd, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = ter_tsk(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.3.4 dis_dsp (Disable Dispatch)
This system call disables dispatching.
-30

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = dis_dsp();
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-30)

Output

ercd

R13

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_DIS_DSP(-30)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or after “loc_cpu” was executed.)

-H’45

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call disables task dispatching. In other words, this system call changes the current
system status to the “dispatching disabled” state.
“Disable dispatch” requests are not nested. If this system call is issued while the system is
already in the “dispatching disabled” state, the system simply remains in the “dispatching
disabled” state.
If the system call is issued so as to invoke a wait in a dispatch-disabled state, an error (E_CTX)
occurs (wai_sem, wai_flg, rcv_msg, get_blk, get_blf, ,etc.).
If this system call is issued while interrupts and dispatching are disabled due to the “loc_cpu”
system call, an error (E_CTX) results. An error also (E_CTX) occurs if the system call is issued
from a task-independent portion.
If a system call that waits while dispatching is disabled is issued, an error (E_CTX) results.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = dis_dsp();
:
ercd = ena_dsp();
:
}
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4.3.5 ena_dsp (Enable Dispatch)
This system call enables dispatching.
-29

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ena_dsp( );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-29)

Output

ercd

R13

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_ENA_DSP(-29)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or after “loc_cpu” was executed.)

-H’45

<Dispatch causes>
If there is a delayed despatch, the dispatch is performed.
<Explanation>
This system call enables task dispatching. In other words, this system call changes the current
system status to the “dispatching enabled” state.
“Enable dispatch” requests are not nested. If this system call is issued while the system is
already in the “dispatching enabled” state, the system simply remains in the “dispatching
enabled” state.
If a delayed dispatch exists when dispatching is enabled, the issuing task is preempted and
rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to any other executable task.
If this system call is issued while interrupts and dispatching are disabled due to the “loc_cpu”
system call, an error (E_CTX) results. An error also (E_CTX) occurs if the system call is issued
from a task-independent portion.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = dis_dsp();
:
ercd = ena_dsp();
}
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4.3.6 chg_pri (Change Task Priority)
This system call changes the task priority level.
-27

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = chg_pri( ID tskid, PRI tskpri );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

Input

tskid

tskpri

Output

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-27)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_CHG_PRI(-27)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task for which the priority level is being changed.
=TSK_SELF

(0) : Change the priority level of the issuing task.

tskpri : Priority level (TaskPriority)
=TPRI_INI
[Output] ercd

(0) : Changes the initial priority level of the task that was
specified when the task was created.

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK
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0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“tskpri” is illegal.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (Either “TSK_SELF” was specified from the taskindependent portions, or else “tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is in the DORMANT state.)

4.3 Task Management Function System Calls
<Dispatch causes>
If the priority level of the target task was changed so that it is higher than the priority level of the
task that issued the system call, the target task is dispatched.
If the priority level of the task that issued the system call was lowered below that of the task with
the next highest priority ranking, the task with the next highest priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call changes the priority level of the specified task to the specified priority level.
A task to which the system call is issued is added to the end of the ready queue with the
specified priority.
The priority changed by this system call remains effective until the task ends. When the task
enters the DORMANT state and next the task is started, the task start priority specified by the
task definition is set up.
When the priority of any other task is higher than that of the local task, the issuing task is
preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to a specified other
task if it is executable.
If the specified priority is the same as the current one and a task other than the issuing task is
placed in the ready queue with that priority when the chg_pri system call is issued to the issuing
task, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may
pass to any other executable task. If there is any other executable task with a priority higher
than specified when the chg_pri system call is issued to the issuing task to lower the priority, the
issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to that
different task.
Specify TSK_SELF or a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID. When TSK_SELF
is specified, it dictates the change of the issuing task priority.
Specify TPRI_INI or a number between 1 and the minimum as the task priority. When TPRI_INI
is specified, the task start priority prescribed by the task definition statement is set up.
If this system call is issued to a task in the DORMANT state, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If TSK_SELF is specified by a task-independent portion, or the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID)
occurs.
If the priority is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = chg_pri(TSKID_2 TPRI_INI);
:
}
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4.3.7 rot_rdq (Rotate Tasks on the Ready Queue)
This system call rotates the task ready queue.
-28

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rot_rdq( PRI tskpri );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskpri

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-28)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_ROT_RDQ(-28)
tskpri : Priority level (TaskPriority)
=TPRI_RUN
[Output] ercd

(0) : Rotates the ready queue for the highest priority that is
currently running.

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“tskpri” is illegal.)

-H’21

<Dispatch causes>
If the priority level that was specified is the same as that of the task that issued the system call,
and there are other tasks with that priority level, the task that is next in the priority ranking is
dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call rotates the ready queue for the specified priority level. In other words, the first
task in the ready queue with the specified priority is moved to the end of that ready queue.
Round-robin scheduling can be implemented by using this system call.
If this system call is issued to a currently-executed task priority, the issuing task is preempted
and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to any other executable task.
Specify TPRI_RUN or a number between 1 and the minimum as the task priority.
If there is no task with the specified priority level in the ready queue, nothing happens and the
system call terminates normally.
If “TPRI_RUN” specified for the parameter “tskpri” and this system call is issued from the task
portions, the ready queue that includes the issuing task is rotated. If this system call is issued
from the task-independent portions, the ready queue that includes the task with the highest
priority currently is rotated.
If the priority is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = rot_rdq(TPRI_RUN);
:
}
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4.3.8 rel_wai (Release Wait of Other Task)
This system call forcibly releases other tasks from the WAIT state.
-31

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rel_wai( ID taskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-31)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_REL_WAI(-31)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task that is to be released from the WAIT state.
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is not in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is released from the
WAIT state, the task for which the WAIT state was released is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call forcibly releases a task from the WAIT state. This system call cannot release a
task from the SUSPEND state, however. “Release wait” requests are not queued.
A task released from the WAIT state by this system call generates an error and returns the error
code (E_RLWAI).
If a task with a priority higher than that of the issuing task is released from the WAIT state and
rendered executable using this system call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered
executable so that the execution right may pass to the target task for this system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If a task that is not in the WAIT state is specified, an error (E_OBJ) results.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = rel_wai(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.3.9 get_tid (Get Task Identifier)
This system call gets the ID of the issuing task.
-24

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = get_tid( ID *p_tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-24)

Output

ercd

R13
tskid

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_GET_TID(-24)
[Output] tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task that is currently being executed
= FALSE (0) : Task-independent portions currently being executed.
: Error code (ErrorCode)

ercd
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the ID number of the issuing task.
If this system call is issued from the task-independent portions, “FALSE (0)” is returned in the
return parameter “tskid”.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
ID tskid;
:
ercd = get_tid(&tskid);
:
}
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4.3.10 ref_tsk (Reference Task Status)
This system call references the status of the specified task.
-20

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_tsk( T_RTSK *pk_rtsk, ID tskid );
typedef struct t_rtsk {
VP
exinf;
PRI
tskpri;
UINT
tskstat;
} T_RTSK;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rtsk

tskid

R6

R7

Output
pk_rtsk

R12

R13

fncd(-20)
ercd

0

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
tskpri
+8
tskstat
+12

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_TSK(-20)

tskid

: Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task for which the status is to be referenced.
=TSK_SELF (0) : Reference the status of the issuing task.

pk_rtsk: Address of packet in which the status is to be returned. (Packet to Reference
Task)
[Output] ercd
•

: Error code (ErrorCode)

Data returned in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

tskpri : Current priority level (TaskPriority)
If the task is in the DORMANT state, the initial task priority is returned.
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tskstat : Task state (TaskState)
=TTS_RUN (H’0...01): RUN state
=TTS_RDY (H’0...02): READY state
=TTS_WAI (H’0...04): WAIT state
=TTS_SUS (H’0...08): SUSPEND state
=TTS_WAS (H’0...0c): WAIT-SUSPEND state
=TTS_DMT (H’0...10): DORMANT state
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (Either “TSK_SELF” was specified from the taskindependent portions, or else “tskid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified task.
The extended information, current priority, and task status can be referenced.
If the status of a task for which a termination request, start request, or SUSPEND request is
being delayed is referenced, “TTS_RUN” is returned for “tskstat”.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If TSK_SELF is specified by a task-independent portion, or the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID)
occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RTSK pk_rtask;
:
ercd = ref_tsk(&pk_rtask,TSKID_2);
:
}
Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.4

Task-Dependent Synchronization Function System Calls

There are seven task-dependent synchronization function system calls:
●

sus_tsk

●

rsm_tsk

●

frsm_tsk

●

slp_tsk

●

tslp_tsk

●

wup_tsk

●

can_wup

■ Task-Dependent Synchronization Function System Calls
There are seven task-dependent synchronization function system calls:
• sus_tsk (Suspend Other Task)
Suspend Other Task
• rsm_tsk (Resume Suspended Task)
Resume Suspended Task
• frsm_tsk (Forcibly Resume Suspended Task)
Forcibly Resume Suspended Task
• slp_tsk (Sleep Task )
Sleep Task
• tslp_tsk (Sleep Task with Timeout)
Sleep Task with Timeout
• wup_tsk (Wakeup Other Task)
Wakeup Other Task
• can_wup (Cancel Wakeup Request)
Cancels Wakeup Request
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4.4.1 sus_tsk (Suspend Other Task)
This system call moves another task into the SUSPEND state.
-33

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = sus_tsk( ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-33)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code(FunctionCode)
= TFN_SUS_TSK(-33)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be moved to the SUSPEND state.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is in the DORMANT state, or a
termination request is being delayed, or the target task is the current
task.)

E_QOVR

-H’49

Queuing or nesting overflow (The maximum number of SUSPEND
requests that can be nested was exceeded.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call puts a task into the SUSPEND state.
If the target task is already in the SUSPEND state, this SUSPEND request is nested. The
maximum number of SUSPEND requests that can be nested is 32767.
If the target task is already in the WAIT state, the task enters the WAIT-SUSPEND state.
If a task that is currently running from the task-independent portions is specified, the SUSPEND
request is delayed. Delayed SUSPEND requests are nested.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the issuing task is specified, an error (E_OBJ) results. If this system call is issued to a
DORMANT target task or a task for which the termination request is delayed, an error (E_OBJ)
occurs.
If the SUSPEND request maximum permissible nesting level is exceeded, an error (E_QOVR)
occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = sus_tsk(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.4.2 rsm_tsk (Resume Suspended Task)
This system call resumes a task that was in the SUSPEND state.
-35

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rsm_tsk( ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-35)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_RSM_TSK(-35)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be resumed from the SUSPEND state.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is not in the SUSPEND state, or has
no SUSPEND request being delayed, or the issuing task was specified
while a SUSPEND request was being delayed from the task-independent
portions.)

<Dispatch causes>
If a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is released from the
SUSPEND state, the task that was released from the SUSPEND state is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call cancels one SUSPEND request or delayed SUSPEND request for the target
task.
If the target task has several nested SUSPEND requests, one of those is cancelled, but the task
is not released from the SUSPEND state. As soon as all of the nested SUSPEND requests are
cancelled, the task is released from the SUSPEND state.
If the target task is in the WAIT-SUSPEND state and is then released from the SUSPEND state,
it enters the normal WAIT state.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to the target task for this system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the target task is either not in the SUSPEND state, or the SUSPEND request is not delayed, or
the local task for which the SUSPEND request is delayed by a task-independent portion is
specified, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = rsm_tsk(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.4.3 frsm_tsk (Forcibly Resume Suspended Task)
This system call forcibly resumes a task that was in the SUSPEND state.
-36

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = frsm_tsk( ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-36)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_FRSM_TSK(-36)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be resumed from the SUSPEND state.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is not in the SUSPEND state, or has
no SUSPEND request being delayed, or the issuing task was specified
while a SUSPEND request was being delayed from the task-independent
portions .)

<Dispatch causes>
If a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is released from the
SUSPEND state, the task that was released from the SUSPEND state is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call cancels all SUSPEND requests or delayed SUSPEND requests for the target
task.
If the target task is in the WAIT-SUSPEND state, it enters the normal WAIT state.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to the target task for this system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
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If the target task is either not in the SUSPEND state, or the SUSPEND request is not delayed, or
the issuing task for which the SUSPEND request is delayed by a task-independent portion is
specified, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = frsm_tsk(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.4.4 slp_tsk (Sleep Task)
This system call moves the current task that is in the RUN state into the WAIT state.
-38

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = slp_tsk();
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-38)

Output

ercd

R13

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_SLP_TSK(-38)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching disabled” state.)

-H’45

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
When the task that issued the system call enters the WAIT state, the task that is next in the
priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call moves the issuing task from the RUN state into the “waiting for wakeup” state.
However, if there are task wakeup requests queued for the target task, the task is not moved to
the WAIT state; the queue count is reduced by one and the system call terminates normally.
This WAIT state is released by the “wup_tsk” system call.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatchdisabled state, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = slp_tsk();
:
}
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4.4.5 tslp_tsk (Sleep Task with Timeout)
This system call moves the current task into the WAIT state for a fixed period of time.
-37

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = tslp_tsk( TMO tmout );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tmout

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-37)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_TSLP_TSK(-37)
tmout : Timeout specification (Timeout)
=TMO_FEVR

(-1) : Waits forever until a task wakeup request is received.

=TMO_POL

(0) : Checks to determine if a task wakeup request has
been received.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (A value of “-2” or less was specified for “tmout”.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching disabled” state.)

E_TMOUT -H’55

Polling failure or timeout exceeded

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
When the task that issued this system call enters the WAIT state, the task with the next highest
priority ranking is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call specifies the timeout time for the issuing task and moves the task from the RUN
state to the WAIT state.
If there is no queue of wakeup requests, the issuing task is moved to the WAIT state for a
certain period of time.
However, if there is a queue of wakeup requests for the target task, the task does not enter the
WAIT state; instead, the queue count is decreased by “1” and the system call terminates
normally.
This WAIT state is released by the “wup_tsk” system call.
If the WAIT state is released by the “wup_tsk” system call within the timeout time, the system call
terminates normally. If the WAIT state is not released within the timeout time, an error
(E_TMOUT) results.
If “TMO_FEVR (-1)” is specified for the parameter “tmout”, the processing is the same as for the
“slp_tsk” system call.
If “TMO_POL (0)” is specified for the parameter “tmout”, the system call terminates normally if
there is a queue of task wakeup requests waiting for the target task, and generates an error
(E_TMOUT) if there is no queue of task wakeup requests. In either case, the system call
terminates without moving the task into the WAIT state.
For time-out specifying purposes, specify TMO_FEVR, TMO_POL, or a value between 0x1 and
0x7fffffff.
When the time-out specifying is -2 or less, an error (E_PAR) occurs. If this system call is issued
from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatch-disabled state, an error
(E_PAR) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = tslp_tsk(1000);
:
}
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4.4.6 wup_tsk (Wakeup Other Task)
This system call moves to the READY state a task that was put in the WAIT state by
executing either the “slp_tsk” system call or the “tslp_tsk” system call.
-39

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = wup_tsk( ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

tskid

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-39)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_WUP_TSK(-39)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task to be woken up.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is in the DORMANT state, or the
target task is the issuing task.)

E_QOVR

-H’49

Queuing or nesting overflow (The maximum number of wakeup requests
that can be nested was exceeded.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that is woken up has a higher priority than the task that issued this system call, the
task that was woken up is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call moves a task from the “waiting for wakeup” state to the RUN state.
If the target task is not in the “waiting for wakeup” state, this task wakeup request is queued.
The maximum number of task wakeup requests that can be queued is 32767.
If the target task is in the WAIT-SUSPEND state, the task enters the SUSPEND state.
This system call does not wake up a task that is in the “waiting for time to elapse” state as a
result of the “dly_tsk” system call.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to the target task for this system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID.
If the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the current task is specified, an error (E_OBJ) results. If the target task is in the DORMANT
state, an error (E_OBJ) also occurs.
If the wakeup request queuing count exceeds the maximum permissible value, an error
(E_QOVR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = wup_tsk(TSKID_2);
:
}
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4.4.7 can_wup (Cancel Wakeup Request)
This system call cancels all task wakeup requests.
-40

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = can_wup( INT *p_wupcnt, ID tskid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

tskid

R12

R13

fncd(-40)

Output

ercd

wupcnt

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_CAN_WUP(-40)
tskid : Task ID (TaskID)
ID number of the task for which the wakeup requests are to be cancelled.
=TSK_SELF

(0) : Cancels wakeup requests for the issuing task.

[Output] wupcnt : Number of queued wakeup requests (Wakeup Count)
: Error code (ErrorCode)

ercd
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“TSK_SELF” was specified from the task-independent
portions, or “tskid” is illegal.)

E_OBJ

-H’3f

Invalid object state (The target task is in the DORMANT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call cancels all of the wakeup requests for a task and returns the number of queued
wakeup requests in the return parameter “wupcnt”.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum as the task ID. If TSK_SELF is specified, the
issuing task wakeup request is cleared.
If TSK_SELF is specified by a task-independent portion, or the task ID is illegal, an error (E_ID)
occurs.
If the target task is in the DORMANT state, an error (E_OBJ) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define TSKID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
INT wupcnt;
:
ercd = can_wup(&wupcnt,TSKID_2);
}
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4.5

Synchronization/Communication Function System Calls

There are sixteen different synchronization/communication function system calls:
●

sig_sem

●

wai_sem

●

preq_sem

●

twai_sem

●

ref_sem

●

set_flg

●

clr_flg

●

wai_flg

●

pol_flg

●

twai_flg

●

ref_flg

●

snd_msg

●

rcv_msg

●

prcv_msg

●

trcv_msg

●

ref_mbx

■ Synchronization/Communication Function System Calls
There are sixteen different synchronization/communication function system calls:
• sig_sem (Signal Semaphore)
Signal Semaphore
• wai_sem (Wait on Semaphore)
Wait on Semaphore
• preq_sem (Poll and Request Semaphore)
Poll and Request Semaphore
• twai_sem (Wait on Semaphore with Timeout)
Wait on Semaphore with Timeout
• ref_sem (Reference Semaphore Status)
Reference Semaphore Status
• set_flg (Set Eventflag)
Set Eventflag
• clr_flg (Clear Eventflag)
Clear Eventflag
• wai_flg (Wait on Eventflag)
Wait on Eventflag
• pol_flg (Poll Eventflag)
Wait for Eventflag (Polling)
• twai_flg (Wait Eventflag with Timeout)
Wait for Eventflag with Timeout
• ref_flg (Reference Eventflag Status)
Reference Eventflag Status
• snd_msg (Send Message to Mailbox)
Send Message to Mailbox
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• rcv_msg (Receive Message from Mailbox)
Receive Message from Mailbox
• prcv_msg (Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox)
Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox
• trcv_msg (Receive Message from Mailbox with Timeout)
Receive Message from Mailbox with Timeout
• ref_mbx (Reference Mailbox Status)
Reference Mailbox Status
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4.5.1 sig_sem (Signal Semaphore)
This system call performs a signal operation (V instruction) for a semaphore.
-55

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = sig_sem( ID semid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

semid

R6

Output

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-55)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_SIG_SEM(-55)
semid : Semaphore ID (SemaphoreID)
ID number of the semaphore for which a resource is to be released.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“semid” is illegal.)

E_QOVR

-H’49

Queuing or nesting overflow (The maximum semaphore count was
exceeded.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the “waiting for semaphore” state was released for a task with a priority level that is higher than
the task that issued the system call, the task for which the WAIT state was released was
dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call performs a signal operation (V instruction) for a semaphore. In other words, it
increases the semaphore count by 1.
If there are any tasks waiting for the target semaphore, the “waiting for semaphore” state of the
first task in the queue is released. In this case, the semaphore count is not incremented.
The semaphore maximum value is the maximum value specified by the semaphore definition.
That is, the semaphore count ranges from 0 to the maximum value (semaphore count maximum
value specified by semaphore definition).
If a task with a higher priority than the local task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the local task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to
another task.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum semaphore ID specified by the
semaphore definition) as the semaphore ID.
If the semaphore ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the semaphore count exceeds the maximum permissible value (semaphore count maximum
value specified at semaphore definition), an error (E_QOVR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define SEMID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = sig_sem(SEMID_2);
:
}
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4.5.2 wai_sem (Wait on Semaphore)
This system call performs a wait operation (P instruction) for a semaphore.
-53

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = wai_sem( ID semid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

semid

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-53)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_WAI_SEM(-53)
semid : Semaphore ID (SemaphoreID)
ID number of the semaphore for which a resource is to be gotten.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“semid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching disabled” state.)

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the semaphore wait state, the task with the next
highest priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call performs a wait operation (P instruction) for a semaphore. In other words, if the
semaphore count is “1” or more, this system call decrements the count by 1 and then terminates
normally. If the semaphore count is “0”, the task begins waiting for the semaphore.
A task in the WAIT state is added to the end of the semaphore queue.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum semaphore ID specified by the
semaphore definition) as the semaphore ID.
If the semaphore ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
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If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatchdisabled state, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define SEMID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = wai_sem(SEMID_2);
:
}
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4.5.3 preq_sem (Poll and Request Semaphore)
This system call performs a wait operation (P instruction with polling) for a semaphore.
-107

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = preq_sem( ID semid );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

semid

R6

Output

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-107)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_PREQ_SEM(-107)
semid : Semaphore ID (SemaphoreID)
ID number of the semaphore for which a resource is to be gotten.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“semid” is illegal.)

-H’23

E_TMOUT -H’55

Polling failure or timeout exceeded (The semaphore count is “0”.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call performs a wait operation (P instruction) for a semaphore. In other words, if the
semaphore count is “1” or more, this system call decrements the count by 1 and then terminates
normally. If the semaphore count is “0”, the system call generates an error (E_TMOUT).
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum semaphore ID specified by the
semaphore definition) as the semaphore ID.
If the semaphore ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define SEMID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = preq_sem(SEMID_2);
:
}
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4.5.4 twai_sem (Wait on Semaphore with Timeout)
Using a specified time-out period, this system call performs a wait operation (P
instruction) for a semaphore.
-171

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = twai_sem (ID semid, TMO tmout);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

semid

tmout

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-171)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_TWAI_SEM (-171)
semid : Semaphore ID (SemaphoreID)
ID number of the semaphore for which a resource is gotten
tmout : Time-out specification (Timeout)
= TMO_FEVR (-1): Wait forever. Equivalent to wai_sem
= TMO_POL (0): Perform polling. Equivalent to preq_sem

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT

-H'11 Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated, or the
timeout wait system call cannot be issued from this task.)

E_PAR

-H'21 Parameter error (“tmout” is -2 or smaller.)

E_ID

-H'23 Invalid ID number (“semid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H'45 Context error (Issued from the task-independent portions or dispatchdisabled state.)

E_TMOUT

-H'55 Polling failure or time-out exceeded

E_RLWAI

-H'56 Forced release of the WAIT state (rel_wai was issued in the wait state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the “waiting for semaphore” state, the task with the
next highest priority is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
Using a specified time-out period, this system call performs a wait operation (P instruction) for a
semaphore. In other words, if the semaphore count is “1” or more, this system call decrements
the count by one and then terminates normally. If the semaphore count is “0”, the task enters
the “waiting for specified time semaphore” state.
If the wait state is released by the “sig_sem” system call within the time-out period, the system
call terminates normally. If the wait state is not released within the time-out period, an error
(E_TMOUT) occurs.
If TMO_FEVR (-1) is specified for the parameter tmout, the same processing is executed as that
executed by the “wai_sem” system call. If TMO_POL (0) is specified for the parameter tmout,
the same processing is executed as that executed by the “preq_sem” system call.
When a task enters the “waiting for semaphore” state, it is added to the end of the semaphore
queue.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum semaphore ID specified by the
semaphore definition) as the semaphore ID.
Specify TMO_FEVR, TMO_POL, or 0x1 to 0x7fffffff as the time-out specification.
If the semaphore ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the time-out specification is -2 or smaller, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the “waiting for semaphore” state, an error (E_RLWAI)
occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define SEMID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = twai_sem(SEMID_2,100);
:
}
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4.5.5 ref_sem (Reference Semaphore Status)
This system call references the status of a semaphore.
-52

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_sem( T_RSEM *pk_rsem, ID semid );
typedef struct t_rsem {
VP
exinf;
BOOL_ID wtsk;
INT
semcnt;
} T_RSEM;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rsem

semid

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-52)

Output

ercd

pk_rsem
0

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
wtsk
+8
semcnt
+12

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_SEM(-52)

semid

: Semaphore ID (SemaphoreID)
ID number of the semaphore for which the status is to be referenced.

pk_rsem: Address of the packet to which the semaphore status is to be returned.
(Packet to Reference Semaphore)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

wtsk

: Existence of waiting tasks (WaitTaskInformation)
ID of task at the head of the queue
=FALSE (0) : No waiting tasks

semcnt : Current semaphore count value (SemaphoreCount)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“semid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified semaphore.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the presence of waiting tasks related to the
specified semaphore (if there are waiting tasks, the ID of the task at the beginning of the queue
is displayed; if there are no waiting tasks, FALSE (0) is displayed), and the current semaphore
count value.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum semaphore ID specified by the
semaphore definition) as the semaphore ID.
If the semaphore ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define SEMID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RSEM pk_rsem;
:
ercd = ref_sem(&pk_rsem,SEMID_2);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.5.6 set_flg (Set Eventflag)
This system call sets an eventflag. This system call takes the logical sum of the
eventflag bit pattern and “setptn.”
-48

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = set_flg( ID flgid, UINT setptn );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

flgid

setptn

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-48)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_SET_FLG(-48)
flgid : Eventflag ID (EventflagID)
ID number of the eventflag that is to be set.
setptn : Bit pattern that is to be set. (SetBitPattern)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
When a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued the system call is released from
waiting for an eventflag, the task that was released from the WAIT state is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call sets an eventflag. In other words, this system call takes the logical sum of the
target eventflag bit pattern and “setptn”.
If there is a task that is waiting for the target eventflag and the condition that it is waiting for is
met when the bit pattern is updated, that task is released from the “waiting for eventflag” state.
When the set_flg system call is issued, it checks (beginning with the first task in the queue)
whether the wait clear conditions are met, and sequentially wakes up the tasks. However, if any
awoken task is waiting in the TWF_CLR wait mode, the bit pattern of its event flag is cleared to
zero to terminate the process.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to another task.
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Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum eventflag ID specified by the event
flag definition) as the eventflag ID.
If the eventflag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = set_flg(FLGID_2,0x1010);
:
}
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4.5.7 clr_flg (Clear Eventflag)
This system call clears an eventflag.
-47

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = clr_flg( ID flgid, UINT clrptn );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

flgid

clrptn

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-47)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_CLR_FLG(-47)
flgid : Eventflag ID (EventflagID)
ID number of the eventflag that is to be cleared.
clrptn : Bit pattern with which the flag is to be cleared. (ClearBitPattern)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call clears an eventflag. In other words, this system call takes the logical sum of the
target eventflag bit pattern and “clrptn”.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum event flag ID specified by the
eventflag definition) as the event flag ID.
If the eventflag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = clr_flg(FLGID_2,0x1010);
:
}
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4.5.8 wai_flg (Wait on Eventflag)
This system call causes the task to wait until the eventflag conditions based on the
wait mode and the wait bit pattern are met.
-46

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = wai_flg(UINT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UINT waiptn, UINT wfmode);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

R12

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

fncd(-46)

Output

ercd

R13
flgptn

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_WAI_FLG(-46)

flgid

: Eventflag ID (EventflagID)
ID number of the eventflag that has the wait release condition.

waiptn : Bit pattern with which the flag is to be cleared. (WaitBitPattern)
wfmode : Waiting mode (WaitEventFlagMode)
=(TWF_ANDW || TWF_ORW) | (TWF_CLR)
TWF_ANDW (H’0...00) : Bit pattern AND wait
TWF_ORW

(H’0...02) : Bit pattern OR wait

TWF_CLR (H’0...01) : Clear bit pattern when waiting conditions are
met.
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

flgptn : Bit pattern when the waiting condition is released. (EventflagBitPattern)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“waiptn” is “0” or “wfmode” is illegal.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (The system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching prohibited” state.)

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call is in the “waiting for eventflag” state, the next task in the
priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call waits for an eventflag. In other words, this system call moves the task into the
“waiting for eventflag” state if the bit pattern of the target eventflag does not meet the release
conditions set by the waiting mode “wfmode” or the waiting bit pattern “waiptn”. If the release
conditions that are being waited for are being met, the task does not enter the WAIT state and
the execution of the system call terminates normally.
If the wait clear conditions are satisfied when TWF_CLR is specified in the waiting mode, the bit
pattern of its eventflag is cleared.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum eventflag ID specified by the
eventflag definition) as the eventflag ID.
Specify a value between 0x1 and 0xffffffff as the wait bit pattern.
Specify TWF_ANDW, TWF_ORW, or TWF_CLR as the wait mode.
If the eventflag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the wait bit pattern is 0, or the wait mode is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatchdisabled state, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
UINT flgptn;
:
ercd = wai_flg(&flgptn,FLGID_2,0x1010,TWF_ORW);
}
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4.5.9 pol_flg (Poll Eventflag)
This system call immediately returns the eventflag bit pattern if it currently satisfies the
conditions.
-106

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = pol_flg(UINT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UINT waiptn, UINT wfmode);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

R12

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

fncd(-106)

Output

ercd

R13
flgptn

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_POL_FLG(-106)
: Eventflag ID (EventflagID)

flgid

ID number of the eventflag that has the wait release condition.
waiptn : Bit pattern with which the flag is to be cleared. (WaitBitPattern)
wfmode : Waiting mode (WaitEvenflagMode)
=(TWF_ANDW || TWF_ORW) | (TWF_CLR)
TWF_ANDW (H’0...00) : Bit pattern AND wait

[Output] ercd

TWF_ORW

(H’0...02) : Bit pattern OR wait

TWF_CLR

(H’0...01) : Clear bit pattern when waiting conditions are
met.

: Error code (ErrorCode)

flgptn : Bit pattern when the waiting condition is released. (EventflagBitPattern)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“waiptn” is “0” or “wfmode” is illegal.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)

E_TMOUT -H’55
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Normal completion

Polling failure or timeout exceeded (The waiting conditions were not met.)
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<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call waits for an eventflag by polling. In other words, this system call generates an
error (E_TMOUT) if the bit pattern of the target eventflag does not meet the release conditions
set by the waiting mode “wfmode” or the waiting bit pattern “waiptn”. If the release conditions
that are being waited for are met, the system call terminates normally.
If the wait clear conditions are satisfied when TWF_CLR is specified in the wait mode, the bit
pattern of its event flag is cleared.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum event flag ID specified by the event
flag definition) as the event flag ID.
Specify a value between 0x1 and 0xffffffff as the wait bit pattern.
Specify TWF_ANDW, TWF_ORW, or TWF_CLR as the wait mode.
If the event flag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the wait bit pattern is 0, or the wait mode is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
UINT flgptn;
:
ercd = pol_flg(&flgptn,FLGID_2,0x1010,TWF_ORW);
}
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4.5.10 twai_flg (Wait Eventflag with Timeout)
Using a specified time-out period, this system call waits until the conditions of the wait
mode and wait bit pattern are satisfied.
-170

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = twai_flg (UNIT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UNIT waiptn, UNIT wfmode,
TMO tmout);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input
Output

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

fncd(-170)

tmout

ercd

flgptn

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_TWAI_FLG (-170)
flgid : Eventflag ID (EventflagID)
ID number of the eventflag with the wait release conditions
waiptn : Wait bit pattern (WaitBitPattern)
wfmode : Wait mode (WaitEventflagMode)
= (TWF_ANDW | TWF_ORW) | (TWF_CLR)
TWF_ANDW (H'0...00): Bit pattern AND wait
TWF_ORW (H'0...02) : Bit pattern OR wait
TWF_CLR (H'0...01) : Bit pattern clear when conditions are
satisfied
tmout : Time-out specification (Timeout)
= TMO_FEVR (-1) : Wait forever. Equivalent to wai_flg
= TMO_POL (0)
: Perform polling. Equivalent to pol_flg
[Output] ercd
: Error code (ErrorCode)
flgptn : Bit pattern when the wait state is released (EventflagBitPattern)
fncd

<Error codes>
E_OK
0
E_NOSPT -H'11
E_PAR

-H'21

E_ID
E_CTX

-H'23
-H'45

E_TMOUT -H'55
E_RLWAI -H'56
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Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated, or the timeout wait system call cannot be issued from this task.)
Parameter error (“waiptn” is “0”, “wfmode” is illegal, or “tmout” is -2 or
smaller.)
Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)
Context error (Issued from the task-independent portions or dispatchdisabled state.)
Polling failure or time-out exceeded
Forced release of the WAIT state (rel_wai was issued in the wait state.)

4.5 Synchronization/Communication Function System Calls
<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the “waiting for eventflag” state, the task with the
next highest priority is dispatched.
<Explanation>
Using a specified time-out period, this system call performs a wait operation for an eventflag. In
other words, if the bit pattern of the target eventflag does not satisfy the wait release conditions
of the wait mode wfmode and wait bit pattern waiptn, the task enters the “waiting for specified
time eventflag” state. If the wait release conditions are satisfied, execution of the system call
terminates normally without the wait state being entered.
If the wait state is released by the “sig_flg” system call within the time-out period, the system call
terminates normally. If the wait state is not released within the time-out period, an error
(E_TMOUT) occurs.
If TMO_FEVR (-1) is specified for the parameter tmout, the same processing is executed as that
executed by the “wai_flg” system call. If TMO_POL (0) is specified for the parameter tmout, the
same processing is executed as that executed by the “pol_flg” system call.
If the wait release conditions are satisfied when TWF_CLR is specified as the wait mode, the bit
pattern of the eventflag is cleared.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum eventflag ID specified by the
eventflag definition) as the eventflag ID.
Specify a number between 0x1 and 0xffffffff as the wait bit pattern.
Specify TWF_ANDW, TWF_ORW, or TWF_CLR as the wait mode.
Specify TMO_FEVR, TMO_POL, or 0x1 to 0x7fffffff as the time-out specification.
If the eventflag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the wait bit pattern is 0 and the wait mode is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the time-out specification is -2 or smaller, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the “waiting for eventflag” state, an error (E_RLWAI)
occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
UINT flgptn;
:
ercd = twai_flg(&flgptn,FLGID_2,0x1010,TWF_ORW , 1000);
}
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4.5.11 ref_flg (Reference Eventflag Status)
This system call references the status of an eventflag.
-44

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_flg( T_RFLG *pk_rflg, ID flgid );
typedef struct t_rflg {
VP
exinf;
BOOL_ID wtsk;
UINT
flgptn;
} T_RFLG;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rflg

flgid

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-44)
ercd

pk_rflg

(Memory packet)
0
exinf
+4
wtsk
+8
flgptn
+12

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_FLG(-44)

flgid

: Eventflag ID (EventflagID)
ID number of the eventflag for which the status is to be referenced.

pk_rflg: Address of the packet to which the eventflag status is to be returned.
(Packet to Reference Eventflag)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

wtsk

: Existence of waiting tasks (WaitTaskInformation)
ID of task at the head of the queue
=FALSE (0) : No waiting tasks

flgptn : Eventflag bit pattern (EventflagBitPattern)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“flgid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified eventflag.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the presence of waiting tasks related to the
specified eventflag (if there are waiting tasks, the ID of the task at the beginning of the queue is
displayed; if there are no waiting tasks, FALSE (0) is displayed), and the eventflag bit pattern.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum eventflag ID specified by the
eventflag definition) as the eventflag ID.
If the eventflag ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define FLGID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RFLG pk_rflg;
:
ercd = ref_flg(&pk_rflg,FLGID_2);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.5.12 snd_msg (Send Message to Mailbox)
This system call sends a message to a mailbox.
-63

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = snd_msg( ID mbxid, T_MSG *pk_msg);
typedef struct t_msg {
VP
_Wrsv_00;
VP
_Wrsv_04;
VB
msgcont [] ;
} T_MSG;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

mbxid

pk_msg

R6

R7

R12
fncd(-63)

Output

ercd

pk_msg
0

(Massage data structure)
_Wrsv_00

+4
_Wrsv_04
+8

Message main body
+12

~
~

msgcont [N]

~
~

(Message size)

N: Depends on message length

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_SND_MSG(-63)

mbxid

: Mailbox ID (MailboxID)
ID number of the mailbox to which the message is to be sent.

pk_msg : Starting address of the message packet (Packet of Message)
• Data set in the packet
_Wrsv_00: OS reserved area (Reserved)
_Wrsv_04: OS reserved area (Reserved)
Header area that the OS uses
msgcont: Body of message (MessageContainer)
[Output] ercd
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: Error code (ErrorCode)

R13

4.5 Synchronization/Communication Function System Calls
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mbxid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
If a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is released from
waiting for the mailbox, the task that was released from the WAIT state is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call sends a message to a mailbox. The main message body is not copied, but the
message structure address is passed. Therefore, it is necessary to save the message main body
until the message is received.
If there are any tasks waiting in the target mailbox, the message is passed to the task at the
beginning of the queue and then the message wait state is cleared. If there are no tasks waiting
in the mailbox, the message is queued.
The message main body msgcont [N] of T_MSG structure is defined in realos.h with N = 100. A
value matching the used message length can be set up.
The 8 bytes at the beginning of the message area are used for OS management purposes.
Regarding applications, the message main body must be used as the message communication
area.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to another task.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum mailbox ID specified by the mailbox
definition) as the mailbox ID.
If the mailbox ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MBXID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_MSG pk_msg;
:
ercd = snd_msg(MBXID_2,&pk_msg);
:
}

Notes: • In the message communications method used with mailboxes, messages are transmitted and received

by passing pointers, so transmissions and receptions must correspond with one another on a one-toone basis.

• In addition, a message that has been transmitted uses its message header area, so the header area of
a message that has been sent may not be accessed.
• Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the processing of system
calls that have such parameters.
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4.5.13 rcv_msg (Receive Message from Mailbox)
This system call receives a message from a mailbox.
-61

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rcv_msg( T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid );
typedef struct t_msg {
VP
_Wrsv_00;
VP
_Wrsv_04;
VB
msgcont [] ;
} T_MSG;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

mbxid

R12
fncd(-61)

Output

ercd

pk_msg

R13
pk_msg

(Message data structure)

0
_Wrsv_00
+4
_Wrsv_04
+8

Message main body

+12

~
~

msgcont [N]

~
~

(Message size)

N: Depends on message length

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_RCV_MSG(-61)

mbxid

: Mailbox ID (MailboxID)
ID number of the mailbox from which the message is to be received.

[Output] pk_msg : Starting address of the message packet (Packet of Message)
ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
_Wrsv_00

: OS reserved area (Reserved)

_Wrsv_04

: OS reserved area (Reserved)
Header area that the OS uses

msgcont[ ]: Body of message (MessageContainer)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“mbxid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (The system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or the “dispatching disabled” state.)

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call begins waiting for the mailbox, the task with the next
highest priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call receives a message from a mailbox.
If there are any messages in the mailbox, the first message in the message queue is received
the system call terminates normally. If there are no messages in the message queue, the task
enters the “waiting for message” state.
The message main body msgcont [N] of T_MSG structure is defined in realos.h with N = 100. A
value matching the used message length can be set up.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum mailbox ID specified by the mailbox
definition) as the mailbox ID.
If the mailbox ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatchdisabled state, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the rel_wai system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MBXID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_MSG *pk_msg;
:
ercd = rcv_msg(&pk_msg,MBXID_2);
:
}
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4.5.14 prcv_msg (Poll and Receive Message from Mailbox)
This system call receives a message from a mailbox.
-108

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = prcv_msg( T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid );
typedef struct t_msg {
VP
_Wrsv_00;
VP
_Wrsv_04;
VB
msgcont [] ;
} T_MSG;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

mbxid

R12
fncd(-108)

Output

ercd

pk_msg

R13
pk_msg

(Message data structure)

0
_Wrsv_00
+4
_Wrsv_04
+8

Message main body
+12

~
~

msgcont [N]

~
~

(Message size)

N: Depends on message length

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_PRCV_MSG(-108)

mbxid

: Mailbox ID (MailboxID)
ID number of the mailbox from which the message is to be received.

[Output] pk_msg : Starting address of the message packet (Packet of Message)
ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
_Wrsv_00

: OS reserved area (Reserved)

_Wrsv_04

: OS reserved area (Reserved)
Header area that the OS uses

msgcont[ ]: Body of message (MessageContainer)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mbxid” is illegal.)

-H’23

E_TMOUT -H’55

Polling failure or timeout exceeded (No message exists.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call receives a message from a mailbox.
If there are any messages in the target mailbox, the first message in the message queue is
received the system call terminates normally. If there are no messages in the message queue,
an error (E_TMOUT) is generated.
The message main body msgcont [N] of T_MSG structure is defined in realos.h with N = 100. A
value matching the used message length can be set up.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum mailbox ID specified by the mailbox
definition) as the mailbox ID.
If the mailbox ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MBXID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_MSG *pk_msg;
:
ercd = prcv_msg(&pk_msg,MBXID_2);
:
}
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4.5.15 trcv_msg (Receive Message from Mailbox with Timeout)
Using a specified time-out period, this system call receives a message from a mailbox.
-172

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = trcv_msg( T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid, TMO tmout );
typedef struct t_msg {
VP
_Wrsv_00;
VP
_Wrsv_04;
VB
msgcont [] ;
} T_MSG;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

mbxid

tmout

R7

R12
fncd(-172)

Output

ercd

pk_msg

(Message data structure)

0
_Wrsv_00
+4
_Wrsv_04
+8

Message main body
+12

~
~

~
~

msgcont [N]

N: Depends on message length

(Message size)

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_TRCV_MSG (-172)

mbxid

: Mailbox ID (MailboxID)
ID number of the mailbox that receives messages

tmout

: Time-out specification (Timeout)
= TMO_FEVR (-1) : Wait forever. Equivalent to rcv_msg
= TMO_POL (0)

: Perform polling. Equivalent to prcv_msg

[Output] pk_msg : Message packet starting address (Packet of Message)
ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

Data returned to the packet
_Wrsv_00

: OS reserved area (Reserved)

_Wrsv_04

: OS reserved area (Reserved)
Header area used by OS

msgcont [] : Message main body (MessageContainer)
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated, or the timeout wait system call cannot be issued from this task.)

E_PAR

-H'21

Parameter error (“tmout” is -2 or smaller.)

E_ID

-H'23

Invalid ID number (“mbxid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H'45

Context error (Issued from the task-independent portions or dispatchdisabled state.)

E_TMOUT -H'55

Polling failure or time-out exceeded

E_RLWAI -H'56

Forced release of the WAIT state (rel_wai was issued in the wait state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the “waiting for mailbox” state, the task with the
next highest priority is dispatched.
<Explanation>
Using a specified time-out period, this system call performs a wait operation for messages from
the mailbox.
If messages exist in the mailbox, the first message in the message queue is received and then
this system call terminates normally. If no message exists in the mailbox, the task enters the
“waiting for specified time message” state.
If the wait state is released by the “snd_msg” system call within the time-out period, the system
call terminates normally. If the wait state is not released within the time-out period, an error
(E_TMOUT) occurs.
If TMO_FEVR (-1) is specified for the parameter tmout, the same processing is executed as that
executed by the “rcv_msg” system call. If TMO_POL (0) is specified for the parameter tmout,
the same processing is executed as that executed by the “prcv_msg” system call.
The message main body msgcont [N] of the T_MSG structure is defined in realos.h with N=100.
A value appropriate for the size of messages to be used can be selected.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum mailbox ID specified by the mailbox
definition) as the mailbox ID.
Specify TMO_FEVR, TMO_POL, or 0x1 to 0x7fffffff as the time-out specification.
If the mailbox ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the time-out specification is -2 or smaller, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the “waiting for message” state, an error (E_RLWAI)
occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MBXID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_MSG *pk_msg;
:
ercd = trcv_msg(&pk_msg,MBXID_2, 1000);
:
}
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4.5.16 ref_mbx (Reference Mailbox Status)
This system call references the status of a mailbox.
-60

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_mbx( T_RMBX *pk_rmbx, ID mbxid );
typedef struct t_rmbx {
VP
exinf;
BOOL_ID wtsk;
T_MSG* pk_msg;
} T_RMBX;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rmbx

mbxid

R6

R7

R12
fncd(-60)

Output
pk_rmbx

R13

ercd

0

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
wtsk
+8
pk_msg

pk_msg

+12

(Message data structure)

0

_Wrsv_00
+4
_Wrsv_04
+8
+12

~
~

msgcont [N]

~
~

Message
main body

(Message size)

N: Depends on message length
<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_MBX(-60)

mbxid

: Mailbox ID (MailboxID)
ID number of the mailbox for which the status is to be referenced.

pk_rmbx: Address of the packet to which the mailbox status is to be returned.
(Packet to Reference Mailbox)
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[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

wtsk

: Existence of waiting tasks (WaitTaskInformation)
ID of task at the head of the queue
=FALSE (0) : No waiting tasks

pk_msg : Starting address of message packet (Packet of Message)
Starting address of the message packet to be received next:
=NADR (-1) : No message
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mbxid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified mailbox.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the presence of waiting tasks related to the
specified mailbox (if there are waiting tasks, the ID of the task at the beginning of the queue is
displayed; if there are no waiting tasks, FALSE (0) is displayed), and the message packet first
address (NADR (-1) is displayed if there is no message).
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum mailbox ID specified by the mailbox
definition) as the semaphore ID.
If the mailbox ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MBXID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RMBX pk_rmbx;
:
ercd = ref_mbx(&pk_rmbx,MBXID_2);
:
}
Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.6

MemoryPool Management Function System Calls

There are nine memorypool management function system calls.
●

get_blk

●

pget_blk

●

rel_blk

●

ref_mpl

●

get_blf

●

pget_blf

●

tget_blf

●

rel_blf

●

ref_mpf

■ MemoryPool Management Function System Calls
There are nine memorypool management function system calls:
• get_blk (Get Variable-sized Memory Block)
Get Variable-sized Memory Block
• pget_blk (Poll and Get Variable-sized Memory Block)
Poll and Get Variable-sized Memory Block
• rel_blk (Release Variable-sized Memory Block)
Release Variable-sized Memory Block
• ref_mpl (Reference Variable-sized Memorypool Status)
Reference Variable-sized MemoryPool Status
• get_blf (Get Fixed-sized Memory Block)
Get Fixed-sized Memory Block
• pget_blf (Poll and Get Fixed-sized Memory Block)
Poll and Get Fixed-sized Memory Block
• tget_blf (Get Fixed-sized Memory Block with Timeout)
Get Fixed-sized Memory Block with Timeout
• rel_blf (Release Fixed-sized Memory Block)
Release Fixed-sized Memory Block
• ref_mpf (Reference Fixed-sized Memorypool Status)
Reference Fixed-sized MemoryPool Status
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4.6.1 get_blk (Get Variable-sized Memory Block)
This system call gets variable-sized memory blocks.
-141

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = get_blk( VP *p_blk, ID mplid, INT blksz );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

mplid

blksz

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-141)
ercd

blk

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_GET_BLK(-141)
mplid : Variable-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)
ID number of the variable-sized memorypool from which a memory block is to
be gotten.
blksz : Memory block size (MemoryBlockSize)
Number of bytes in the memory block to be gotten.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
blk

: Starting address of the variable-sized memory blocks (BlockStartAddress)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“blksz” is “0” or less, or is too large.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“mplid” is illegal.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching disabled” state.)

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call begins waiting for the memorypool, the task with the next
highest priority ranking is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call gets a memory block from a variable-sized memorypool.
If a memory block can be gotten from the variable-sized memorypool, execution of the system
call terminates normally, returning the starting address of the memory block. If no memory block
can be gotten, the task enters the “waiting for variable-sized memorypool” state.
A task in the WAIT state is added to the end of the variable-sized memorypool queue.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
variable-sized memorypool definition) as the variable-sized memorypool ID.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (memorypool size specified by the variable-sized
memorypool definition) as the memory block size.
If the variable-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the memory block size is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPLID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blk;
:
ercd = get_blk(&blk,MPLID_2,0x100);
:
}
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4.6.2 pget_blk (Poll and Get Variable-sized Memory Block)
This system call gets variable-sized memory blocks (via polling).
-104

√

Task portions

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = pget_blk( VP *p_blk, ID mplid, INT blksz );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

mplid

blksz

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-104)
ercd

blk

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_PGET_BLK(-104)
mplid : Variable-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)
ID number of the variable-sized memorypool from which a memory block is to
be gotten.
blksz : Memory block size (MemoryBlockSize)
Number of bytes in the memory block to be gotten.

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
blk

: Starting address of variable-sized the memory blocks (BlockStartAddress)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“blksz” is “0” or less, or is too large.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“mplid” is illegal.)

E_TMOUT -H’55

Polling failure or timeout exceeded (Memory cannot be gotten.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call gets a memory block from a variable-sized memorypool.
If a memory block can be gotten from the target variable-sized memorypool, execution of the
system call terminates normally, returning the starting address of the memory block. If no
memory block can be gotten, an error (E_TMOUT) occurs.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
variable-sized memorypool definition) as the variable-sized memorypool ID.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (memorypool size specified by the variable-sized
memorypool definition) as the memory block size.
If the variable-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the memory block size is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPLID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blk;
:
ercd = pget_blk(&blk,MPLID_2,0x100);
:
}
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4.6.3 rel_blk (Release Variable-sized Memory Block)
This system call releases variable-sized memory blocks.
-143

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rel_blk( ID mplid, VP blk );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

mplid

blk

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-143)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REL_BLK(-143)
mplid : Variable-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)
ID number of the variable-sized memorypool to which a memory block is to be
released.
blk

: Start address of memory block (BlockStartAddress)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“blk” is illegal, or an attempt is being made to release the
memory block to a different memorypool.)

E_ID

-H’23

Invalid ID number (“mplid” is illegal.)

<Dispatch causes>
If a task with a higher priority level than the task that issued this system call is released from
waiting for the memorypool, the task that was released from waiting is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call releases a memory block to a variable-sized memorypool.
If there is a task that can now get memory from the target variable-sized memorypool as a result
of the memory block being released, the memory block is given to that task and the task is
released from waiting for the variable-sized memorypool.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is rendered executable by issuing this system
call, the issuing task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass
to another task.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
variable-sized memorypool definition) as the variable-sized memorypool ID.
If the variable-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the memory block starting address is illegal, or an attempt is made to release a memory block
to a different memorypool, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPLID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blk;
:
ercd = get_blk(&blk,MPLID_2,0x100);
:
ercd = rel_blk(MPLID_2,blk);
:
}

Note: Because free memory blocks in memorypools are used in order to manage those memory
blocks, memory block areas that have been released cannot be accessed.
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4.6.4 ref_mpl (Reference Variable-sized MemoryPool Status)
This system call references the status of a variable-sized memorypool.
-140

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_mpl( T_RMPL *pk_rmpl, ID mplid );
typedef struct t_rmpl {
VP
exinf;
BOOL_ID wtsk;
INT
frsz;
INT
maxsz;
} T_RMPL;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rmpl

mplid

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-140)
ercd

pk_rmpl

(Memory packet)
0
exinf
+4
wtsk
+8
frsz
+12
maxsz
+16

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_MPL(-140)

mplid

: Variable-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID))
ID number of the variable-sized memorypool for which the status is to be
referenced.

pk_rmpl: Address of the packet to which the variable-sized memorypool status is to
be returned (Packet to Reference Memorypool)
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[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
exinf : Extended information (ExtendedInformation)
wtsk

: Existence of waiting tasks (WaitTaskInformation)
ID of task at the head of the queue
=FALSE (0) : No waiting tasks

frsz

: Total size of free area (FreeMemorySize)
Number of bytes remaining in memorypool

maxsz : Maximum free area size (MaxContinuousSize)
Number of bytes in largest block of free memory
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mplid” is illegal.)

-H’23

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified variable-sized memorypool.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the presence of waiting tasks related to the
specified memorypool (if there are waiting tasks, the ID of the first task is displayed; if there is no
waiting task, FALSE (0) is displayed), the total size of free areas in the memorypool, and the size
of the maximum free areas.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
variable-sized memorypool definition) as the variable-sized memorypool ID.
If the variable-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPLID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RMPL pk_rmpl;
:
ercd = ref_mpl(&pk_rmpl,MPLID_2);
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.6.5 get_blf (Get Fixed-sized Memory Block)
This system call gets fixed-sized memory blocks.
-77

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = get_blf (VP *p_blf, ID mpfid);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

mpfid

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-77)
ercd

blf

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_GET_BLF (-77)
: Fixed-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)

mpfid

ID number of the memorypool from which memory blocks are gotten
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)
: Fixed-sized memory block starting address (BlockStartAddress)

blf

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated)

E_ID

-H'23

Invalid ID number (“mpfid” is illegal)

E_CTX

-H'45

Context error (Issued from the task-independent portions or dispatchdisabled state)

E_RLWAI -H'56

Forced release of the WAIT state (rel_wai was issued in the wait state)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the “waiting for memorypool” state, the task with the
next highest priority is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call gets a memory block from a fixed-sized memorypool.
If a memory block can be gotten from the target fixed-sized memorypool, execution of the
system call terminates normally, returning the starting address of the memory block. If no
memory block can be gotten, the task enters the “waiting for fixed-sized memorypool” state.
A task in the WAIT state is added to the end of the fixed-sized memorypool queue.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
fixed-sized memorypool definition) as the fixed-sized memorypool ID.
If the fixed-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPFID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blf;
:
ercd = get_blf(&blf,MPFID_2);
:
}
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4.6.6 pget_blf (Poll and Get Fixed-sized Memory Block)
This system call gets fixed-sized memory blocks (via polling).
-103

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = pget_blf (VP *p_blf, ID mpfid);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

R7

mpfid

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-103)
ercd

blf

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_PGET_BLF (-103)
: Fixed-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)

mpfid

ID number of the memorypool from which memory blocks are gotten
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)
: Fixed-sized memory block starting address (BlockStartAddress)

blf
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mpfid” is illegal.)

-H'23

E_TMOUT -H'55

Polling failure or time-out exceeded (No memory blocks can be gotten.)

<Dispatch causes>
No dispatch in this system call.
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<Explanation>
This system call gets a memory block from a fixed-sized memorypool.
If a memory block can be gotten from the target fixed-sized memorypool, execution of the
system call terminates normally, returning the starting address of the memory block. If no
memory block can be gotten, an error (E_TMOUT) occurs.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
fixed-sized memorypool definition) as the fixed-sized memorypool ID.
If the fixed-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPFID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blf;
:
ercd = pget_blf(&blf,MPFID_2);
:
}
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4.6.7 tget_blf (Get Fixed-sized Memory Block with Timeout)
This system call gets fixed-sized memory blocks with a time-out specification.
-167

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = tget_blf (VP *p_blf, ID mpfid, TMO tmout);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

R5

R6

mpfid

tmout

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-167)
ercd

blf

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_TGET_BLF (-167)
: Fixed-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)

mpfid

ID number of the memorypool from which memory blocks are gotten
: Time-out specification (Timeout)

tmout

[Output] ercd

= TMO_FEVR (-1)

: Wait forever. Equivalent to get_blf

= TMO_POL (0)

: Perform polling. Equivalent to pget_blf

: Error code (ErrorCode)
: Fixed-sized memory block starting address (BlockStartAddress)

blf
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H'21

Parameter error (“tmout” is -2 or smaller.)

E_ID

-H'23

Invalid ID number (“mpfid” is illegal.)

E_TMOUT -H'55

Polling failure or time-out exceeded (No memory blocks can be gotten.)

E_RLWAI -H'56

Forced release of the WAIT state (rel_wai was issued in the wait state.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the task that issued this system call enters the “waiting for memorypool” state, the task with the
next highest priority is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call gets a memory block from a fixed-sized memorypool with a time-out
specification.
If a memory block can be gotten from the target fixed-sized memorypool, execution of the
system call terminates normally, returning the starting address of the memory block. If no
memory block can be gotten, the task enters the “waiting for specified time memorypool” state.
If the wait state is released by the “rel_blf” system call within the time-out period, the system call
terminates normally. If the wait state is not released within the time-out period, an error
(E_TMOUT) occurs.
If TMO_FEVR (-1) is specified for the parameter tmout, the same processing is executed as that
executed by the “get_blf” system call. If TMO_POL (0) is specified for the parameter tmout, the
same processing is executed as that executed by the “pget_blf” system call.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
fixed-sized memorypool definition) as the fixed-sized memorypool ID.
Specify TMO_FEVR, TMO_POL, or 0x1 to 0x7fffffff as the time-out specification.
If the fixed-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the system call is issued from the task-independent portions or dispatch-disabled state, an
error (E_CTX) occurs.
If the time-out specification is -2 or smaller, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in the WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPFID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blf;
:
ercd = tget_blf(&blf,MPFID_2,0x100);
:
}
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4.6.8 rel_blf (Release Fixed-sized Memory Block)
This system call releases fixed-sized memory blocks.
-79

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = rel_blf (ID mpfid, VP blf);
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

mpfid

blf

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-79)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_REL_BLF (-79)
: Fixed-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)

mpfid

ID number of the memorypool to which memory blocks are returned
: Fixed-sized memory block starting address (BlockStartAddress)

blf
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H'21

Parameter error (“blf” is illegal, or an attempt is made to release block to a
different memorypool.)

E_ID

-H'23

Invalid ID number (“mpfid” is illegal.)

<Dispatch causes>
If the “waiting for memorypool” state of a task whose priority is higher than that of the task
issuing this system call is released, the task whose waiting state is released is dispatched.
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<Explanation>
This system call releases a memory block to a fixed-sized memorypool.
If there is any task that is able get memory from the target fixed-sized memorypool as a result of
the memory block being released, the memory block is given to that task and the task is
released from the “waiting for fixed-sized memorypool” state.
If a task with a higher priority than the issuing task is made ready by issuing this system call, the
issuing task may be preempted and placed in the ready condition so that the execution right is
passed to the other task.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
fixed-sized memorypool definition) as the fixed-sized memorypool ID.
If the fixed-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If the memory block starting address is illegal, or an attempt is made to release a memory block
to a different memorypool, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPFID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
VP blf;
:
ercd = get_blf(blf,MPFID_2);
:
ercd = rel_blf(MPFID_2,blf);
:
}
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4.6.9 ref_mpf (Reference Fixed-sized MemoryPool Status)
This system call references the status of a fixed-sized memorypool.
-76

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_mpf( T_RMPF *pk_rmpf, ID mpfid );
typedef struct t_rmpf {
VP
exinf;
BOOL_ID wtsk;
INT
frbcnt;
} T_RMPF;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rmpf

mpfid

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-76)
ercd

pk_rmpf

(Memory packet)
0
exinf
+4
wtsk
+8
frbcnt
+12

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_MPF (-76)

mpfid

: Fixed-sized memorypool ID (MemoryPoolID)
ID number of the memorypool whose status is to be referenced

pk_rmpf: Address of the packet to which the fixed-sized memorypool status is to be
returned (Packet to Reference MemoryPool)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned to the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

wtsk

: Presence of waiting tasks (WaitTaskInformation)
ID of the first task in the queue
= FALSE (0): No waiting task

frbcnt : Number of blocks of free areas (FreeBlockCount)
Number of blocks in the remaining areas of the memorypool
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H'11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_ID

Invalid ID number (“mpfid” is illegal.)

-H'23

<Dispatch causes>
No dispatch in this system call.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified fixed-sized memorypool.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the presence of waiting tasks related to the
specified memorypool (if there are waiting tasks, the ID of the first task is displayed; if there is no
waiting task, FALSE (0) is displayed), and the number of blocks in free areas of the memorypool.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (maximum memorypool ID specified by the
fixed-sized memorypool definition) as the fixed-sized memorypool ID.
If the fixed-sized memorypool ID is illegal, an error (E_ID) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define MPFID_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RMPF pk_rmpf;
:
ercd = ref_mpf(&pk_rmpf,MPFID_2);
}
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4.7

Interrupt Management Function System Calls

There are five interrupt management function system calls:
●

ret_int

●

loc_cpu

●

unl_cpu

●

chg_ilm

●

ref_ilm

■ Interrupt Management Function System Calls
There are five interrupt management function system calls:
• ret_int (Return from Interrupt Handler)
Return from Interrupt Handler
• loc_cpu (Lock CPU)
Lock CPU
• unl_cpu (Unlock CPU)
Unlock CPU
• chg_ilm (Change Interrupt Level Mask)
Change Interrupt Mask (Level or Priority)
• ref_ilm (Reference Interrupt Level Mask Status)
Reference Interrupt Mask (Level)
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4.7.1 ret_int (Return from Interrupt Handler)
This system call returns from an interrupt handler.
-69

Task portions

×

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
void ret_int();
<Assembly language interface>
Processor RETI instruction
<Parameters>
[Input]

None

[Output] None
<Error codes>
None
Note: Error checking is not performed.
<Dispatch causes>
When there is a dispatch that is being delayed and control is returning to the task portions, the
dispatch occurs.
<Explanation>
This system call returns from an interrupt handler.
The return from the interrupt handler is implemented by using the processor’s “interrupt return”
instruction.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
__interrupt void inthdr_1()
{
:
ret_int();
}

Notes: • “ret_int” cannot be issued from the task portions of a program.
If “ret_int” is issued from the task portions, it may not be possible to return to the original
context.
• Macro definition of the “ret_int()” function is made in “realos.h”. When using this system
call in a C language program, “realos.h” must be listed in the INCLUDE files.
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4.7.2 loc_cpu (Lock CPU)
This system call disables external interrupts and task dispatching.
-8

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = loc_cpu( );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-8)

Output

ercd

R13

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_LOC_CPU(-8)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions.)

-H’45

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call disables external interrupts and task dispatching by changing the current
system state to the “interrupts and dispatching disabled” state.
External interrupt and dispatching disable requests are not nested. If the system is already in
the “external interrupts and dispatching disabled” state when this system call is issued, the
system simply remains in the “external interrupts and dispatching disabled” state.
If a system call that has to wait when the system is in the “external interrupts and dispatching
disabled” state is issued, it generates an error (E_CTX).
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = loc_cpu();
:
ercd = unl_cpu();
:
}
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4.7.3 unl_cpu (Unlock CPU)
This system call enables external interrupts and task dispatching.
-7

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = unl_cpu( );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

R12

Input

fncd(-7)

Output

ercd

R13

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd : Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_UNL_CPU(-7)

[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions.)

-H’45

<Dispatch causes>
If there is a delayed dispatch, the dispatch is performed.
<Explanation>
This system call enables external interrupts and task dispatching by changing the current system
state to the “interrupts and dispatching enabled” state.
If there is a delayed dispatch when an external interrupt and dispatch are enabled, the issuing
task is preempted and rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to any other
executable task.
External interrupt and dispatching enable requests are not nested. If the system is already in the
“external interrupts and dispatching enabled” state when this system call is issued, the system
simply remains in the “external interrupts and dispatching enabled” state.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = loc_cpu();
:
ercd = unl_cpu();
:
}
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4.7.4 chg_ilm (Change Interrupt Level Mask)
This system call changes the processor interrupt level mask value to the value
specified by “ilmask”.
-67

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = chg_ilm( UINT ilmask );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

ilmask

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-67)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_CHG_ILM(-67)

ilmask : Interrupt level mask value (InterruptMask)
ILM value in the PS register of the processor
=( ILM_16 || ILM_17 || ILM_18 || ILM_19 || ILM_20 ||
ILM_21 || ILM_22 || ILM_23 || ILM_24 || ILM_25 ||
ILM_26 || ILM_27 || ILM_28 || ILM_29 || ILM_30 ||
ILM_31)
ILM_16 (16) : Interrupt level mask value 16
ILM_17 (17) : Interrupt level mask value 17
ILM_18 (18) : Interrupt level mask value 18
ILM_19 (19) : Interrupt level mask value 19
ILM_20 (20) : Interrupt level mask value 20
ILM_21 (21) : Interrupt level mask value 21
ILM_22 (22) : Interrupt level mask value 22
ILM_23 (23) : Interrupt level mask value 23
ILM_24 (24) : Interrupt level mask value 24
ILM_25 (25) : Interrupt level mask value 25
ILM_26 (26) : Interrupt level mask value 26
ILM_27 (27) : Interrupt level mask value 27
ILM_28 (28) : Interrupt level mask value 28
ILM_29 (29) : Interrupt level mask value 29
ILM_30 (30) : Interrupt level mask value 30
ILM_31 (31) : Interrupt level mask value 31
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[Output] ercd : Error code (ErrorCode)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“ilmask” is illegal or “ILM_31” was specified in the taskindependent portions.)

-H’21

<Dispatch causes>
If there is a delayed dispatch, there is a possibility that the dispatch will be performed.
<Explanation>
This system call changes the processor interrupt level mask value.
When this system call is issued from the task portions, the system status is changed by
changing the interrupt level mask value.
ilmask=ILM_16

: Interrupts and dispatching disabled

ILM_17 to 30: Dispatching disabled
ILM_31

: Dispatching enabled

The new interrupt level mask value is valid within the task or handler that issued the system call
until that task or handler terminates.
If there is a delayed dispatch when a dispatch is enabled, the issuing task is preempted and
rendered executable so that the execution right may pass to any other executable task.
Specify a value between ILM_16 and ILM_31 as the interrupt level mask value.
If the interrupt level mask value is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
An error (E_PAR) results if “ILM_31” is specified from the task-independent portions.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = chg_ilm(ILM_30));
:
}
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4.7.5 ref_ilm (Reference Interrupt Level Mask Status)
This system call returns the processor interrupt level mask value as a return parameter.
-68

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_ilm( UINT *p_ilmask );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

R6

R7

Input

fncd(-68)

Output

ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_ILM(-68)

[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

ilmask : Interrupt level mask value (InterruptMask)
ILM value in the PS register of the processor
= ILM_16 (16) : Interrupt level mask value 16
= ILM_17 (17) : Interrupt level mask value 17
= ILM_18 (18) : Interrupt level mask value 18
= ILM_19 (19) : Interrupt level mask value 19
= ILM_20 (20) : Interrupt level mask value 20
= ILM_21 (21) : Interrupt level mask value 21
= ILM_22 (22) : Interrupt level mask value 22
= ILM_23 (23) : Interrupt level mask value 23
= ILM_24 (24) : Interrupt level mask value 24
= ILM_25 (25) : Interrupt level mask value 25
= ILM_26 (26) : Interrupt level mask value 26
= ILM_27 (27) : Interrupt level mask value 27
= ILM_28 (28) : Interrupt level mask value 28
= ILM_29 (29) : Interrupt level mask value 29
= ILM_30 (30) : Interrupt level mask value 30
= ILM_31 (31) : Interrupt level mask value 31
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the processor interrupt level mask value.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
UINT ilmask;
:
ercd = ref_ilm(&ilmask);
:
}
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4.8

Time Management Function System Calls

There are nine time management function system calls:
●

set_tim

●

get_tim

●

dly_tsk

●

def_cyc

●

act_cyc

●

ref_cyc

●

def_alm

●

ref_alm

●

ret_tmr

■ Time Management Function System Calls
There are nine time management function system calls:
• set_tim (Set Time)
Set System Clock
• get_tim (Get Time)
Get System Clock
• dly_tsk (Delay Task)
Delay Task
• def_cyc (Define Cyclic Handler)
Define Cyclic Handler
• act_cyc (Activate Cyclic Handler)
Activate Cyclic Handler
• ref_cyc (Reference Cyclic Handler Status)
Reference Cyclic Handler Status
• def_alm (Define Alarm Handler)
Define Alarm Handler
• ref_alm (Reference Alarm Handler Status)
Reference Alarm Handler Status
• ret_tmr (Return from Timer Handler)
Return from Timer Handler
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4.8.1 set_tim (Set Time)
This system call sets the value of the system clock according to the specified time data.
-83

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = set_tim( SYSTIME *pk_tim );
typedef struct t_systime {
H
utime;
UW
ltime;
} SYSTIME;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_tim

R6

R7

R13

fncd(-83)

Output
pk_tim

R12
ercd

(Memory packet)

0

utime
+4
ltime
+8

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_SET_TIM(-83)
pk_tim : Address of the packet showing the current time. (Packet of CurrentTime)
• Data set in the packet
utime : Current time for the system settings (upper) (UpperCurrentDateTime)
ltime : Current time for the system settings (lower) (LowerCurrentDateTime)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“utime” is a negative value.)

-H’21

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call sets the system clock to the specified time.
The system clock uses signed 48-bit data.
Specify a value between 0x0 and 0x7fff for utime or a value between 0x0 and 0xffffffff for ltime
as the setup data for the current time indicating packet.
If the utime value is negative, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
SYSTIME pk_tim;
:
pk_tim.utime = 0; pk_tim.ltime = 0;
ercd = set_tim(&pk_tim);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.8.2 get_tim (Get Time)
This system call reads the value of the system clock.
-84

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = get_tim( SYSTIME *pk_tim );
typedef struct t_systime {
H
utime;
UW
ltime;
} SYSTIME;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_tim

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-84)

Output

ercd

pk_tim

(Memory packet)

0

utime
+4
ltime
+8

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_GET_TIM(-84)
pk_tim : Address of the packet showing the current time. (Packet of CurrentTime)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
utime : Current time for the system settings (upper) (UpperCurrentDateTime)
ltime : Current time for the system settings (lower) (LowerCurrentDataTime)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call reads the current value of the system clock.
The system clock uses signed 48-bit data.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
SYSTIME pk_tim;
:
ercd = get_tim(&pk_tim);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.8.3 dly_tsk (Delay Task)
This system call delays a task.
-85

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = dly_tsk( DLYTIME dlytim );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

dlytim

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-85)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_DLY_TSK(-85)
dlytim : Delay time (DelayTime)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“dlytim” is a negative value.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions or from the “dispatching disabled” state.)

E_RLWAI -H’56

WAIT state was forcibly released (The system call “rel_wai” was issued
while the task was in the WAIT state.)

<Dispatch causes>
When the tasks that issues this system call begins waiting for time to elapse, the task with the
next highest priority ranking is dispatched.
<Explanation>
This system call moves the issuing task from the RUN state to the “waiting for time to elapse”
state.
If “0” is specified for “dlytim”, the task does not enter the “waiting for time to elapse” state, and
the system call terminates normally.
This WAIT state cannot be released by the “wup_tsk” system call.
Specify a value between 0x0 and 0x7fffffff as the delay time.
If the delay time value is negative, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, or a task portion in the dispatchdisabled state, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
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If the “rel_wai” system call is issued in a WAIT state, an error (E_RLWAI) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.

<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = dly_tsk(1000);
:
}
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4.8.4 def_cyc (Define Cyclic Handler)
This system call defines a task-independent portions handler that runs at a specified
time interval.
-90

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = def_cyc( HNO cycno, T_DCYC *pk_dcyc );
typedef struct t_dcyc {
VP
exinf;
ATR
cycatr;
FP
cychdr;
UINT
cycact;
CYCTIME cyctim;
} T_DCYC;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

cycno

pk_dcyc

Output
pk_dcyc

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-90)
ercd

0

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
cycatr
+8
cychdr
+12
cycact
+16
utime
+20
ltime
+24

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_DEF_CYC(-90)
cycno : Cyclic handler specification number (CyclicHandlerNumber)
Specification number of the cyclic handler being defined.
pk_dcyc: Cyclic handler definition information (Packet to Define CyclicHandler)
Starting address of packet of handler definition information
= NADR (-1) : Cancel cyclic handler definition
• Data set in the packet
exinf : Extended information (ExtendedInformation)
cycatr : Cyclic handler attributes (CyclicHandlerAttributes)
= (TA_ASM || TA_HLNG)
TA_ASM (H’0...00) : Target handler is written in assembly language.
TA_HLNG (H’0...01) : Target handler is written in C language.
cychdr : Cyclic handler address (CyclicHandlerAddress)
cycact : Cyclic handler activation status (CyclicHandlerActivation)
= (TCY_OFF || TCY_ON)
TCY_OFF (H’0...00) : Cyclic handler is not running.
TCY_ON (H’0...01) : Cyclic handler is running.
cyctim : Cycle time (CycleTime)
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[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_RSATR -H’18

Reserved attribute (“cycatr” is illegal.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“cycno” or “cycact” is illegal or “cyctim” is “0” or less.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call defines a cyclic handler.
If a previously defined cyclic handler is specified in this system call, no error results; the cyclic
handler is redefined.
The definition of the target cyclic handler is cancelled by specifying “NADR(-1)” for “pk_dcyc”. In
this case, if the specified cyclic handler has not yet been defined, nothing happens and the
system call terminates normally.
The packet area that shows the specified handler definition information is used by the kernel
after this system call is issued, so the user must not use this area.
Select a number between 1 and the maximum (cyclic handler count specified by the system
definition) as the cyclic handler specifying number.
Specify the first address of the handler definition information packet as the cyclic handler
definition information. Specify TA_ASM or TA_HLNG as the cyclic handler attribute to be set up
for the packet. Specify TCY_OFF or TCY_ON as the cyclic handler activation status. Specify a
value between 0x1 and 0x7fffffffffff as the cyclic startup time interval setting.
If the cyclic handler attribute is illegal, an error (E_RSATR) occurs.
If the cyclic handler specifying number, cyclic handler activation status, or cyclic startup time
intervals setting is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define CYCNO_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_DCYC pk_dcyc;
:
pk_dcyc.exinf = 0; pk_dcyc.cycatr = TA_HLNG;
pk_dcyc.cychdr = cychdr_2;
pk_dcyc.cycact = TCY_ON;
pk_dcyc.cyctim.utime = 0; pk_dcyc.cyctim.ltime = 10;
ercd = def_cyc(CYCNO_2,&pk_dcyc)
:
}
void cychdr_2()
{
:
ret_tmr();
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.8.5 act_cyc (Active Cyclic Handler)
This system call changes the CyclicHandlerActivation.
-94

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = act_cyc( HNO cycno, UINT cycact );
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

cycno

cycact

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-94)
ercd

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_ACT_CYC(-94)
cycno : Cyclic handler specification number (CyclicHandlerNumber)
Specification number of the cyclic handler being controlled.
cycact : Cyclic handler activation status (CyclicHandlerActivation)
= (TCY_OFF || TCY_ON) | (TCY_INI)
TCY_OFF (H’0...00) : Cyclic handler is not running.
TCY_ON

(H’0...01) : Cyclic handler is running.

TCY_INI (H’0...02) : Cyclic handler count initialization
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“cycno” or “cycact” is illegal.)

-H’21

E_NOEXS -H’34

Object does not exist (The cyclic handler specified by “cycno” has not
been defined.)

E_CTX

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions.)

-H’45

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
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<Explanation>
This system call controls the activation status of a cyclic handler.
When TCY_OFF is specified as the cyclic handler activation status, the cyclic handler does not
start. On the other hand, when TCY_ON is specified, the cyclic handler starts. When TCY_INI
is specified, the cyclic handler count is initialized.
Select a number between 1 and the maximum (cyclic handler count specified by system
definition) as the cyclic handler designation number.
Specify TCY_OFF, TCY_ON, or TCY_INI as the cyclic handler activation status.
If the cyclic handler specifying number or cyclic handler activation status is illegal, an error
(E_PAR) occurs.
If an undefined cyclic handler specifying number is selected, an error (E_NOEXS) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define CYCNO_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
:
ercd = act_cyc(CYCNO_2,TCY_OFF);
:
}
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4.8.6 ref_cyc (Reference Cyclic Handler Status)
This system call references the status of a cyclic handler.
-92

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_cyc( T_RCYC *pk_rcyc, HNO cycno );
typedef struct t_rcyc {
VP
exinf;
CYCTIME lfttim;
UINT
cycact;
} T_RCYC;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rcyc

cycno

R6

R7

Output
pk_rcyc

R12

R13

fncd(-92)
ercd

0

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
utime
+8
ltime
+12
cycact
+16

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_REF_CYC(-92)

cycno

: Cyclic handler specification number (CyclicHandlerNumber)
Specification number of the cyclic handler for which the status is being
referenced.

pk_rcyc: Starting address of packet to which the cyclic handler status information is
returned. (Packet to Reference CyclicHandler)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

lfttim : Time remaining until next activation of handler (LeftTime)
cycact : Cyclic handler activation status (CyclicHandlerActivation)
= TCY_OFF (H’0...00) : Cyclic handler is not running.
= TCY_ON
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<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“cycno” is illegal.)

-H’21

E_NOEXS -H’34

Object does not exist (The cyclic handler specified by “cycno” has not
been defined.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified cyclic handler.
It is possible to reference the extended information, the time remaining before the next handler
startup, and cyclic handler activation status.
Select a number between 1 and the maximum (cyclic handler count specified by system
definition) as the cyclic handler specifying number.
If the cyclic handler specifying number is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If an undefined cyclic handler specifying number is selected, an error (E_NOEXS) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT) occurs
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define CYCNO_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RCYC pk_rcyc;
:
ercd = ref_cyc(&pk_rcyc, CYCNO_2);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.8.7 def_alm (Define Alarm Handler)
This system call defines a task-independent portions handler that is activated after a
fixed period of time.
-89

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

×

<C language interface>
ER ercd = def_alm( HNO almno, T_DALM *pk_dalm );
typedef struct t_dalm {
VP
exinf;
ATR
almatr;
FP
almhdr;
UINT
tmmode;
ALMTIME almtim;
} T_DALM;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register
Input
Output
pk_dalm

R4
almno

0

R5
pk_dalm

R6

R7

R12
fncd(-89)
ercd

R13

(Memory packet)
exinf

+4
+8
+12

almatr
almhdr
tmmode

+16
utime

+20
ltime
+24

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_DEF_ALM(-89)

almno

: Alarm handler specification number (AlarmHandlerNumber)
Specification number of the alarm handler being defined.

pk_dalm: Alarm handler definition information (Packet to Define AlarmHandler)
Starting address of packet containing the handler information
=NADR(-1)

: Cancel alarm handler definition

Data
set in the packet
exinf

: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

almatr : Alarm handler attribute (AlarmHandlerAttribute)
(TA_ASM || TA_HLNG)
TA_ASM (H’0...00): Target handler is written in assembly language.
TA_HLNG (H’0...01): Target handler is written in C language.
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almhdr : Alarm handler address (AlarmHandlerAddress)
tmmode : Activation time specification mode (TimeMode)
(TTM_ABS || TTM_REL)
TTM_ABS (H’0...00): Absolute time specification
TTM_REL (H’0...01): Relative time specification
almtim : Handler activation time (AlarmTime)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

<Error codes>
E_OK

0

Normal completion

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_RSATR -H’18

Reserved attribute (“almatr” is illegal.)

E_PAR

-H’21

Parameter error (“almno” or “tmmode” is illegal, “almtim” is a negative
value, or a past time was specified as an absolute time specification.)

E_CTX

-H’45

Context error (This system call was issued from the task-independent
portions.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call defines an alarm handler.
If a previously defined alarm handler is specified in this system call, no error results; the alarm
handler is redefined.
The definition of the target alarm handler is cancelled by specifying “NADR(-1)” for “pk_dalm”. In
this case, if the specified alarm handler has not yet been defined, nothing happens and the
system call terminates normally.
The packet area that shows the specified handler definition information is used by the kernel
after this system call is issued, so the user must not use this area.
Specify a number between 1 and the maximum (alarm handler count specified by system
definition) as the alarm handler specifying number.
Specify the first address of the handler definition information packet as the alarm handler
definition information. Specify TA_ASM or TA_HLNG as the alarm handler attribute to be set up
for the packet. Specify TTM_ABS or TTM_REL as the startup time specifying mode. Specify a
value between 0x1 and 0x7fffffffffff as the handler startup time.
If the alarm handler attribute is illegal, an error (E_RSATR) occurs.
If the alarm handler specifying number, startup time specifying mode, or handler startup time is
illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If this system call is issued from a task-independent portion, an error (E_CTX) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
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<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define ALMNO_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_DALM pk_dalm;
:
pk_dalm.exinf = 0;pk_dalm.almatr = TA_HLNG;
pk_dalm.almhdr = almhdr_2;
pk_dalm.tmmode = TTM_REL;
pk_dalm.almtim.utime = 0;pk_dalm.almtim.ltime = 10;
ercd = def_alm(ALMNO_2,&pk_dalm)
:
}
void almhdr_2()
{
:
ret_tmr();
}
Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the processing of system calls

that have such parameters.
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4.8.8 ref_alm (Reference Alarm Handler Status)
This system call references the status of an alarm handler.
-91

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_alm( T_RALM *pk_ralm, HNO almno);
typedef struct t_ralm {
VP
exinf;
ALMTIME lfttim;
} T_RALM;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_ralm

almno

R6

R7

Output

R12

R13

fncd(-91)
ercd

pk_ralm

(Memory packet)

0

exinf
+4
utime
+8
ltime
+12

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_REF_ALM(-91)
: Alarm handler specification number (AlarmHandlerNumber)

almno

Specification number of the alarm handler for which the status is being
referenced.
pk_ralm: Starting address of packet to which the alarm handler status information is
returned. (Packet to Reference AlarmHandler)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
: Extended information (ExtendedInformation)

exinf

lfttim : Time remaining until next activation of handler (LeftTime)
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

E_PAR

Parameter error (“almno” is illegal.)

-H’21

E_NOEXS -H’34
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Normal completion

Object does not exist (The alarm handler specified by “almno” has not
been defined.)

4.8 Time Management Function System Calls
<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the status of the specified alarm handler.
It is possible to reference the extended information and the time remaining before the next
handler startup.
Select a number between 1 and the maximum (alarm handler count specified by system
definition) as the alarm handler specifying number.
If the alarm handler specifying number is illegal, an error (E_PAR) occurs.
If no alarm handler is defined for the selected alarm handler specifying number, an error
(E_NOEXS) occurs.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
#define ALMNO_2 2
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RALM pk_ralm;
:
ercd = ref_alm(&pk_ralm, ALMNO_2)
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.8.9 ret_tmr (Return from Timer Handler)
This system call returns from a timer handler.
-93

Task portions

×

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
void ret_tmr();
<Assembly language interface>
Processor RET instruction
<Parameters>
[Input]

None

[Output] None
<Error codes>
None
Note: Error checking is not performed.
<Dispatch causes>
When there is a dispatch that is being delayed and control is returning to the task portions, the
dispatch occurs.
<Explanation>
This system call returns from a timer handler.
Because the timer handler is called as a subroutine from the kernel, the return from the timer
handler is implemented by using the processor’s “subroutine return” instruction.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void cychdr_2()
{
:
ret_tmr();
}

Notes: • “ret_tmr” cannot be issued from the task portions of a program.
If “ret_tmr” is issued from the task portions, it may not be possible to return to the original
context.
• Macro definition of the “ret_tmr()” function is made in “realos.h”. When using this system
call in a C language program, “realos.h” must be listed in the INCLUDE files.
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4.9

System Management Function System Calls

There are two system management function calls:
●

get_ver

●

ref_sys

■ System Management Function System Calls
There are two system management function calls:
• get_ver (Get Version Information.)
Get Version Information
• ref_sys (Reference System Status)
Reference System Status
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4.9.1 get_ver (Get Version Information)
This system call gets the ITRON version number.
-16

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = get_ver( T_VER *pk_ver);
typedef struct t_ver {
UH
maker;
UH
id;
UH
spver;
UH
prver;
UH
prno [4] ;
UH
cpu;
UH
var;
} T_VER;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

Input

pk_ver

R5

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-16)

Output

ercd

pk_ver
0

(Memory packet)
maker

id

spver

prver

prno [0]

prno [1]

prno [2]

prno [3]

cpu

var

+4
+8
+12
+16
+20

<Parameters>
[Input]

fncd

: Function code (FunctionCode)
= TFN_GET_VER(-16)

pk_ver : Address of packet in which the version information is returned (Packet of
Version Information)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
maker : OS manufacturer (Maker)
=(H’0009) : FUJITSU
id

: OS system number (ID Number)
=(H’0020) : REALOS/FR

spver

: ITRON, µITRON specification version number (Specification Version)
=(H’5302) : µITRON Ver3.02
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: OS product version number (Product Number)

prver

=(H’xxyy) : VxxLyy (version xx level yy)
prno[0] : Product number, product management information (Product Number)
=(H’00zz) : Rzz (revision zz)
prno[1] : Product number, product management information (Product Number)
prno[2] : Product number, product management information (Product Number)
prno[3] : Product number, product management information (Product Number)
Unused (undefined value)
: CPU information (CPU Information)

cpu

=(H’0911) : FUJITSU FR family microcontrollers
: Variation descriptor (Variation)

var

=(H’4000) : Level R of supported system calls
=(H’8000) : Level S of supported system calls
=(H’c000) : Level E of supported system calls
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11

Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the REALOS version information.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_VER pk_ver;
:
ercd = get_ver(&pk_ver);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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4.9.2 ref_sys (Reference System Status)
This system call references the system status.
-12

Task portions

√

Task-independent
portions

√

<C language interface>
ER ercd = ref_sys( T_RSYS *pk_rsys );
typedef struct t_rsys {
INT sysstat;
} T_RSYS;
<Assembly language interface>
int #INT_SVC
Register

R4

R5

Input

pk_rsys

R6

R7

R12

R13

fncd(-12)

Output

ercd

pk_rsys

(Memory packet)

0

sysstat
+4

<Parameters>
[Input]

: Function code (FunctionCode)

fncd

= TFN_REF_SYS(-12)
pk_rsys: Address of packet in which the system status is to be returned. (Paket to
Reference System)
[Output] ercd

: Error code (ErrorCode)

• Data returned in the packet
sysstat: System status (SystemStatus)
=TSS_TSK

(0) : Executing task portions, dispatching enabled

=TSS_DDSP (1) : Executing task portions, dispatching disabled by
“dis_dsp”
=TSS_LOC

(3) : Executing task portions, interrupts and dispatching
disabled by “loc_cpu”

=TSS_INDP (4) : Executing task-independent portions
<Error codes>
E_OK

0

E_NOSPT -H’11
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Normal completion
Feature not supported (This system call is not incorporated.)

4.9 System Management Function System Calls
<Dispatch causes>
This system call does not create a dispatching situation.
<Explanation>
This system call references the current system status.
If this system call is issued when it is not incorporated in the system, an error (E_NOSPT)
occurs.
<Example>
#include ”itron.h”
#include ”realos.h”
:
void task_1(INT stacd)
{
ER ercd;
T_RSYS pk_rsys;
:
ercd = ref_sys(&pk_rsys);
:
}

Note: Boundary checks of address values specified for parameters are not part of the
processing of system calls that have such parameters.
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APPENDIX
The appendices include lists of system calls, labels used for input parameters, and
error codes.

Appendix A

System Call List

Appendix B

Labels Used for Input Parameters

Appendix C Error Code List
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Appendix A

System Call List

This appendix lists the system calls for the assembler interface and the C interface.

A.1

Assembler Interface List

A.2

C Language Interface List
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A.1 Assembler Interface List
The system calls for the assembler interface are listed in Table A.1 by function.
■ Assembler Interface List
Table A.1 Assembler Interface List
Input parameters
Function

Task
management

Task
association
synchronization
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System
call name

R12

sta_tsk

fncd(-23)

ext_tsk

fncd(-21)

ter_tsk

fncd(-25)

dis_dsp

R13

R4
tskid

R5
stacd

Output parameters
R6

R7

R12

R13

ercd

Issuable from
the taskindependent
portions
Yes
No

tskid

ercd

Yes

fncd(-30)

ercd

No

ena_dsp

fncd(-29)

ercd

No

chg_pri

fncd(-27)

tskid

ercd

Yes

rot_rdq

fncd(-28)

tskpri

ercd

Yes

rel_wai

fncd(-31)

tskid

ercd

Yes

get_tid

fncd(-24)

ref_tsk

fncd(-20)

pk_rtsk

sus_tsk

fncd(-33)

rsm_tsk

tskpri

ercd
tskid

tskid

Yes

ercd

Yes

tskid

ercd

Yes

fncd(-35)

tskid

ercd

Yes

frsm_tsk

fncd(-36)

tskid

ercd

Yes

slp_tsk

fncd(-38)

ercd

No

tslp_tsk

fncd(-37)

tmout

ercd

No

wup_tsk

fncd(-39)

tskid

ercd

Yes

can_wup

fncd(-40)

tskid

ercd

wupcnt

Yes
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Table A.1 Assembler Interface List (Continued)
Input parameters
Function

Synchronization/
Communications

Memory pool
management

Interrupt
management

System
call name

R12

R13

R4

R5

Output parameters
R6

R7

R12

R13

Issuable from
the taskindependent
portions

sig_sem

fncd(-55)

semid

ercd

Yes

wai_sem

fncd(-53)

semid

ercd

No

preq_sem

fncd(-107)

semid

ercd

Yes

twai_sem

fncd(-171)

semid

tmout

ercd

No

ref_sem

fncd(-52)

pk_rsem

semid

ercd

Yes

set_flg

fncd(-48)

flgid

setptn

ercd

Yes

clr_flg

fncd(-47)

flgid

clrptn

ercd

Yes

wai_flg

fncd(-46)

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

ercd

flgptn

No

pol_flg

fncd(-106)

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

ercd

flgptn

Yes

twai_flg

fncd(-170)

flgid

waiptn

wfmode

ercd

flgptn

No

tmout

ref_flg

fncd(-44)

pk_rflg

flgid

ercd

Yes

snd_msg

fncd(-63)

mbxid

pk_msg

ercd

Yes

rcv_msg

fncd(-61)

mbxid

ercd

pk_msg

No

prcv_msg

fncd(-108)

mbxid

ercd

pk_msg

Yes

trcv_msg

fncd(-172)

mbxid

ercd

pk_msg

No

ref_mbx

fncd(-60)

get_blk

fncd(-141)

mplid

blksz

ercd

blk

No

pget_blk

fncd(-104)

mplid

blksz

ercd

blk

Yes

rel_blk

fncd(-143)

mplid

blk

ercd

Yes

ref_mpl

fncd(-140)

pk_rmpl

mplid

ercd

Yes

get_blf

fncd(-77)

mpfid

ercd

blf

No

pget_blf

fncd(-103)

mpfid

ercd

blf

Yes

tget_blf

fncd(-167)

mpfid

ercd

blf

No

rel_blf

fncd(-79)

mpfid

blf

ercd

Yes

ref_mpf

fncd(-76)

pk_rmpf

mpfid

ercd

Yes

ret_int

fncd(-69)

loc_cpu

fncd(-8)

ercd

No

unl_cpu

fncd(-7)

ercd

No

chg_ilm

fncd(-67)

ercd

Yes

ref_ilm

fncd(-68)

pk_rmbx

tmout

mbxid

ercd

tmout

Yes

Yes

ilmask

ercd

ilmask

Yes
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Table A.1 Assembler Interface List (Continued)
Input parameters
Function

Time
management

System
management

276

System
call name

R12

R13

R4

R5

Output parameters
R6

R7

R12

R13

Issuable from
the taskindependent
portions

set_tim

fncd(-83)

pk_tim

ercd

Yes

get_tim

fncd(-84)

pk_tim

ercd

Yes

dly_tsk

fncd(-85)

dlytim

ercd

No

def_cyc

fncd(-90)

cycno

pk_dcyc

ercd

No

act_cyc

fncd(-94)

cycno

cycact

ercd

No

ref_cyc

fncd(-92)

pk_rcyc

cycno

ercd

Yes

def_alm

fncd(-89)

almno

pk_dalm

ercd

No

ref_alm

fncd(-91)

pk_ralm

almno

ercd

Yes

ret_tmr

fncd(-93)

get_ver

fncd(-16)

pk_ver

ercd

Yes

ref_sys

fncd(-12)

pk_rsys

ercd

Yes

Yes
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A.2 C Language Interface List
The system calls for the C language interface are listed in Table A.2 by function.
■ C Language Interface
Table A.2 C Language Interface List
Function

C Language Interface

Task management

ER ercd
void
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd

= sta_tsk
ext_tsk
= ter_tsk
= dis_dsp
= ena_dsp
= chg_pri
= rot_rdq
= rel_wai
= get_tid
= ref_tsk

Task association
synchronization

ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER

ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Synchronization/
Communications

ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER

ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd

= sig_sem
= wai_sem
=preq_sem
=twai_sem
= ref_sem
= set_flg
= clr_flg
= wai_flg
= pol_flg
=twai_flg
= ref_flg
= snd_msg
= rcv_msg
=prcv_msg
=trcv_msg
= ref_mbx

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

ID semid );
ID semid );
ID semid );
ID semid, TMO tmout );
T_RSEM *pk_rsem, ID semid );
ID flgid, UINT setptn );
ID flgid, UINT clrptn );
UINT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UINT
UINT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UINT
UINT *p_flgptn, ID flgid, UINT
T_RFLG *pk_rflg, ID flgid );
ID mbxid, T_MSG *pk_msg );
T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid );
T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid );
T_MSG **ppk_msg, ID mbxid, TMO
T_RMBX *pk_rmbx, ID mbxid );

ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER

ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd
ercd

= get_blk
=pget_blk
= rel_blk
= ref_mpl
= get_blf
=pget_blf
=tget_blf
= rel_blf
= ref_mpf

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

VP *p_blk, ID mplid, INT blksz );
VP *p_blk, ID mplid, INT blksz );
ID mplid, VP blk );
T_RMPL *pk_rmpl, ID mplid );
VP *p-blf, ID mpfid );
VP *p_blf, ID mpfid );
VP *p_blf, ID mpfid, TMO tmout );
ID mpfid, VP blf );
T_RMPF *pk_rmpf, ID mpfid );

Memory pool management
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

sus_tsk (
rsm_tsk (
frsm_tsk(
slp_tsk (
tslp_tsk(
wup_tsk (
can_wup (

ID tskid, INT stacd );
);
ID tskid );
);
);
ID tskid, PRI tskpri );
PRI tskpri );
ID tskid );
ID *p_tskid );
T_RTSK *pk_rtsk, ID tskid );
ID tskid );
ID tskid );
ID tskid );
);
TMO tmout );
ID tskid );
INT *p_wnpcnt, ID tskid );

waiptn, UINT wfmode );
waiptn, UINT wfmode );
waiptn, UINT wfmode, TMO tmout);

tmout );
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Table A.2 C Language Interface List (Continued)
Function

C Language Interface

Interrupt management

void
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd

Time management

ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
ER ercd
void

System management

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ret_int
loc_cpu
unl_cpu
chg_ilm
ref_ilm

(
(
(
(
(

);
);
);
UINT ilmask );
UINT *p_ilmask);

set_tim
get_tim
dly_tsk
def_cyc
act_cyc
ref_cyc
def_alm
ref_alm
ret_tmr

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

SYSTIME *pk_tim );
SYSTIME *pk_tim );
DLYTIME dlytim );
HNO cycno, T_DCYC *pk_dcyc
HNO cycno, UINT cycact );
T_RCYC *pk_rcyc, HNO cycno
HNO almno, T_DARM *pk_dalm
T_RALM *pk_ralm, HNO almno
);

);
);
);
);

ER ercd = get_ver ( T_VER *pk_ver );
ER ercd = ref_sys ( T_RSYS *pk_rsys );
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Appendix B

Labels Used for Input Parameters

Table B shows a list of labels used for input parameters.
■ List of Labels Used for Input Parameters
Table B List of Labels Used for Input Parameters
Label
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Value

Meaning

TFN_STA_TSK
TFN_EXT_TSK
TFN_TER_TSK
TFN_DIS_DSP
TFN_ENA_DSP
TFN_CHG_PRI
TFN_ROT_RDQ
TFN_REL_WAI
TFN_GET_TID
TFN_REF_TSK

H’ffffffe9
H’ffffffeb
H’ffffffe7
H’ffffffe2
H’ffffffe3
H’ffffffe5
H’ffffffe4
H’ffffffe1
H’ffffffe8
H’ffffffec

Starts a task.
Terminates (as a normal end) the issuing task.
Forcibly terminates (as an abnormal end) another task.
Disables dispatching.
Enables dispatching.
Changes the priority of a task.
Rotates the task ready queue.
Forcibly releases a task from the WAIT state.
Gets the issuing task’s ID number.
Gets the task status.

TFN_SUS_TSK
TFN_RSM_TSK
TFN_FRSM_TSK
TFN_SLP_TSK
TFN_TSLP_TSK
TFN_WUP_TSK
TFN_CAN_WUP

H’ffffffdf
H’ffffffdd
H’ffffffdc
H’ffffffda
H’ffffffdb
H’ffffffd9
H’ffffffd8

Moves a task into the SUSPEND state.
Resumes a task that was in the SUSPEND state.
Forcibly resumes a task that was in the SUSPEND state.
Moves a task into the WAIT state.
Moves a task into the WAIT state for a certain period of time.
Wakes up a task in the WAIT state.
Cancels a task wakeup request.

TFN_SIG_SEM
TFN_WAI_SEM
TFN_PREQ_SEM
TFN_TWAI_SEM
TFN_REF_SEM
TFN_SET_FLG
TFN_CLR_FLG
TFN_WAI_FLG
TFN_TWAI_FLG
TFN_POL_FLG
TFN_REF_FLG
TFN_SND_MSG
TFN_RCV_MSG
TFN_PRCV_MSG
TFN_TRCV_MSG
TFN_REF_MBX

H’ffffffc9
H’ffffffcb
H’ffffff95
H’ffffff55
H’ffffffcc
H’ffffffd0
H’ffffffd1
H’ffffffd2
H’ffffff56
H’ffffff96
H’ffffffd4
H’ffffffc1
H’ffffffc3
H’ffffff94
H;ffffff54
H’ffffffc4

Semaphore signal operation (V instruction)
Semaphore wait operation (P instruction)
Semaphore wait operation (P instruction with polling)
Semaphore wait operation with a time-out specification (P instruction)
References the status of a semaphore.
Sets an event flag.
Clears an event flag.
Waits for an event flag.
Waits for an event flag with a time-out specification
Waits for (polls) an event flag.
References the status of an event flag.
Sends a message to a mailbox.
Receives a message from a mailbox.
Receives (polls) a message from a mailbox.
Receives a message from a mailbox with a time-out specification
References the status of a mailbox.

TFN_LOC_CPU
TFN_UNL_CPU
TFN_CHG_ILM
TFN_REF_ILM

H’fffffff8
H’fffffff9
H’ffffffbd
H’ffffffbc

Disables interrupts and dispatching.
Enables interrupts and dispatching.
Changes the interrupt mask.
References the interrupt mask.

TFN_GET_BLK
TFN_PGET_BLK
TFN_REL_BLK
TFN_REF_MPL
TFN_GET_BLF
TFN_PGET_BLF
TFN_TGET_BLF
TFN_BEL_BLF
TFN_REF_MPF

H’ffffff73
H’ffffff98
H’ffffff71
H’ffffff74
H’ffffffB3
H’ffffff99
H’ffffff59
H’ffffffB1
H’ffffffB4

Gets variable-sized memory
Gets (polls) variable-sized memory
Releases variable-sized memory
References the variable-sized memory pool status
Gets fixed-sized memory
Gets (polls) fixed-sized memory
Gets fixed-sized memory with a time-out specification
Releases fixed-sized memory
References the fixed-sized memory pool status
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Table B List of Labels Used for Input Parameters (Continued)
Label
TFN_SET_TIM
TFN_GET_TIM
TFN_DLY_TSK
TFN_DEF_CYC
TFN_ACT_CYC
TFN_REF_CYC
TFN_DEF_ALM
TFN_REF_ALM
TFN_GET_VER
TFN_REF_SYS

Value
H’ffffffad
H’ffffffac
H’ffffffab
H’ffffffa6
H’ffffffa2
H’ffffffa4
H’ffffffa7
H’ffffffa5
H’fffffff0
H’fffffff4

Meaning
Sets the system clock.
Reads the system clock value.
Delays a task.
Defines a cyclic handler.
Controls the active state of a cyclic handler.
References the status of a cyclic handler.
Defines an alarm handler.
References the status of an alarm handler.
Gets the ITRON version number.
References the system status.

NULL
NADR

0
-1

Null code
Illegal address

TRUE
FALSE

-1
0

True
False

TA_ASM
TA_HLNG

H’00000000

Assembly language program

H’00000001

High-level language program

TMO_POL
TMO_FEVR

0
-1

Check whether object can be gotten.
Wait until object can be gotten.

TSK_SELF

0

Issuing task specification

TPRI_INI
TPRI_RUN

0
0

Initial task priority level
Highest priority level currently running

TTM_ABS
TTM_REL

0
1

Absolute time specification
Relative time specification

TCY_OFF
TCY_ON
TCY_INI

0
1
2

Turn cyclic handler off.
Turn cyclic handler on.
Initialize cyclic handler count.

TWF_CLR
TWF_ANDW
TWF_ORW

1
0
2

Clear specification
AND wait
OR wait

TTS_RUN
TTS_RDY
TTS_WAI
TTS_SUS
TTS_WAS
TTS_DMT

H’00000001
H’00000002
H’00000004
H’00000008
H’0000000c
H’00000010

RUN state
READY state
WAIT state
SUSPEND state
WAIT-SUSPEND state
DORMANT state

TTW_SLP
TTW_DLY
TTW_FLG
TTW_SEM
TTW_MBX
TTW_MPL
TTW_MPF

H’00000001
H’00000002
H’00000010
H’00000020
H’00000040
H’00001000
H’00002000

WAIT due to slp_tsk, tslp_tsk
WAIT due to dly_tsk
WAIT due to wai_flg
WAIT due to wai_sem
WAIT due to rcv_mbx
WAIT due to get_blk
WAIT due to get_blf

TSS_TSK
TSS_DDSP
TSS_LOC
TSS_INDP

0
1
3
4

Dispatching enabled state
Dispatching disabled state
Interrupts and dispatching disabled state
Task-independent portions execution in progress
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Appendix C

Error Code List

Table C lists the error codes.
■ Error Code List
Table C Error Code List
Label

Description

0

H’00000000

Normal end

E_NOMEM

-H’0a

H’fffffff6

Not enough memory

E_NOSPT
E_RSFN
E_RSATR

-H’11
-H’14
-H’18

H’ffffffef
H’ffffffec
H’ffffffe8

Unsupported function
Reserved function code number
Reserved attribute

E_PAR
E_ID

-H’21
-H’23

H’ffffffdf
H’ffffffdd

General parameter error
Illegal ID number

E_NOEXS
E_OBJ

-H’34
-H’3f

H’ffffffcc
H’ffffffc1

Object does not exist
Other error regarding status of object

E_CTX
E_QOVR

-H’45
-H’49

H’ffffffbb
H’ffffffb7

Context error
Queuing or nesting overflow

E_TMOUT
E_RLWAI

-H’55
-H’56

H’ffffffab
H’ffffffaa

Polling failure or timeout
WAIT state forced release

E_OK
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